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Advance registration for First and Second Term ends. 
Deadline for fee payment for advance registration for both 
First and Second Term. 








General registration. Evening classes begin . 
Classes begin. 
Registration and additions to schedule end (late fee added 
to registration fee). 
Graduation application deadline for Summer Quarter. 
Independence Day (holiday). 
Deadline for dropping First Term classes. 
Official closing of First Summer Term. 






Aug . 15 
General Registration . Evening classes begin. 
Classes begin. 
Registration and additions to schedule end (late fee added 
to registration fee). 
Deadline for graduation application for Summer Quarter . 
Deadline for dropping Second Term courses. 
Summer Quarter commencement. 
Official closing of Second Summer Term. 
A TTENTION--Parents of elemen-
tary and junior high school age 
students (Ages 8-74) 
For a special program for your 
young people, see page 2. 
A brief history ... 
Currently a comprehensive state supported 
educational institution of more than 10,000 
students, St. Cloud State University began as 
the state's third normal school in 1869. De-
velopment has followed the pattern of growth 
of similar institutions in other parts of the 
country. The campus expanded during the 
1960's and ea rl y 1970's to nearly double its 
size . The major part of the facility is comprised 
of modern, attractive buildings. 
St. Cloud State University is divided into 
five colleges: Business, Education, Fine Arts, 
Industry and Libera l Arts and Sciences. In 
addition, the re is the School of Graduate and 
Continuing Studies. The University is fully 
accredited by the North Central Association of 
Colleges and Schools and by the National 
Council for Accreditation of Teacher Educa-
tion . It also is accredited by the American 
Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business and 




Acceleration. By attending summer school it 
is possible to complete the 4-year bachelor's 
degree program in 3 years. Graduate and under-
graduate courses are offered in most depart-
ments of the university . 
Short term. Summer school is divided into 2 
terms, 5 weeks each. Short duration and full-
term courses are available both days and 
evenings. Students who wish to take on ly one 
or two courses can complete their work in 
half the time, freeing up th e rest of the season 
· for other activities . 
Licensure renewal. Particular emphasis is placed 
on course offerings for teachers returning to 
maintain licensure requirements, as well as for 
those working towards an advanced degree. 
Early entry. A special program of freshman 
courses is available for h igh school seniors who 
begin their university work in the summer 
immediately after completing high school or 
who wish to complete pre-professional courses. 
Smaller scale. Enrollment during summer is less 
than during the regular academic year. This 
means smaller class size and greater opportunity 
for individual help and advising. 
Faculty, cou rses of instruction and standards 
are the same as for the regular academic year. 
The university reserves the right to withdraw or 
modify offerings and special features of the 
summer terms. 
Things to do in Summer School 
The St. Cloud 
Community 
The city of St. Cloud is located in central 
Minnesota, just a little over an hour's drive 
from Minneapolis and St. Paul, a major metro-
politan area. Although population of the St. 
Cloud area is near ing 70,000, the city con-
tinues to have a friendly small-town atmosphere. 
The campus is located within walking distance 
of downtown and lies along the west bank of 
the scenic Mississippi River close to several 
parks and attractive residential areas. 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES. The Social Activities 
summer schedule includes a variety of indoor 
and outdoor campus events. Recreation facili-
ties in Halenbeck Hall and the tennis courts are 
open to the summer students and faculty dur-
ing both terms. Guest lecturers and artists en-
hance the summer academic program. A special 
attraction is the annual Lemqnade Concert 
featuring the Minnesota Orchestra with an 
accompanying "Art on the Mall" sale. 
ATWOOD MEMORIAL CENTER. The air 
conditioned Atwood Center offers a wide 
variety of social, cultural, and recreational 
programs made possible through the efforts of 
students on the program board and the Atwood 
staff. Schedules of events are available at the 
main desk in the Atwood Center. 
Both indoor and outdoor recreational activi-
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ties are offered . The Recreation Center offers 
bowling, billiards, table tennis, foosball and 
other forms of entertainment. Quiet games 
such as chess or bridge are popular also and 
occasional tournaments provide incentive for 
practice. Outdoor recreational programs have 
included tennis, bicycle rallies, frisbee tourna-
ments, canoe outings, and trips to professional 
athletic events. Popular aspects of the summer 
recreational program are the Rental Center and 
the Outings Center . Rental of camping and 
hiking equipment, canoes, etc. at attractive 
rates, plus shared information about where to 
go and how to get there, make the outings area 
an inviting stop. 
A series of art exhibits by students and 
professionals is featured in the gallery and in 
the display cases. For those with other in -
terests, there is a regular free film series (some 
(Atwood, cont'd.) 
of which are suited to family viewing), occa-
sional guest lectures or discussions, and an 
informal music or theatre event planned for an 
outdoor setting . 
The Atwood deli and snack bar are available 
to all campus people. During the summer, 
Atwood Center conference rooms are available 
for student/faculty and staff meetings as well 
as off-campus conference groups. 
Atwood summer hours are as follows: 
Open Monday and Wednesday until 
6 :00 p .m. 
Open Tuesday and Thursday until 
8 :30 p.m. 
Open Friday until 4:00 p.m. 
Closed on Saturday and Sunday 
LEARNING RESOURCES SERVICES -
CENTENNIAL HALL 
Learning Resources Services Center includes all 
the usual library and audiovisual materials 
(print or nonprint) and associated equipment. 
The hours that Learning Resouices Services will 
be open for student and faculty use are as 
follows: 





. 7:15 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
7:15 a.m . -10:00 p.m. 
. 7:15a.m.-4:00p.m. 
. 1 :00 p .m. - 5:00 p.m. 
2:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. 
Whenever a holiday occurs during a term, 
special hours will be posted. 
HEAL TH SERVICES. Routine clinic hours are 
Monday through Friday from 7:30 a.m. to 4:00 
p.m. The Health Service provides care to all 
students who have paid a current health service 
fee. For a more detailed description of medical 
care offered by the Health Service, consult the 
Student Handbook. 
Any x-ray, laboratory tests or special pro-
cedure that must be done some place other 
than the Health Service is the financial respo nsi-
bility of the student; therefore, all students are 
encouraged to have insurance coverage . 
HEAL TH INSURANCE. The State University 
System has a student health insurance plan 
underwritten by Rushmore Mutual Insurance 
Company. If you are not covered by your 
parents' plan or do not have an individual 
plan, you should consider the student health 
insurance plan offered to full-time university 
students. 
The cost of this plan per quarter and/or 
summer terms: 
Student Only: $21.60 
Student and Family: $130.00 
(Optional Maternity Plan) 
If you want insurance coverage check the 
appropriate box on the registration form when 
submitting your class schedule . Additional 
information about specific coverage is available 
in the Health Service or Student Life and 
Development Office . 
CENTER FOR CONTINUING STUDIES. The 
Center develops and coordinates regular and 
short term courses, specifically designed work-
shops, non-credit courses and conferences as 
requests for such programs are referred to the 
Center. Resources from the total University 
are utilized to offer programs to meet specific 
needs. For current information concerning 
summer program schedules, or to request a 
particular program, contact the Center for 
Continuing Studies, Whitney House, or ca ll 
255-3081. 
STUDENT PARKING. Summer students may 
park their cars in lots "C," "J," "K," "M," and 
the south end of "N" on a first-come, first-
served basis. No parking permits are required 
for these lots. Overnight parking is permitted 
only in lots "C ," "J" and "K." Overnight 
parking in other university lots is prohibited 
except on Friday and Saturday. NOTE : 
Some campus parking lots have restrictions 
which must be observed. 
ATTENTION--PARENTS OF 
ELEMENTARY AND JUNIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL AGE STUDENTS (AGES 8-14) 
Summer school opportunities are being made 
available to non-resident and resident students 
in the Campus Laboratory School summer 
program . Individualized programs in all sub-
ject areas including music, art, science, reading, 
math, etc., will be developed to meet the needs 
of the students enrolled. Individualized pro-
grams wi ll be developed for those students 
desiring enrichment experiences as well as 
remedial work . 
You are invited to take advantage of this 
fine summer schoo l program for your young-
ster(s). The fee structure for non-resident 
students is as follows: 
Cost-· $70.00 per student/ per week 
Minimum number of days enrolled-- 5 days 
Maximum number of days enrolled-- 30 days 
Deadline date for enrollment-- May 15, 1980 
Campus Laboratory Summer School Cal-
endar-- June 9 - July 18, 1980 
Daily Schedule: 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon 
(Monday-Thursday) (If necessary, 7 :30 accom-
modations can be arranged.) This period of 
time covers the First Summer Term and the 
first two weeks of the Second Summer Term. 
Contact Dr. Douglas Johnson, (612) 255-3195 . 
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UNIVERSITY HOUSING. Single and double 
rooms for men, women and married couples 
are ava ilable in the residence halls . Approxi-
mate rates will be $85.00 per person / per 
session-double room ; $100 per person/per 
session-single room. The weekly rates are 
$25.00 for a double room and $35.00 for a 
single room . The residence halls will open for 
occupancy beginning at 1 :00 p.m. Sunday, 
June 8 and will remain open for both summer 
terms. If you are interested in reserving a 
room in a residence hall you may write directly 
to the D irector of Housing , Carol Hall, St . 
Cloud State University, St . Cloud , Minnesota 
56301 for the necessary application materials. 
During the summer terms, reservations are for 
residence hall rooms only. Students should 
furnish personal items including linens and 
blankets for a twin size bed. Food service is 
available at Atwood Center on a cash a la ca,cte 
basis. The halls also provide small kitchen units 
which are available for snack preparation . 
Room refrigerators may be rented . 
FINANCIAL AID. Fina ncial assistance is made 
available to all students who meet program eli-
gibility requirements under th e National Direct, 
Guaranteed Student, and Emergency Loan 
programs. In addition, employment oppor-
tunities are made available to qualified students 
under the Work-Study programs . Limited 
grant assistance is also available to needy stu-
dents who meet the Minnesota Part-time 
Grant eligibility requirements. Grants under 
this state program are made available to stu-
dents who are enrolled less than full-time . For 
application materials and detailed information 
about these programs, please contact the 
Financial Aids Office, Room 121 , Administra-
tive Services Building. 
· Federal regulations stipulate that students 
receiving federal financial assistance during the 
summer term must be in attendance at St. 
Cloud State University at least half-time the 
quarter immediately preceding (spring) or 
immediately following the summer session(s) 
(fall) in order to be eligible to receive this assis-
tance. These regulations also stipulate that a 
student must be enrolled at least half-time dur-
ing the summer and pursuing an educational 
objective in order to be eligible to receive 
federal financial aid. 
SCS UNIVERSITY STORES. Bookstores are 
available to students on the university campus . 
Hours are as follows : 
University Bookstore, Stewart Hall 
basement : 
Monday-Friday 
7 :30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
Closed weekends 
Atwood's Shortstop, Atwood Center: 
Monday-Friday 
7:30 a.m. to 3:30 p :m . 
Closed weekends 
Art Shop, Stewart Hall basement: 
Monday-Friday 
7:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
Closed weekends 
COUNSELING SERVICES. The Counseling 
Center will be open during both summer terms . 
Due to minimal staffing during this period, 
services will be available to a limited number of 
students. 
Graduate programs 
St. Cloud State University offers varied oppor-
tunities for study at the graduate level. Pro-
grams are available in most teaching fields and 
for the preparation of specialized school service 
personnel, in the areas of business administra -
tion, professional counseling, and in several 
liberal arts fields. 
SPECIALIST DEGREE 
INFORMATION MEDIA. The Specialist De-
gree Program in Information Media (Library 
and Audiovisual Education) is a sixth year 
degree program designed to meet the special-
ized needs of media personnel at all levels . 
Individualized programs can be developed to 
prepare for administrative positions in the 
media field, for positions in elementary-
secondary schools, junior-senior colleges, 
university media centers, or in industry. Stu-
dents will also be able to develop programs to 
provide the competencies required for Minne-
sota licensure in library, audiovisual education, 
media generalist and media supervisor. 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION. Spe-
cialist degree programs in educational adminis-
tration are available. These programs permit 
the student to specialize in Elementary School 
Administration, Secondary School Administra-
tion , General School Administration or Special 
Education Administration. The programs 
satisfy the requirements for Minnesota licensu re 
in the areas of educational administration. The 
department also offers courses for those in-
terested in adult basic education. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS. Plans 
A, B and Care available for students who want 
to major in Elementary Education. ED 601 is 
required during either of the first two terms 
enrolled. Student and adviser design the M.S. 
Program around the background, skil ls, and 
career goals of the student. 
EARLY CHILDHOOD AND FAMILY 
STUDIES. A program centered around the 
study of young children in the context of 
parents and families. Students are provided 
with course work as well as practical experience 
with children and fam ilies. A prekindergarten 
teaching license is available along with majors in 
Early Childhood Education and Administration. 
CURR ICULUM AND INSTRUCTION . Pro-
grams are available in both Junior High Schoo l 
and Senior High School Teacher Education. 
Special seminars and programs related to 
junior and senior high school age students are 
included. Candidates are required to complete 
a concentration in subject-matter area(s). Two 
teaching fields are recommended for the junior 
high school program; one field is required for 
the senior high school program. Programs are 
available on both a thesis and non -th esis plan . 
SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS. For 
admission to most of the secondary teaching 
majors at the graduate level, a minimum of an 
undergraduate minor is required . In some 
programs an undergraduate major is required 
for admission. Specialization is offered in the 
following areas: Art, Biology, Business Educa-
tion, English, Geography, History, Industrial 
Arts, Mathematics, Music, Physical Education, 
Physical Science and Social Science (including 
Economics, Sociology and Political Science). 
A few of these programs are available under 
Plan A only . (Please refer to the Graduate 
Bulletin). 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION . M.S. 
programs are offered for the elementary schoo l 
principal, the secondary school principal, the 
community education director, and the schoo l 
business official. These programs have been 
approved by the M innesota State Department 
of Education . Only a non-thesis starred paper 
plan is available. Minnesota licensure requires 
the completion of the Specialist degree or a 
Sixth Year program in educational administra-
tion to qualify for the elementary and second -
ary school principalship as wel l as the school 
superintendency . 
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READING CONSULTANT. Students enrolled 
in the program for Reading Consultant are 
given opportunities to practice in the analysis 
and correction of reading disabilities under 
supervised conditions. Successful completion 
of this program qualifies the person for licen-
sure as a remedial reading teacher , developmen-
tal reading teacher or reading consultant. This 
program is available under both Plans A and B. 
SPECIAL EDUCATION PERSONNEL. A 
Master of Science degree with Plans A, B and C 
is available to students desiring to major in 
special education. The following areas of em-
phasis are available for students desiring tel 
teach handicapped students: Educable Mentally 
Retarded, Trainable Mentally Retarded, and 
Special Learning Disabilities. In addition, a 
Fifth Year program is available. 
For those students interested in Special 
Education Administration, a Specialist Degree 
Program is available. 
INFORMATION MEDIA. (Library and Audio-
visual Education). With the current emphasis 
on the various aspects of communication and 
their relationship to Instructional Materials 
Centers, the graduate program in Information 
Media has been developed to support persons 
in the media (print and non-print) and curricu-
lum areas. Requirements for basic licensure as 
well as the graduate degree can be met in sum-
mer terms and are available only under Plan B. 
Plan A programs are available for non-teaching 
degrees. 
COMMUNITY COUNSELING. The program 
provides the student with skills and knowledge 
necessary to function as a counselor in a variety 
of community agency settings. 
REHABILITATION COUNSELING. The 
rehabi l itation counselor provides and coordi-
nates services for persons with mental , emo-
t ional, physical, and /or social disabilities which 
interfere with productive functioning and self-
fulfillment . 
SECONDARY SCHOOL COUNSELING . 
School counselors assist with the educational, 
vocational, personal, and social development of 
students. In carrying out their responsibilities, 
counselors work with students, parents, 
teachers, school personnel, and community 
agencies. 
SPEECH AND HEARING THERAPISTS. This 
program offers a combination of course work in 
the basic areas, seminars, clinical practicum 
and research to qualify the graduate for the 
Certificate of Clinical Competence awarded by 
the American Speech and Hearing Association. 
Available on Plan A or Plan B. 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Programs leading to the Master of Arts degree 
have thus far been developed for students 
desiring to major in Art, Biology, English , 
History or Mathematics. Undergraduate 
preparation in teacher education is not required 
for admission to these programs. For specific 
information about each of these programs, the 
student shou ld consult the latest Graduate 
Bulletin. 
MASTER OF BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION 
The program leadi ng to the Master of Business 
Administration degree is available for student s 
who are interested in obtaining a background 
in Business Administration. It is not necessary 
to have an undergraduate degree in business to 
be admitted. Realistic opportunities are pro-
vided for making business case analyses. 
Through seminars, students share their findings 
with fellow students, the faculty, and business 
leaders in the St. Cloud area. 
FIFTH YEAR PROGRAM 
A planned Fifth Year Program is available for 
teachers who do not desire to work for a 
Master's degree or for teachers who do not 
otherwise qualify to work for the Master's 
degree . It is anticipated that the fifth year of 
work wi ll be integrated with the first four years 
of the student's preparation . A minimum of 45 
credits is required, one-third of which must be 
taken at the graduate level. The minimum 
honor point ratio required for successful com-
pletion of this program is 2.25 (C+). 
What you must know about Summer School 
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Students who are interested in pursuing degree 
or license programs are required to submit an 
Application for Admission to Advanced Studies. 
Students must have two official copies of th e ir 
undergraduate transcripts sent to the Graduate 
Studies Office by the institution(s) where the 
work was completed. M.A. and M.S. appli -
cants must complete and furnish a score on the 
Graduate Record Exam inatio n Aptitude Test; 
the Advanced Test in the major f ield is also 
required by many departments. MBA students 
complete and furnish a sco re on the Graduate 
Management Admission Test (GMAT) rather 
than the Graduate Record Examinatio n. After 
these materials have been received, the applica-
tions of eligible students wi ll be processed to 
the major department for a recommendation on 
the application. When the student is accepted, 
an adviser is appoin ted. Completed application 
materials, including transcripts and t est scores 
should be rece ived in the Graduate Office at 
least 30 days prior to the opening of the sum-
mer term for which the app li cant expects to 
reg iste r. Students who are not formally 
accepted prior to the opening of the summer 
term or students who do not intend to pursue 
an advanced degree may register for course 
work as a Special Student. 
Admission 
UNDERGRADUATE : New undergraduate 
students must submit an application for ad-
mission. Write the Office of Admissions and 
Records for admission information and 
materials . 
GRADUATE: New graduate students must 
write to the Graduate Studies Office for admis-
sion information and materials. 
SPECIAL STUDENTS: New students not pur-
suing a degree at St. Cloud State University are 
automatically classified as a special student 
when they register. No special form is required 
to be completed. 
The Summer Quarter is divided into two terms. 
All regular courses scheduled for the first term 
will meet from June 10 to July 11 ; all regular 
courses scheduled for the second term will 
meet from Ju fy 15 to August 15. Courses 
scheduled to meet Monday evenings will begin 
June 9 for first term classes and Jul y 14 for 
second term classes. Dates for short term 
courses are specified. 
A grade sheet will be sent to each student at 
the end of the quarter . Grade sheets and trans-
cripts will not be available before the end of 
the quarter. 
Proper registration is your responsibility , 
Advisers will assist in the selection of courses; 
however, ultim ate responsibility rests with the 
student. Read the class schedule carefully. 
Refer to the latest Undergraduate and Graduate 
Bulletins to insure that you are meeting general 
education, major and minor requirements. 
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES. On the following 
pages are li sted, by department, the courses 
offered during the Summer Quarter of 1980. 
Descriptions of the courses may be found in the 
Undergraduate Bulletin or the Graduate Bulle-
tin. Th e University reserves the right to with-
draw or modify any course or to change in-
structors. 
WORKSHOPS, INSTITUTES AND TOURS. 
Students registering for workshops, inst itutes 
and tours carrying the designation "Permission 
Only" shou ld refer to the special registration 
instruct ions listed under "Workshops." Reg is-
tration for workshops, institutes and tours 
which do NOT carry the designation "By 
Permission Only" is the same as any other 
course. Follow the registration instructions 
as listed or register the first day of class. 
BY PERMISSION ONLY. Perm iss ion of the 
depa rtment chairperson is needed for all classes 
listed as "By Permission Only," including 
independent study courses. Students need to 
submit the proper written permission form with 
the Course Request Form. Forms are available 
from the department chairperson. 
CHANGE OF ADDRESS. If you change your 
address at any time during the qua rter, you 
must contact the Office of Admissions and 
Records before the last week of the quarter. 
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PRE-REQUISITE. An asterisk (*) behind the 
course number indicates there is a pre-requ isite 
for the course which is listed in the General 
Bulletin or the Graduate Bulletin. You must 
have the instructor's permission to register for a 
class if you are not currently registered for or 
have not completed the pre-requisite. 
CO-REQUISITE. If a course li sts a co-requisite, 
the student must also register for that class. 
CLASS NUMBERING SYSTEM. 
001-099 = NO CREDIT 
100, 200 = FRESHMEN AND SOPHOMORES 
300,400 = JUNIORS AND SENIORS 
Entry to 300400 level College of Business 
courses (Departments of Accounting, Business 
Education , Ma nagemen t-Finance, Marketing-
General Business, and Quantitative Methods 
and Information Systems) require the student 
to be officially admitted to a major program of 
stu dy and be of junior or senior standing (96 
or more earned credits) prior to Spring 1980. 
Students granted an exception must present the 
proper permission form available at th e Student 
Services Office, BB 123, with advance regis-
tration materials to the registration personnel. 
500,600 = GRADUATE (must have completed 
Bacca I au reat e degree) 
GRADING OPTION. SU-REQ = For this class, 
Satisfactory / Unsatisfactory grading is required 
for all students. SU-YES= For this class a 
student has the option of electing a S-U grade 
or the conventional letter grade . This option 
. must be made at the end of the second class 
meeting. All other classes will be graded on the 
A, B, C, D, E system. 
PENAL TIES. Fees must be paid prior to the 
third day of classes or there will be a late fee of 
$5.00. Changes of class schedule at the request 
of the student after the third day of classes will 
be $2 .00 per change . 
TIME CONFLICTS. You must not schedule a 
time conflict (two courses which meet at the 
same time in the same term) without written 
permission from one of the instructors involved. 
Submit permission slip with your Course Re-
quest Form. 
VARIABLE CREDIT. A course listed with VR 
as credit means th_e course can be taken for a 
variable credit . The number of credits must be 
approved by the department chairperson . 
Forms are avai lable from the department chair-
person. 
CLASS HOURS. 
4-credit courses meet daily (Monday through 
Friday) for 90-minute periods. 
3-credit courses meet daily (Monday through 
Friday) for 70-minute periods. 
2-credit courses meet daily (Monday through 
Friday) for 45-minute periods. 
1-credit courses meet daily (Monday through 
Friday) for 45-minute periods. 
All 4-credit laboratory courses will arrange one 
additional class period each week. 
CLASS LOAD. The maximum load which a 
graduate student may carry is 16 credits or 9 
credits in any one summer term. The maxi-
mum undergraduate load is 10 credits for any 
one summer term. Students wishing to register 
for an "overload" must secure permission. 
Forms are available from the College Dean for 
students admitted to a major, the Vice Presi-
dent for Academic Affairs Office for students 
not admitted to a major. Overloads are not 
permitted at the Graduate level. 
ADVISING. All students enrolled Spring 
Quarter who have not been officially admitted 
to a major program of study must confer with 
their faculty adviser before registering for 
Summer Quarter classes. Faculty advisers will 
give students a signed permit to register which 
must be presented along with the course 
request form at registration. 
CANCELLATION OF REGISTRATION. Please 
contact the Office of Admissions and Records 
in writing, giving your name and social security 
number, if you wish to cancel your registration 
at any time. 
CLASS MEETING TIMES. 
0730-0900 = 7:30 a.m . to 9:00 a.m. 
0915-1045 = 9:15 a.m. to 10:45 a.m. 
1100-1230 = 11 :00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 
1245-1415 = 12:45 to 2: 15 p .m. 
1430-1600 = 2:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
Evening classes: 1800-2130 = 6 :00 p.m . to 9:30 
p.m. (with some variations) . 
M=Monday; T=Tuesday ; W=Wednesday; R= 
Thursday ; F=Friday 
REPEATING. If you are repeating a course 
(taking it over to improve your grade) you must 
mark "repeat" on your registration form at the 
time you register. 
AUDITING. If you are auditing a course (taking 
it for no credit) you must mark "audit" on 
your registration form at the time you register. 
Registration for evening and 
off-campus courses 
Evening students who did not advance reg ister 
and pay fees may register and pay fees in the 
Administrative Services Building, room 123, 
between 5:30 and 6:30 p.m. the first night of 
class. (Monday evening classes will begin June 
9 for first term classes and July 14 for second 
term classes . 
,Change of schedule· 
(drop & add) 
Registration for off-campus courses will be 
conducted at the first class meeting; no advance 
registration will be held . Tuition will be paid at 
the time of reg istration. Information about a 
specific course may be obtained from the de-
partment offering the course. 
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Students wishing to drop courses must do so by 
Monday, July 7 for first term classes and Mon-
day, August 11 for second term classes. 
The periods for adding classes to your schedule 
are: 
FIRST AND SECOND TERM 
11:00 a.m. to 11 :30 a.m., Monday, June 9 in 
the Atwood Center Ballroom . 
7:30 a.m., Tuesday , June 10, to 2:00 p.m ., 
Friday, June 13 in the Office of Admissions 
and Records, room 117 in the Administra-
tive Services Building. 
No additions to first term will be accepted after 
June 13 for classes beginning June 10. 
SECOND TERM 
10:30 a.m . to 11 :00 a.m., Monday, July 14, in 
the Atwood Center Ballroom . 
7:30 a.m ., Tuesday, July 15, to 2:00 p.m., 
Friday, July 18, in the Office of Admissions 
and Records , room 117 in the Administra-
tive Services Building. 
No additions to second term will be accepted 
after July 18 for classes beginning July 15. 
Students who fail to officially drop from a 
course will receive a grade of "E." Students 
withdrawing completely from the university 
must process a withdrawal form in the Office of 
Admissions and Records, Room 117, Adminis-
trative Services Building . 
IADVANCE 
REGISTRATION 
All students who are eligible to attend St. 
Cloud State University are encouraged to take 
advantage of advance registration. Fees for all 
classes scheduled must be paid by May 30 for 
Summer Quarter or your class schedule will be 
canceled. 
1. Students enrolled in day classes during 
Spring 1980 will have registration materials 
prepared for them. Students must present 
some form of identification (University ID, 
driver's license, etc.} to receive registration 
materials. Materials will be completed in 
the Atwood Center Ballroom on May 2 
from 8:30 a.m. to 2:30 p,m. Advance 
Registration ends May 2 for Summer 
Quarter at 2:30 p.m. 
2. Students enrolled in evening or off-campus 
classes Spring 1980 may submit a request 
for courses on the form in the back of this 
booklet before May 2. 
3. Students not enrolled in classes Spring 1980 
may submit a request for courses on the 
form in the back of this booklet before May 
2. 
4. New entering degree students will receive 
registration instructions when accepted for 
admission to the university. They may not 
advance register. 
5 . New students not pursuing a degree at St. 
Cloud State University are automatically 
classified as a special student when they 
register. They may advance register . 
ADVANCE REGISTRATION 
PROCEDURES 
1. Prepare a "trial" schedule to make certain 
you do not schedule a time conflict in the 
same term. Permission from one instructor 
must be presented at registration to schedule 
a time conflict. 
2. Write your name and social security number 
in the appropriate space provided on the 
Trial Schedule Form. If you do not have a 
social security number, you must report to 
the Office of Admissions and Records. 
Your registration will not be processed 
unless you have a social security number or 
a nine digit number approved by that office . 
3. List the four digit course reference number, 
department name, course number, section , 
credit, class time and class days on the Trial 
Schedule Form. 
4. For each first choice, list an appropriate 
alternate course in the alternate section of 
the Trial Schedule Form. Do not use 
different sections of first choice courses as 
alternate courses even if it is offered in a 
different term. 
5. The class schedule has a series of free time 
periods available for blocking out segments 
of the day or a term. You may select two 
of the free time blocks. However, in doing 
so, you should realize that: 
A. Designating free time means that you 
will not be assigned any courses during 
that time. 
B. Requests for free time decrease the 
chances of having your schedule com-
pleted . 
A free time block should be requested only 
when absolutely necessary because of 
commuting problems, a work schedule or 
other university obligations. You should 
block out the entire term if you are unable 
to attend classes during that term. ( Use 
9990 if you cannot attend the first term and 
9995 if you cannot attend the second term.) 
6. Complete the Course Request Form (or 
Course Request Card if registering on May 2 
in Atwood Center). Carefully copy the 
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course reference numbers from your Trial 
Schedule. Make certain you place your first 
choice of classes on the left and your 
alternate courses on the right side of the 
form. An alternate course must be on the 
same lines as the first choice course and 
must not be a different section of a first 
choice course. · 
Please recheck the course reference num-
bers in the class schedule to make certain 
you have listed the courses and free time 
blocks correctly for the proper term. Do 
not schedule time conflicts within the 
same term. 
7. If you wish to audit a course (receive no 
credit), check the appropriate box after the 
course reference number. 
8. If you are repeating a course, check the 
appropriate box after the course reference 
number so that your honor point ratio can 
be adjusted at the end of the quarter. 
9. Your approved class schedule and fee state-
ment will be mailed to the billing or local 
address by May 16 . · All fees for Advance 
Registration must be paid by May 30 for 
Summer Quarter. 
Students receiving a partial schedule 
(fewer than the number of credits re-
quested) must pay fees by the deadlines for 
credits received. (See General Registration 
for instructions regarding completion of 
partial schedule.) 
If you wish to change your schedule 
(drop and /or add), you must pay your fees 
to reserve your scheduled classes. 
10. If your fees are not paid by the deadline, 
your class schedule will be canceled and you 
must report for General Registration to 
create a new class schedule for the Summer 
Quarter. (See General Registration.) 
11. You may drop a course scheduled at Ad-
vance Registration anytime before May 30 
by presenting your unpaid fee statement to 
the Office of Admissions and Records. (Tui-
tion will not be assessed for courses dropped 
before May 30.) A full refund will be made 
fora\\ classes dropped before June 10 . No 
refund will be made for courses dropped 
after June 9. A full refund for second 
term classes will be made for all classes 
dropped before July 15. No refund will be 
made for second term classes dropped after 
July 14. 
GENERAL REGISTRATION 
General Registration is for students who did 
not register at advance registration, registered 
at advance registration but did not pay fees 
before the deadline, or received a partial 
schedule at advance registration. General 
Registration and fee payment will be held on 
June 9 for first and second term and July 14 
for second term in the Atwood Center Ball-
room. The following schedule will be used: 
PARTIAL SCHEDULE 
REGISTRATION TIMETABLE 
Students who did not receive the number of 
credits requested at advance registration are 
given a "partial schedule ." Students must bring 
their receipted fee statement to be admitted to 
the registration area. 
Last digit of Social Security Number 
First & Second Term 
(June 9) 
8:30-8:45 a.m. 




8:45-9:00 a.m . 






FIRST AND SECOND TERM 
June 9, 9:00-11 :30, 
Atwood Center Ballroom 
June 10-13, 7:30-4:00, 
Office of Admissions and Records, room 117 
in the Administrative Services Building. 
SECOND TERM 
July 14, 9:00-11 :00, 
Atwood Center Ballroom 
July 15-18, 7:30-4 :00, 
Office of Admissions and Records, room 117 in 
the Administrative Services Building. 
FULL REGISTRATION 
TIMETABLE 
Students who did not r~gister at advance regis-
tration or who had their class schedules can-
celed because they did not pay fees by the 
deadline are to register at "full registration." 
Last Digit of Social Security Number 
First & Second Term 
(June 9) 
9:00-9: 15 a.m. 1 
9:15-9:30a.m. 2 
9:30-9:45 a.m . 3,4 




10:45-11 :00 a.m. 0 
Second Term 
(July 14) 
9:00-9: 15 a.m . 
9:15-9:30 a.m. 
9:30-9:45 a.m. 
9:45-10:00 a.m . 
10:00-10:15 a.m. 









FIRST AND SECOND TERM 
June 9, 11 :00-11 :30, 
Atwood Center Ballroom 
June 10-13, 7:30-4:00, 
Office of Admissions and Records, room 117 in 
the Administrative Service3 Building. 
SECOND TERM 
July 14, 10:30-11:00, 
Atwood Center Ballroom 
July 15-18, 7:30-4:00, 
Office of Admissions and Records, room 117 in 
the Administrative Services Building 
DROP/ADD - See Change of Schedule (Drop 
and Add) page 5. 
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Tuition & Fees 
TUITION** 
The following schedule of tuition charges is 
effective in the Minnesota State Universities for 
the 1980 Summer Quarter: 
*Undergraduate 
Residents . . 
Non-residents 
*Graduate 
$12 .20 per credit hour 
$24.25 per credit hour 
Residents . . $15.60 per credit hour 
Non-residents $31.35 per credit hour 
*Workshops and Designated Off-Campus 
Courses (no separate costs for non-residents) 
Undergraduates ... $12.20 per credit hour 
Graduates ..... $15.60 per credit hour 
• A reciprocal agreement regarding in-state 
tuition fees for students has been reached with 
the states of North Dakota, South Dakota and 
Wisconsin. North Dakota, South Dakota and 
Wisconsin residents will be charged in-state 
tuition fees at St. Cloud State University. 
Students should contact the Office of Admis-
sions and Records before May 1 for the proper 
forms. 
FEES** 
With t he exception of workshop or tour credits , 
mandatory student fees will not exceed $43.50 
per quarter or $21.75 per summer term . 
**By the action of the State University Board, 
tuition and fees are subject to change without 
notice. 
REFUNDS 
A. Daytime Students 
1. State University Board regulations stipu-
late students are responsible for paying 
tuition and fees for those courses and 
credits for which they are enrolled when 
classes begin 7 :30 a.m., June 10, First 
Te rm and 7:30 a.m ., July 15, Second 
Term. To receive a refund for the 
dropped portion of their class schedule, 
students must _drop cla~ses no later than 
June 9 (1st Term) and July 14 (2nd 
Term). After these dates, unless the 
students' class schedule is reduced by t he 
University, no refund wi ll be issued for 
dropped cou rses. 
2. Students withdrawing completely from 
the University must process a withdrawal 
form in the Office of Admissions and 
Records, Adm inistrative Serv ices Build-
ing, Room 117. The following refund 
schedule applies to total withdrawal 
from classes . Up to and including the 
5th instructional day, 60% refund; 
6th through 10th instruct ional day, 20% 
refund ; and thereafter no refund will be 
given. 
B. Evening Students 
State University Board regulat ions state that 
if there is notification of withdrawal prior 
to the first class meeting a full refund will 
be given. Prior to the second class meeting, 
60% will be refunded; prior to the third 
class meeting, 20%; and thereafter, no 
refund will be given . No partial refunds wil l 
be made for courses dropped by a student 
unless he withdraws officially from the 
whole of h is course work. If a student must 
withdraw, he should immediately contact 
the Office of Admissions and Records, St. 
Cloud State University , St. Cloud, Minne-
sota 56301; Telephone 612-255-2111. 
C. Short Courses 
No refunds will be made for short courses 
(duration of less than two and one half 




A. Reg istration f or on-campus summer Work-
shops, Institutes and Tou rs NOT listed as 
"By Permission Only" shal l follow all dates, 
deadlines, and procedures as listed under 
Advanced and General Registration or 
students may reg ister the first day of class. 
Please refer to the section entitled "Regis-
tration ." 
B. Registration for those Workshops, Inst itutes 
and Tours carrying the designation " By Per-
mission Only" are courses in which the 
instructor's permission is requ ired for 
registration, therefore, a special registration 
procedure has been establish ed. 
Students must immediate ly contact t he 
instructor for permission to enroll after 
which the instructor w ill forward registra-
tion instructions to the student. 
Graduation 
Students w ish ing to graduate Summer Quarter 
should submit an Application fo r Gradu ation 
to the Office of Admissions and Records (under-
graduate) or to the Office of Graduate Studies 
(graduate ) prior to June 23. No applications 
for summer graduation wi ll be accepted after 
July 18 . Summer Quarter commencement wil l 
be held on August 14. 
Workshops, 
· Short Courses, 
TOURS& 
~W~~O~@ ©@[UJ~~~~ 
1 First Summer 
Term 
June 9 - July 11 
For final confirmation of the follow ing list of 
workshops, even ing and short cou rses, please 
refer to the composite li st and schedu le ·of 
classes in the last half of this bulletin. 
BIOLOGY 
APPLIED AQUATIC BIOLOGY 
Appl ication of aquatic biological principles 
and practice in environmental monitoring, 
lake eutrophicat ion, and ecology of the Missis-
sippi River . Prereq .: 448-548 or consent of 
instructor. 
BIOL 695; June 10 - July 11; 4 credits; 
Hopwood 
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Students should be aware that they may regis-
ter fo r a maximum of 2 credits of workshop 
courses per week. Graduate st udents may 
register fo r up to a combined total of 9 
credits of course work per term . Credits in 
excess of t he 9 allowable will be dropped by 
the Un iversity wi th no refund to the student . 
BUSINESS EDUCATION AND 
OFFICE ADMINISTRATION 
COORDINATION TECHNIQUES 
Guidance, selection , p laci ng students in training 
stations; job adjustments; developing training 
programs. 
BEOA 408-508; June 10-24; 3 credits; Staff 
IMPROVEMENT OF INSTRUCTION 
IN SECRETARIAL SUBJECTS 
Instructional materia l s, methods and pro-
cedu res, sta ndards of ach ievement , and other 
classroom problems . 
BEOA 602; June 25 - July 11; 3 credits; 
Stinson 
DRIVER AND TRAFFIC SAFETY 
ADVANCED LABORATORY 
METHODOLOGY 
The workshop will provide orientation and 
basic practicum experience in simulation 
instruction . Each student wi ll be required to 
observe demonstrations, evaluate fellow stu-
dents and to organize and conduct mini-lessons . 
DTS 455-555; Dates to be determined; 
2 credits; Staff 
SUPPLEMENTS TO 
LABORATORY INSTRUCTION 
This workshop will provide practical and 
hypothetical experience in the following areas 
of laboratory instruction : trailering, night 
driving, skid control and common emergency 
situations . 
DTS 495-588; Dates to be determined; 
1 credit; Staff 
ENGLISH 
MISSISSIPPI RIVER CREATIVE WRITING 
WORKSHOP IN POETRY AND FICTION 
Discussion of techniques and ideas in writing 
poetry and fiction . It includes student writing 
exercises as well as visits from published profes-
sional poets and fiction writers from the upper 
midwest area. No prerequisites. Course cannot 
be used as a substitute for English 332 or 334. 
ENGL 495-588; June 9-20; 3 credits; 
Meissner 
TEACHING ENGLISH AS A SECOND 
LANGUAGE: A PRACTICAL APPROACH 
An introduction to methods of and practical 
approaches to teach ing basic ESL designed for 
those with limited linguistic background . 
ENGL 495-588; June 23-July 11; 3 credits; 
Young 
WRITING FOR GOVERNMENT, 
BUSINESS, AND INDUSTRY 
Study and practice in the standard types of 
writing required in government, business, 
and industry: proposals , abstracts, resumes, 
sales and advertising articles, business and 
administrative letters, and technical reports. 
ENGL 339; Evening course; 4 credits; Otto 
HEAL TH EDUCATION 
FOURTH GRADES HEAL TH 
CURRICULUM PROJECT 
A practical and participational experience in 
learning about the Berkeley model method of 
health instruction in the fourth grade. 
HE 495-588; June 16-21; 2 credits; Serdula 
PRIMARY GRADES. HEALTH CURRICULUM 
FOLLOW-UP WORKSHOP 
On-site evaluation of program implementation 
based upon the Primary Grades Health Curricu -
lum Workshop, Summer, 1979. Al so, a one day 
reconvening session on campus_ 
HE 495-488; One day arranged plus June 9; 
1 credit; Osendorf 
SCHOOL HEAL TH PERSONNEL WORKSHOP 
Contemporary issues relations to the school 
health program . 




Analysis of contemporary technology and its 
effects on the individual and society . Special 
emphasis is placed on change created by tech-
nology, as well as such topics as modern indus-
trial structure , the labor force, leisure, automa-
tion and the resulting socia l consequences. 
IND 192; Evening Course; 4 credits; Carter 
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INFORMATION MEDIA 
SEMINAR: ADOLESCENT AND YOUNG 
ADULT MATERIALS AND SERVICES 
Seminar for teachers and media personnel with 
emphasis on analysis of contemporary, young 
adult and adolescent materials and services. 
IM 683; June 26-July 11; 2 credits; Staff 
SEMINAR: MEDIA FOR TEACHERS 
A seminar designed for classroom teachers to 
sharpen their media skills and make them more 
aware of media materials available to them. 
IM 683; June 26 - July 11; 4 credits; 
P. Lacroix 
SEMINAR : PUBLIC LIBRARIES AND 
MULTI-TYPE COOPERATION 
A seminar on contemporary library problems; 
e.g ., multi-county, multi-type library coopera-
tion ; services for special groups, etc. 
IM 683; June 10-25; 2 credits; Sween 
STORYTELLING FOR TEACHERS 
AND MEDIA SPECIALISTS 
A workshop for teachers and media specialists 
providing practical know-how and experiences 
for persons interested in storytelling. A one-
day conference featuring well known storyteller, 
Caroline Bauer , will be a part of the workshop. 
Persons interested in attending the one-day 
conference only may do so, but will not be 
granted credit. There will be a fee for con-
ference attendance. 
IM 495-595; June 16-24; 4/3 credits; Staff 
TELEVISION IN MEDIA 
The operation and use of television in the 
structional program. Lab. 
IM 412/512; Evening course; 4/3 credits; 
Polesak 
UNITED KINGDOM LIBRARY/TEACHER 
EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES TOUR 
An experience in the design and development 
of resource materials , international in scope, 
utilizing an 18-20 day travel experience to 
selected places of social, political, religious, 
historical, cultural, and educational interest in 
the United K ingdom . Course will include a 
pre-session in spring quarter, one week of 
instruction prior to leaving, and follow-up 
sessions. 
IM 51 O; June 9 - July 11; 3 credits; Fields 
and Schulzetenberg 
COMMUNITY AND EDUCATIONAL 
PUBLIC RELATIONS 
The solution of real community and education -
al communications problems using the four-
step relations process. Emphasis will 1be on 
media relations including news release writing, 
brochure and newsletter production . During 
the week the emphasis will be on practica l 
application of publ ic relations and media cam-
paigns. 
COMM 485-585; June 16-27; 4 credits; 
DeSanto 
TELEVISION REPORTING, 
EDITING AND PRODUCTION 
An introduction to and advanced work in 
television locat ion reporting , in studio report-
ing, copy editing, video /audio/ film production 
and editing of news and public affai rs pro-
gramming. For beginning and advanced stu-
den ts. Color production. 




Brass pedagogical problems and techniques of 
each brass instrument. Methods and materials 
for teaching brass instruments. 
MUSM 647; June 28-29 & July 11-13; 
2 credits; Staff 
MUSIC HISTORY II 
The period from Palestrina to 1800 with 
emphasis on the development of opera and 
instrumental music ; ending with a study of the 
works of Beethoven . 
MUSM 222; Evening course; 3 credits; Staff 
PIANO PEDAGOGY, ADVANCED LEVEL 
Basic problems and techniques in teaching 
piano to the advanced student. Survey of 
materials and procedures. 
MUSM 432-532; June 28-29 &. July 11-13; 
2 credits; Staff 
PHILOSOPHY 
ELEMENTS OF RELIGION 
What is religion? What is the nature of religious 
faith or rel igious beliefs? A study of some of 
the elements important to religious interpre-
tations of I ife. 
PHIL 140; Evening course; 4 credits; Corliss 
PHILOSOPHICAL EXPLORATIONS 
IN THE HUMANITIES 
A critical and comparative examination of 
philosophical problems, concepts, and theories 
found in the humanities. From preclassical 
times to early Chr istianity. 
PHIL 101; Evening course; 4 credits; Yoos 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
WORKSHOP IN TRACK 
AND FIELD TECHNIQUES 
A learn -by-doing workshop that will investigate 
the techniques, drills, and the teaching/coach-
ing theories of track and field events. 




ASTRONOMY FOR SCIENCE TEACHERS 
Course includes an in-depth look at our solar 
system, the stellar system, cosmology, and 
ex tra-terrestrial I ife . 
PHYS 487-587; June 11-25; 3 credits; 
Moore 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
01 LAND WORLD POLITICS 
The study of oil as the only source of energy 
upon which the entire world depends: availa-
bility, pricing and its effect on the industrial-
ized as well as the Third World nations. The 
use of oil as a political weapon by the OPEC 
cartels; namely the Arab oil producing nations . 
The effects of a new oil boycott on the econo-
mies and people of the Western nations. Study 
other available and future energy alternatives. 




This workshop will focus upon communication 
and the role it plays in creating and sustaining 
sex role stereotypes. The workshop will con-
centrate on male/female communication 
differences, in the areas of language, nonverbal 
communication, small group communication, 
and mass media. Recent research in these areas 
will also be explored . The workshop will 
service undergraduate, graduate and com-
munity people interested in male/female com-
munication. 
SPC 495-588; June 9-20; 4 credits; Meyers 
TECHNOLOGY 
MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEMS 
A study of current microprocessor systems 
using the AA355 m icroprocessor trainer to 
illustrate input/output operations, assembly 
language programming , trouble shooting 
techniques and m icroprocessor applications. 
TECH 495-588; June 23 - July 3; 4 credits; 
Staff 
PHOTOGRAPHIC WORKSHOP 
An update course for junior high, high school 
and junior college instructors. Topics include 
B & W systems, color negative and color paint-
ing, direct positive, chrome and view camera 
operation. 
TECH 465-565; June 9 - July 3; 6 credits; 
Gammel and Hockert 
SOLID STATE ELECTRONICS 
An in-depth study of basic solid state electronic 
circuits. Content includes diodes, zeners, 
power supplies, transisters, amplifiers, FET, 
MOSFET, VJT, osc illators and integrated 
circuits. 
TECH 495-588; June 9-20; 4 credits; Faith 
THEATRE 
ART OF THE CINEMA 
Films as an art form with emphasis on the 
study of technique--especially film language. 
TH 260; Evening course; 4 credits; 
D. Swanson 
SUMMER THEATRE 
Theatre production for advanced students. 
Experience in acting, directing , costuming, 
construction, promotion , lighting and other 
discipl ines during the summer season. Regis-
tration by application only. 
TH 496-596; June 10 - August 15; 8 credits; 
Baschky and Longtin 
2·Second Summer 
Term 
July 14 - August 15 
Students should be aware that they may regis-
ter for a maximum of 2 credits of workshop 
courses per week . Graduate students may reg is-
ter for up to a combined total of 9 credits of 
course work per term. Credits in excess of the 
9 al lowable will be dropped by the Un ivers ity 
with no refund to the student. 
For final confirmation of the following list of 
workshops, evening and short courses, please 
refer to the composite list and schedule of 
classes in the last half of this Bulletin . 
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'BUSINESS EDUCATION AND 
OFFICE ADMINISTRATION 
WORD PROCESSING 
Skill development on the automati c typewriters 
--IBM Mag-Card-A, CPT 8000, IBM System VI, 
and IBM Mag-Card-II. 
BEOA 495-588; July 15-23; 3 credits; Hall 
DRIVER AND TRAFFIC SAFETY 
ALCOHOL/DRUGS IN TRAFFIC SAFETY 
The workshop will provide exper iences and skill 
development in the use of attitudinal and affec-
tive domain techniques to minimize the nega-
tive affects of chemical use and driving. 
DTS 495-588; Dates to be determined; 
1 credit; Staff 
BEHIND-THE-WHEEL 
TEACHING STRATEGIES 
This workshop will explore the possible teach-
ing techniques and common approaches used 
in behind-the-wheel teaching situations. 
DTS 495-588; Dates to be determined ; 
1 credit; Staff · 
EMERGENCY DRIVING TECHNIQUES 
FOR DRIVER EDUCATION TEACHERS 
This workshop is designed to cover the orga-
nization and administration of program set-up. 
Also provided are approximately 6 hours of 
in-car driving time. Participants will be given 
the means and methods for instruction and 
administration of setting up similar programs. 
DTS 453-553; Dates to be determ ined; 
1 credit; Staff 
MOTORCYCLE RIDER INSTRUCTION FOR 
HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL INSTRUCTORS 
A course designed to prepare high school 
instructors in how to organize, administer and 
conduct a high school motorcycle safety 
program . 
DTS 454-554; Dates to be determined; 
2 credits; Staff 
PEDESTRIAN/BICYCLE PROGRAM SAFETY 
This workshop will provide information, mater-
ials and teaching techniques for elementary and 
secondary instructors. Curriculum materials 
will be organized, rev ised and presented in a 
practical setting. 
DTS 452-552; Dates to be determined; 
1 credit; Staff 
DRIVER AND TRAFFIC SAFETY 
(Cont'd.) 
PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED WORKSHOP 
A workshop designed to make the teacher 
aware of the various t ypes of physical handi-
caps and methods to work with physically 
handicapped individuals desirous of obtaining 
a driver's license . 
DTS 495-588; Dates to be determined; 
2 credits; Staff 
RESTRAINT SYSTEMS 
SELECTION AND USE 
This workshop will provide practical and theo-
retical experiences concerning the dual issues 
of selection and use pertaining to vehicle 
restraint systems. 
DTS 495-588; Dates to be determined; 
1 credit; Staff 
SPEED AND ENERGY 
CHOICES IN DRIVING 
This workshop will explore the dual issues of 
speed selection and energy consumption as 
related to the driving task. 
DTS 495-588; Dates to be determined; 
1 credit; Staff 
EDUCATION 
DETERMINING COMMUNITY 
ATTITUDES TOWARD EDUCATION 
Based on the Annual Phi Delta Kappa-spon-
sored Gallup Polls of Public Attitudes Toward 
the Schools. Review and interpretation of the 
first eleven po11s and development of surveys 
and surveying techniques for local school 
districts . 
ED 495-588; July 15-16; 1 credit; Kelsey 
DEFINING THE BASICS IN EDUCATION 
A second look at the Back-to-the-Basics Move-
ment. Minimum· standards, competency-based 
education, basic skills and national and state 
assessment will be reviewed . Movement toward 
identification and refinement of fundamentals 
in subject matter and student development. 
ED 495-588; July 29-30; 1 credit; Kelsey 
NASA AEROSPACE ACTIVITIES 
FOR THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
A workshop for elementary school teachers 
emphasizing the hands-on activity approach to 
teaching aerospace concepts. Offered in con-
junction with the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration . Topics and activities 
will include rocketry, the shuttle, satellites, 
telemetry, remote sensing, human space flight, 
planetary exploration, energy, and model 
rocket launching . 
ED 495-588; July 21-24; 2 credits; Kelsey 
TEACHER CENTERS 
AND INSERVICE EDUCATION 
Designed for educators who are intsrested in 
the teacher center movement . Topics will 
include: types of teacher centers, federal 
legislation, fund ing, philosophy, governance, 
programming, and inservice networks . 
ED 495-588; July 17-18; 1 credit; Kelsey 
GEOGRAPHY 
GEOGRAPHY OF MINNESOTA 
Regional treatment of the geography of Minne-
sota, including distribution of surface features , 
natural resources, climatic differences, crops, 
and human activity . Regional. 






Research and experimentation with selected 
woods using laminating, steaming , and chemical 
treatment. Includes development of jigs and 
fixtures for project development. 
IND 495-598; July 14 - August 15; 3 
credits; Bergstrom 
SOLAR ENERGY: 
FABRICATION AND INSTALLATION 
Provides opportunities to learn and practice 
minimal skills required for constructing and 
installing simple solar collectors . Prereq.: 
INS 484-584 or instructor permission . Lab . 
IND 434-534; July 31 - August 15; 
3 credits; Bergstrom 
SOLAR ENERGY : SYSTEMS AND DESIGN 
A study of the systems supporting residential 
solar heating and cooling including design of a 
complete solar system for a residential building. 
IND 484-584; July 15-30; 3 credits; 
Schwaller 
UPHOLSTERY 
Repair and refinishing of covered home furnish-
ings. Sources of essential fabrics and other 
materials. Comparisons of t ypes of construc-
tion. Lab . 
IND 210; Evening course; 2 credits; Nestel 
HEAL TH EDUCATION 
PRIMARY GRADES 
HEAL TH CURRICULUM PROJECT 
A practical and part icipative experience in 
learning about the Seattle Model Method of 
Health instruction in the primary grades. 
HE 495-588; July 14-18; 2 credits; 
Osendorf 
INFORMATlON MEDIA 
SEMINAR: ACQUISITION AND 
MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT 
A seminar providing practical information on 
acquisition of audiovisual equipment and 
simple maintenance problems . 
IM 683; July 15-30; 2 credits; Jensen 
SEMINAR: MICROCOMPUTER 
IN THE MEDIA CENTER 
A seminar which addresses itself to the micro-
computer in education, its relationship to the 
media center, and the administrative role of the 
media specialist in maintaining it. 





This workshop will provide intensive instruc-
tion and comprehensive experience in publica-
tion production from planning through verbal' 
and graphic copy preparation to design, type-
setting and keylining. A workshop publication : 
will be actually produced . 




Television news and production employing all 
the skills, knowledge and techniques needed to 
produce color TV news programs. Emphasis 
upon individual work in one or more areas: 
reporting, writing, cinematography, directing, 
camera, studio, and location production and 
commercial production. No prerequisites. 
COMM 495; July 14 - August 15; 2, 4 
credits; Bryce 
MUSIC 
FLUTE PEDAGOGY WORKSHOP 
Intended primarily for public school music 
teachers whose major performing instrument is 
not flute. Deals with principles of tone produc-
tion, the systematic expansion of technique to 
the complete practical ran~e of the flute, and 
methods and literature. 
MUSM 484-584; July 18-20 and 26-27; 
2 credits; Staff 
SCORE PREPARATION WORKSHOP 
Score preparation for secondary music educa-
tion performance . 




ATHLETIC TRAINING: AN OVERVIEW 
Taping and wrapping for athletics . 
PE 495-588; July 21-25; 2 credits; Raine 
CPR INSTRUCTOR,COURSE 
Designed to qualify students to teach CPR and 
issue American Red Cross Certification . 
PE 588; July 28 - August 1; 2 credits; 
Raine 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
CAREER AND VOCATIONAL PROGRAM-
MING FOR THE SPECIAL STUDENT 
Current legislation and trends. Task analysis 
and occupational analysis and programming for 
the special student. Lecture, seminars, and 
site visitation. 






Conflict resolution th rough communication is 
an experiential and practically oriented course 
designed to provide behavior changes and in-
sights in one's dai ly communication and con-
flict style. Exercises , laboratory experiences, 
and rol e playing of daily conflict situations will 
provide the primary content of t he course. 
Individuals form the general student population 
and the community may participate . S-U 
grading . 
SPC 494-588; July 28 - August 8; 4 credits; 
Arnett 
PROBLEMS IN 
INTE RCUL TURAL COMMUNICATION 
T h is is a 4 credit advanced workshop in inter-
cultural commu nication to be offered during 
summer sessions . It utilizes commu nicat ion 
theory in order to analyze major conflicts and 
problems that are most likely to occur w hen 
indiv idual s of different cultures communicate. 
SPC 495-588; July 14-25; 4 credits; Vora 
Office of Admissions and Records 
St. Cloud State University 
St. Cloud, MN 56301 
ADVANCE REGISTRATION SUMMER COURSE REQUEST FORM SRS009.1 
Please Fill In Or Circle The Proper Items 
Must Be Returned By May 2, 1980 
STUDENTS ENROLLED SPRING 
QUARTER DAY CLASSES MUST 
NOT USE THIS FORM 
4H1 
1 . Male 
2. Female 
I,, 1-Ll-l,,, 11,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 1, 1,,,, I 
Social Security Number Name: Last , First, Middle /M aiden (Please Use Full Legal Name) 
1. Unmarried 1. Minn. Resident 
2. Married 2. Non-Resident 
University Residence Location 
1. Twin City Metro Area 
2. St. Cloud Within 10 Miles 





1. Oriental/ Asian 
2 . American Indian 
I, I, I, II, 1111 ID 
Month Day Year File No. If Known 
Of Birth 
3. Afro-American/Negro UNIVERSITY HEAL TH INSURANCE 
4 . Mexican/Spanish 
5. Caucasian/White 
Eligibility requires 9 or more credits 
(Circle One) 
0. None ($0.00) 
Send Grades To -
1. Permanent Address 
2. Local Address 
Permanent Address and Phone 1. Veteran 
2. Non-veteran 
1. Single ( $20.00) 
2. Family($120.00) 
4H2 1 I I I 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I I I I I I ! 
Street Address ( Line 1) Street Address (Line 2 If Needed - e.g. Apt. etc.) 
□ 
LJ 4H3 1 .._.....__..__.1 /1 I I - ..__,_ ____ _ 
City State Zip Code Area Code Telephone 
County of Permanent Address ____________________ ______ _ 
Local Address and Phone (Please Complete Even If Same As Above) 
4H2 2 I 1 1 , 1 , , 1 1 , , 1 1 , 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 , I 
Street Address (Line 1 ) 
L....l w 
City 
Emergency Contact Address and Name 
(Circle One of the Numbers) 
4H4 1. Permanent Address 




1. I I I I 
2- ' I I I I 
3. I I I 12. Audit I 3 Repeat 
4. I I I I 
5· I I I I I 
6. 
7. 
12. Audit J 
3 Repeat 











, 2. Audit 
3 Repeat 
2. Audit 
I 3. Repeat 
12. Audit 
3 Reneat 




j 2. Audit 
3 Reneat 
State 
I I I I I I I I 
Street Address (Line 2 If Needed - e.g. Apt. etc.) 
L....J........j 4H3 2 I I I 1/1 L...J - I I I I I 
Telephone Zip Code 80 Area Code 
You must have completed Baccalaureate ( 4 year) Degree to register fr 
500-600 level classes. 
Do you hold a Baccalaureate Degree? Yes _ ___ No ___ _ 
Have you attended St. Cloud State before? Yes ____ No ___ _ 
If yes, First Quarter Attended? Qtr. _____ Year ____ _ 
If no, you will be classified as a special student not a candidate for 
a degree at St. Cloud State University. 
OFFICE USE ONLY 
4A 1 IN Is I ol I I I I I I 
OGOA 
* The CREF Number is the Four Digit Number wh ich appears First in 
the course listing. 
·~ :--i=--.;;;a .... ~ ~ 
~ ~ 
Trial Schedule Form 
Advance Registration Ends May 2, 1980 
This form is for your own use in preparing a trial schedule. 
See pages 4-6 for complete instructions. 
Graduate students may register for up to a combined total of 
9 credits of course work per term. 
This form is not to be submitted when requesting courses. 







Last First Middle Maiden Social Security Number 
FIRST CHOICE AL TERNA TE CHOICE 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT HRS TIME M T W R F CREF DEPT CRSE SECT HRS 







Referenca Number (always four digits) 



















16 CLASS SCHEDULE/SUMMER QUARTER/First Term June 9-July 11/Second Term July 14-August 15 
Students should be aware that they may register for a maximum of 2 credits 
of workshop courses per week. Graduate students may register for up to a 
combined total of 9 credits of course work per term. Credits in excess of the 
9 allowable will be dropped by the university with no refund to the student. 
EA CH LISTING I NCLUDES: COURSE REFER EN CE NUMBER , DEPARTMENT AND 
COURSE NUMB ER, SECT I ON, T ITL E, CREDITS, INSTRUCTOR, SPEC IAL 
INFORMATION, TIME, ROOM. 
FREE TIME BLOCKS/FIRST TERM 








(!915 -1 045 
01 
0 1 
9952 F RH OU3 0 1 
HhRF 11110-1230 
99 53 FREE 004 0 1 
HhRF 1 245- 1111 5 
9954 FREE 005 01 
HHRF 1 t+30-l6 G0 
9955 FREE 006 Cl 
HTwRF l 800-2130 
999 G FREE OG7 0 1 
HTWPF 0730-2300 
FREE TIME BLOCKS/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEP T CRSf SECT COURSE T ITLF'. 
9956 FREE DCB C'l 
MhRF 0730-09CO 
9957 FREE (l (.9 0 1 
HhRF 09 15-lO'lc.i 
9958 FREE 010 (11 
HhRF 1100•1130 
9959 FREE 0 11 C: 1 
HhRF 1245-11+15 
9960 FREE 0 12 0 1 
HH.RF l 1'30 -lbO O 
996 1 FREE 013 Cl 
HT.RF 1800-2130 
9995 F~EE 'J llf 0 1 
HhRF 0730 - 23u0 
ACCOUNTING/FULL TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURS E TITLE 
0010 ACCT lf44• 0 1 INTERNSHIP 
BY PERM ISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
ACCOUNTING/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SEC T COURSE TITL E 
LO Ol ACCT 291 01 ACCO UP..TING I 
HhRF C915-101f5 es 318 
C00 2 ACCT 292• 01 ACCOUNTING II 
MT.RF 1100- 1 230 BB 31 6 
000 3 ACCT 293• 0 1 ACC OUNTING ITI 
~Ti,RF 0915-lOlfS 138 3 17 
HRS INSTj;;UCTOR "1 
HRS INSTRUCT OR Ill 
HRS INSTRUCTOR II l 
16 SUNDBY L 
HRS INST RUCTOI? #l 
4 LA SS lLA D 
4 LU fJ 
4 ROSEP S 
ANTHROPOLOGY/FIRST TERM 
C'- E.F DEP T CPSE SlC T COU~SE TITL ': 
Cl2C l ~NTH ?.50 C l INTR O lt-, TH ROPOLOGY 





OE.PT CRSE SECT 
ANTH 7.0 7 0 1 
0 73 0 - 0900 5H 
ART/FIRST TERM 
COUR SE TITLE 
CUL TUR H ANTl-'RO 
3 29 
CRl:.f DEP T CPSE SE.C T COURSE TITLE 
01L7 ~RT lU 01 
~h Rf ll JG -12]0 Kl/AC 
03uS ART 1 02 01 
HHdo'F · 1g □ -1230 K'OC 
DES[ GN 1 
I Sa 
DESI GN II 
1 08 
t.:3L.3 ART 121 01 HU"'A NITitS 
~h.RF 143 0 -lb C: Cl +PJAC Gl4 
















l l SD -1230 I'll/AC 
A,H 296 Cl 
(1915•1C'45 l<'IAC 
ART 3(•3 0 1 
0730 - 0900 KY.AC 
ART 3Ulf 0 1 
073C-090!J l<YAC 
ART 3 G5 0 1 
12115-1415 KY..l.C 
.AiH 380 01 
1 100 -1? 30 KVAC 
ART 4(.5 0 1 
12115-1415 HVAC 
.ART 460 01 
1 LC0 -1230 l'IV AC 
l ,H 
ART fOR ELEM CLSSRM 
113 
GRAPHIC DESI GN I 
1 □ 8 
GRAPHIC DESIGN II 
108 
PHOTO GRAPHY I 
2 □ • 







CREF DEP T CRSE SECT COUS?SE TITLE 
03 12 ART 110 01 ORA.j,jING I 
t-!T.RF 0730-0900 l'IVH 206 
G313 ART 111 01 DRAWING [I 
t1hRf 0730-09() 0 KVAC 206 
G319 tRT 2'4£? 0 1 OIL PA INTING I 
MhiRF l lf30-16UO K\/1,C 21!9 
0322 
,.,hRF 
ART 250 01 PRINTMAKING I 
1245-1415 KVAC 202 
H~S l~STRUCTOR Ill 
4 SCHWERDTP"GER D 
HRS I~ STRUCTOR tll 
If LA Vf.NDA R 
HRS INSTRUCTOR Ill 
3 t1I L L S ' 
3 MILL S e. 
4 SH~qARTS T 
3 ROY J 
'+ Au,ru, F 
ALHEL~ F 
3 AlH[LM f 
3 S14E~ART$ T 
3 ROY J 
3 SHEQARTS T 
3 ROY J 
HRS INSTRUCTOP 11 
3 CUTLER J 
3 CUTLER J 
3 BROWN D 
3 BROWN 0 
f317 ART 270 Gl INT RO CERAMIC STUDIO 3 HLUCH II. 
MhRF 09 15 -1 0 &+5 KYAC Gr'J2 • 
0314 UH 271 01 BEGINNING TH ROWING 3 HLUCH I( 
MhRF l 100:,1230 11.VAC 602 
(;320 .6.fH 340 01 Oil PAINTING II 3 SROWt,; 0 
MTt.AF lit .30-1600 K\/.6.C 209 
C32 3 ..lFiT 350 0 1 PRINTHHlNG II 3 SROwt. D 
HhPF 1245-1415 11.V,tiC 202 
G3 l5 > RT 371 0 1 INTERH[DIAT THROWING 3 HLUCH K 
~hRF 1100 -1230 !Cl/AC G □ 2 
032 1 ART 4'40 01 OIL PAINTING Ill 3 BROWN 0 
Mh RF 1430-1600 Kl/AC 209 
CHlF OEPT CR~E SlCT COURSE TITLE HRS I NS TR UC TOR 01 
(625 B IOL 465• 01 
,-H,RF 0 730- 090 0 MS 
HUMAN ANAT + PHYS .I I 4 JOHNSON I/ 
2 8 7 EXTRA LAB .ARRANGED 
C.B Z1 B I OL 1195 0 1 FI(L D BIOL OF BWCA 4 PECK J 
BY PERMISSJC"4 ONLY 
SPlCIAL FEES 
GRADU,G OPTIONS SU-REQ 
70.00 BEGIN/.EN D D..lTf 07/13-07/23 
HOUPS ARRA"4GEO 
CP, i.2 BIOL 512 
"1h Rf 1100-1230 MS 
Oe24 El lOL SL~ 
i;:C?AOIN G OPTIONS 
TR 1100-ll SO ~S 





3 H1CCUE J 
1 JOHNSON V 
tB26 B IOL 565• (1 1 HUMAU ANAT + PHYS II If JOHNSON I/ 
1":T~RF 0730 - 0900 MS 287 EXTRA LAB ARRANGED 
GSZS BIOL 595 Pl FIELD BIO L Of BWCA &+ PECK J 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
SPECIAL FEES 
GRADING OPTIONS .$U-.REO 
70.00 BEGIN/ENO OHE 07/13-07/23 
HOURS ARR~NGEO 
BUSINESS EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
C.REF DEPT CRS[ SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR #1 
0651 8[01, 309 01 BUS COMMUNICATIONS 4 REH• R 
MW 0 730-0900 88 217 TRF 110 [1~ 123 0 BB 
0652 B EOA 405 Cl PHILOSOPHY or voe fO 3 LANE J 
MT'i.PF 11 00-1230 BB 217 
G663 ~ED.A 407 01 ADULT EDUCATION PROG 3 LITTLE W 
MTWRF 0915- 1045 B8 216 
Lb54 EEOA 408 0 1 COORD TECHNIQUES 3 HEYER W 
BEGIN/[ND DATE 06/10~06/2" 
~TWRF 1300-1600 BB 220 
0656 BEOA "19 (l l PERSONAL FIN•NCE 3 HAOSEN R 
MTk~F 07:50-0900 BB . 2lt> 
0653 6EOA SC5 01 PHILOSOPHY OF YOC E O J: LAN[ J 
MTl,,R 0730-0900 BB 217 F 1100:,1230 BB 
Ob61f B[O.a 507 01 AOUL T EOUCATION PRO G J LITTLE W 
MTwRF 0915-10"'5 BB 216 
l655 BEOA 5 0 8 01 COORD TECHNIOU[S 3 HEYE R W 
BEGIN/E.NO DATE 06/10-06/211 
MTWRF 1300•1600 8B 220 
G657 BEOA 519 01 PERSONAL FINANCE 3 HA.OSEN R 
MTWRF 0730-0900 BB 216 
0658 BEOA 602 01 IMP OF INSTR SEC SUB 3 STINSON H 
E:IEGIN/E NO 0.ATE 0t>/25:--07/11 
MTWRF 130 0-16 00 BB 22 0 
0659 B EOA 605 01 HO DEL OFF ICE 3 HAOSEN R 
HHIRF ll!J0-1230 BB 216 
BUSINESS EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SE.CT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
0 66C S EO.A 1195 01 WORO PROCESSING Wl<SP 3: Hl,LL R 
ElEGIN/Et-10 D.A TE 07/15•07/23 
MhRF 0800 -17 00 BB 221 
0661 t:EOA 595 01 WORD PPOCESSING WII.SP 3 HALL R 
BE"GIN/ENO OHE 07/15-07/23 
t1n,RF osoo -11 00 BB 221 
CHEMISTRY/FIRST TERM 
cqEf DEP T CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE 
1201 CHEM 1 02 01 UNDERSTANDING CHEM 
HTWPF 1 100 -1230 MS 125 
HRS lNSTRUCTO~ 11 
&+ MA GNUS O l 
JAME S R E 
12 05 CHE H 201 01 CHE"! LIFE PROCESSESl '+ JAMES R E 




CRt:::F Ot.P T Ch~E SEC T COURS i::: T I TL E 
00 0 4 ACCT 380• 0 1 COST ACCOU NTI NG I 
Hh Rf C 915 - l!l45 BB 11 7 
DOGS ACCT 3 8 1• 01 INTE RHEO ACCT I 





ACC T 3 8 5• Dl 
l 100-12 30 Ba 
ACC T 481* 01 
0915 -10 45 138 
lt-.COME. TAX 
3 l 7 
AOV AtJCf.D ACC OL.:tHI NG 
31 6 
HRS INSTRUCTOR l:tl 
4 L U 0 
4 RO SER S 
II LASSIU. D 
4 CA RLSON R 
C.. 008 AC C T 5 8 1• Cl AOVA "I CE LJ ACC OU NTIN G 4 CA RL SON R 
Mh Rf 0 915-10'45 ee 31t> 
ACCOUNTING/SECOND TERM 
CRE F DEPT CRSE SE CT COURSE rnu.: HRS I NST KUCTO P 111 
C0 2 C ACC T 291 0 2 ACC OU N T it-.G I 4 P U E~ SON J 
t':hRF 0 915 -1 0 '4 5 81:l 31 8 
(1021 ACCT 291 0 3 ACC OU N T ING I 4 OL SBE RG H 
MT'.'Rf 1100-1230 RB 31 & 
0022 ACCT 292 • □ 2 ACCO Ut. TlN G IT 4 PETER SON J 
HTWF'<F 11 00 -12 30 BB 317 
0023 ACCT 2 9 3* 02 AC COUNTING Ill II MCL !' AN S 
Mh·RF 1 245 -1 4 15 BB 318 
C.0211 ACCT 380 • 02 CO S T .AC COUNTING I '4 MC L EAN S 
MTWRF 0915-10'45 SB 117 
0025 ACCT 381• nz INTE RMf G ACCT I II GH' E! CR C 
MTwRF l 10 0 -1 230 BB 316 
0026 .ACCT 382• Cl I~TEP ME G HCT II 4 S CH \JI[ G[R B 
Hh.RF 0 915 -1 045 BB 317 
0027 ACCT 3 e 3* 01 INTEF'ME O ACCT III 4 GE RB l. R (' 
MT. RF 0 9 1 5 -104 5 es 31 b 
G0 2 8 ACCT 1185• 01 ADVANCE D INC0H E TAX 4 OL SB fR G M 
MTWP.F 1 2115- 141 5 BB 317 
LDJO •CCT 11 8 6* OJ AU DI TI NG THE Ni Y 4 SC H:JIEGER B 
MT.PF 1100-1230 BB 117 
C029 ACCT 565• 0 1 ADV ANC ED INC 0 ,...,E TO II OL SIH RG M 
MHilRF 1 245 -141 5 88 317 
( 03 1 •ccr 5869 0 1 AUOITIN (, THE ORY l! S CH AIEGER B 
MHil RF 11 0 0 -1 230 86 117 
AMERICAN STUDIES/FIRST TERM 
CRE F D EP T CPS [ SE CT COUR S E TI TLE HRS INS TRUCTO ~ iil 
Cl S l AH S T lc.t 0 1 AMfR CIVTLIOTI 0 f,; T 4 MORG.! N i. T 
MT..RF 11 :10 -1 23 0 SH 2 2 8 
AMERICAN STUDIES/SECOND TERM 
CREf DEPT CR SE SECT COU RSE TITLE HR S I NS TR UC TOR iil 
0 1 5 2 AMST 1 0 1 0 2 AMr"RICAN MYT HS If SI~ PSO M E E 
Hh RF 09 1 5 -1 045 SH 2?e 
G l 5 5 AMST 1 0 2 01 HO fJ ERt, AMERI CA " s111r.i so ~ E E 
HhRF J 100 .. 1 230 SH 2 2 8 
ANTHROPOLOGY/FULL TERM 
CREf DEPT CRSE S ECT c nuR SE TITL f HRS IN ST RUC TOP iit 
Ci2 G2 ANTH 49 □• 0 1 fl ~ LO METH$ .t,.t,.THRO VD LA~ E P 
HO URS AR RA NG ED 
17 
C RE F DEP T CR S E SE C T COURSE TITL E HRS lN S TRUC TO~ 11 
032 4 AR T 4SO 0 1 PRINTMAKIN G III 3 B P. C,WJII 0 
Mh RF 124 5 -1415 KVAC 202 
Ci 3 1 6 tRT 471 Ci } AOVA t, CE O THR OI.IN G 3 HLUCtl K 
MhRF 110 □ -1 23n KV~C G0 2 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES/FIRST TERM 
CR£F □ [P T CR SE SEC T COURSE TITU: HPS I NS TRUCTOR 'Il l 
LSO l t.l I OL l Gl C' l LIF E + £N VIR O!'.M[NT 4 L I ND STROM L 
Hh'R F G91 5 -1 C1 45 MS 1 25 
L802 e I OL l !J 4 0 1 HE~EOITY + DI R TH DEF 4 Rf HWA L OT C 
Mh; Rf 0 730 ·~ QQCf! "1S 125 
080 3 B I OL 1 G7 0 1 PLA NTS + CTVILI Z AT IO 4 EZ E LL W 
MTI. Rf 11 1 0 -1 23 □ ~ S 2 '13 
080 4 B I OL 20 1 Cl l BI OL OG Y 1 -- - GE ,.._ PRI'-1 ii CL.APP T 
Mh RF 0 73 0 - 09 0 0 ~S lb EXTRA LAB ARRAN GE D 
0 8 05 B I OL 2 0 2 * 0 1 B I OLOGY 2- - BO TANY 4 HOPK INS H 
MT',;Rf 0 915 - 1 0 115 MS 2 r'i3 EXT RA LAB ARRANG ED 
U8Ll 6 S I OL 2 14 9 fJ l E DIB LE ft I LO PLANTS II CLA P P T 
MHRF ll '::0 - 12 30 "l S 212 EXTRA LAB ARRANG ED 
0 B(l7 B I OL 34 5 • Dl su~M ER FLO RA 4 Ll"'OSTROM L 
l'l h RF 12115-141 5 '"' S 2 1=: EX TRA LAB ARRA NG ED 
C8 :J8 B IOL 4113* n l lI'1NOLO GY II KNUTSON K 
l".T..Rf 0 915 - 1 0 45 "1 S 6 5 E XT RA LA B AR RA NGED 
013 ~9 B I OL 4 b 4* 111 HU"1A N A!~AT + P HY S l '4 MOK I< 0 
Mh C/F 0 73 /J - 0900 HS 2 'H EXTRA LAB A RRANGE D 
cq 13 B l"JL 5 11 8 * r t lIMN OLO GY 4 KN UTS ON K 
k TWR f 0 91 5 -1 0 11 5 ~S 6 5 EXTRA LAB ARRANGED 
(' 81 4 9 TOL 5 6 4,c, 0 1 HUMAN ANA l + P HYS I '4 H CR K 0 
HTi.' P F !H3~ - C 9L □ ~S 2 8 7 EXT RA LAB A RRANG ED 
08 1 0 B I QL 630 0 1 LA ?: S AF E TY F OK TC HRS 2 CO ULT ER J 
B Y P ERt1IS S l CN ONL Y GRJ.Dtfll G OPTIONS SU - RE 0 
81:: GI N/E ND DATE Ob/l O- Ob/211 
Mh Rf 0 730- 09(;0 ~S 376 
C'B ll B I OL 6:!D n 2 ~lAT R S TU DY F OR TC HQS 2 CO ULTER J 
S Y P EPl" ! SS ! ON UNLY GRAO ! t-iG CP TI ON S SU - REO 
8 E: C1IN !t. ND DATE 06 /2 5 -rn/l l 
KH f; F 07JO - OQGG "' S 37 b 
LJ82 9 B l OL 69 5 • Cl APP LI ED .AC. UATir. BIO L II HOPWOOD A 
t> Y P ERMI SS I ON ON LY GR ADI NG CP T10N S SU -R EO 
l'l H , H l 1 0 □ -12 3'J !lS 65 E XTRA LAB A RRANGED 
BIO LOGICAL SCIENCES/SECOND TERM 
C.PE. F Ol P T CC, S F.: HCT COURSF: TITL ~ HRS l "-S H.U C TO.::, !11 
C8 1 S f; ] Ol l L' l r 2 L TfE + E. NV I RO r--,.. 1.: NT II GU Nr)~ P SE ~ ~ 
MT\t.·P f G 73 G-n9 CO ""S l? Z 
L. 8H: E' I OL ll4 r i HUM.lo "! 0 1 s u s rs <1 GU"-O rR SO, F{ 
MT~ R f 11 ""1 0 - 1 2:H'! MS 1 ?5 
C-8 17 P I OL 1C4 C3 HU "' :.N PIO L--c; EN PR it- 4 L[ :,.Jt <; S 
1-'.l\.•h f C9 1 5 -1 C1 1\ S "' S 1" 5 
C8 18 ~ If'.'t L 2L·3"' 0 1 BI 0 L CG Y 3 --Z OC, L OG Y I\ L El.f~ S 
MT w~ f C 7:! /"J - 0 9 l. C PH 2 38 E XTRA LAB ARRANGED 
L8 19 BIO L 3d * ~ 1 
HH, Rf 09 1 5 - 1 02 5 MS 
CELL C iD L0 GY 
2 4 Ii 
C.q .:;C B I OL 3 ~119 'J l MI CR % TOL OGY 
Mh RF C9 1 5 -1 2 l 5 ~•s 2~ il 
CAZ l 5 1 0 L 1112 f'l eIC'\ L CC:i Y OF AGlf;{; 
l":TwPF l l OIJ -1 23[ "' S 2 11 5 
C:ed E: 10 L 4 20 0 1 S["'I NAQ 
GR ACIN G QDTIOIJ S ~ U • REO 
TR 11 <1(1 -11: 0 .,S 215 
3 J OH t..:~ ON V 
C t'G IH J J 
4 MU.LI[ J 
1 J Q1-,"!SO._ V 
CR[f DEPT CRSE S E CT COURSE TITLE HR S lNSH<UC TOR Ill 
1 210 CHEM 215• 0 1 GENERAL CHEMISTRY 1 '- CARPEN TE R J H 
HWF 09 0 5-1055 MS 1 22 TR 0905,.:1055 BH 3148 
1 214 CHEM 217* 01 GENERH CHEMISTRY 3 5 OENOINGER R 0 
MTWRF 1 100- 1 205 MS 1 22 MTWRf 1210:;13'-5 BH 345 
J22G 
MWf 
1 2 3 0 
MTWRF 
CHEM 25 1* 01 
0 90 5 -1 055 HS 
CHEM 327 0 1 
09 15•1 0115 BH 
BIO-ORGANIC CHf.M l 
1 0 7 TR 
PHYS SCI F OR El T CHS 
3 0 5 
CHEMISTRY/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEP T CRSE SEC T COURSE TITLE 
II NICKLES W C 
0 800:.: 105 0 MS 
3 MAGNUS 0 L 
HRS I NS TRUC TOR #1 
12 U2 
~TWRF 
CHfM l C, 2 ('12 UNDERSTANDIN G CHEH 4 ERICKSON J M 
2~6~-!2f~Nt~ 110, 12lrRt c SYS TEM, SEE sc1 E~ g~ut~~~I ~ N5 
1212 CHEM 2H:,,c, 01 GEt-.iERAL CHEHISTRY 2 4 SORENSEN D T 
MWF 0 9 0 5 -1 055 MS 122 TR 09 0 5,:, 1055 MS 
1 223 CHEM 2 5 2• 0 1 BI O- OR GANIC CHEM 2 II WEISKOPF E A 
MWF 0 725 - 0910 HS 1 25 TP 0730.:,1020 MS 
1225 CH EM 32 2• 0 1 ENVIRONMENTAL CHEM 4 HCMULLf. ►J J C 
""WF 11 00 -1 250 ~ S 1 22 TP 11 00:_125 0 HS 
COMPUTER SCIENCE/FIRST TERM 
CP[F DEPT CR SE SECT COURSE. ' TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR Ill 
qoz3 C SCI l b9 OJ C0'1PU Tf.RS IN SOCIE TY 4 
Mli.RF 1100-1230 MS 114 STENNES FLORENCE 
1402 5 CSCI 27 □ 01 FU ,'40 OF PR OGRAMMING II MELLBY JO Ht,.; 
MhPF 0 915-10115 ~S 11 '4 
COMPUTER SCIENCE/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CR SE SEC T COURS E TITL E HRS INSTRUCTOR lfl 
'+024 C SCI lb9 02 COMPUTERS I N SOCIE TY 14 JOHNSON JAMES ;; 
Mh Rf 0 9 1 5 -10 45 ~ S 11 0 
4 02 6 CS CI 28 □• Cl ASSEM B LY LAN G PROG q JOH1.,1SON ROBERT \ii 
MTwRF 0 73 0 -0 9LO MS 1111 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDIES/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE S ECT COU RS E TITLE HRS I~STRUCTOR # 1 
788 C C J S lvl 01 SU!sVEY OF CRIM JUS 4 KITTEL N 
HT.. RF 09 1 5 -l □ i+S SH 1 03 
7 86 2 CJS 21+4 0 1 INTERN S HIP 8 PR OUT R 
eY PEP.MIS S I ON ONLY GRAOI~G OP TI ONS 
HO URS AR R.A NGE O 
7 88 1 CJS 3110 0 1 CRIMINaL L AW '4 l<ITTEL N 
Mh Rf l l rJO -l .'. .50 SH 1 0 3 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDIES/SECOND TERM 
CRET DEPT CR SE S ECT COURSE TITL E HRS IN STRUC TO R tl 
7 883 CJS 101 CZ SURVEY OF CRIM JUS 4 T ERRILL R 
Mh fs· F G9 1 5 - l045 SH l'J3 
78 65 CJS 24 11 C2 INTERNSHIP 8 PR OUT R 
382 
8 Y Pf.R l"I SS I ON ONL Y GRADING OPTIONS SU-R E O 
HOURS H RH GEO 
7 8 84 CJ S 4 88 (l1 TN D!V!O UAL RfSEARCH 4 TERRILL R 
B Y PEPl"IS 5I 0 t,; GN LY 
,n,. f< F 11 0 0 -1 2 30 Sli l OJ 
18 
DRIVER & TRAFFIC SAFETY/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLf HRS I NSTRUCTOR JI! 
3801 ors 295 0 1 DEF DR.:.THEORY + PR!.( 2 HUDO LESTO~ M 
TR 1 800-2000 HH 1 2 1 
3802 OTS 390 0 1 DR + TRAF SAF EO I 4 DOBfY R 
MlliRF 0730-b900 HH 1 21 ROWE E 
3803 ors 391f 01 BASIC AUTO MUNT 3 RI SK H 
TR 1800-2115 HH 121 
3801f DTS 490 0 1 ORG + ADM Of OR EDUC 3 M.ATTHUS H 
MhRF 0915-lOlfS HH 121 
3806 DTS 492 01 MOTORCYCLES • REC VE 2 SCHOPPE E 
hW 1800 -20 00 HH 214 HUDDLESTON M 
3816 OTS lf95 Cl SPO + 'E~ER CH~ DAUt-.'G l MATTHIAS I-' 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GRAOll\G OPTIONS SU-REO 
BEGIN/END DATE 06/23-06124 
osao-1630 AC T OSG0 -1200 H 
3818 O TS lf 95 02 REST SYS S(LEC + USE 1 SCH OPPE E 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GR ... Dl NG OPTIONS SU-REO 
BEGIN/ENO DATE Ob/25-0 6/26 
1200-1600 AC R 0 800-H,30 AC 
3820 ors lf95 03 SUPL TO LAB INSTRUCT 1 RISK H 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GRAOH'G OPTIONS SU-R".:Q 
BEGIN/END DATE 07/10-07/11 
R 1800--2200 -8.C F IJBOU-1630 AC 
3817 D TS 588 0 1 SPD + H,ER CHS ORVNG 1 H.bTTHIAS H 
ev PE RMISSION ONLY GR.AC I NG OPTIONS su -RE O 
BEGIN/ENO O.ATE 06/23-06/21+ 
0800-U,30 .AC oa □ o -12 0 0 AC 
3819 D TS 588 02 REST SYS SELEC + u-5£ 1 SCHOPPE E 
SY PERMISSION ONLY GRADH,G OP TIO NS SU->?EO 
6EGIN/£.NO 0.ATE 06/25-06/26 
1200-1600 AC R OSOJ-1630 .AC 
3821 OTS 588 03 SUPL T O LAB INSTRUCT 1 RISK H 
SY PERMISSION ONLY GR.60ING OPTIONS SU-REC 
BEGIN/ENO D ATE 07/10-07/11 
R 1800-2200 AC F 0800~1630 AC 
3807 □ TS S90 (11 ORG + ADH Of t,R EDUC 3 HATTHIAS H 
MhRF 0915-101+5 HH 1 2 1 
DRIVER & TRAFFIC SAFETY/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURH" TITLE HRS I NSHi'UCTOR "1 
3812 OTS 1+~3 (ll (MER ORVNG TfCH-TCHR 1 SCHULTZ 0 
BY PERHISSION ONLY G~AOING OPTIONS su--R E0 
BEGIN/END DATE 07/30-07/31 
080 0-1630 MHSC R 0800-120 C "'HSC 
3805 □ TS 491* 01 DR • TRAF SAF E D II 1+ OOtif.'r R 
MTWRf 0730-09C:0 HH 1 21 
3824 □ TS 1+95 Oil BEHN □ \IHL T CHG STRAT 1 PAL~ER J 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GRADING OP TI ONS SU-REC 
HGIN/END DATE 07/28•07/29 
0800--1630 AC T oa uc -12 00 AC 
3826 D rs 495 OS PED SAFt:TY EDUC I RISI< H 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
0800-1630 AC 
BEGIN/END D ATE OP./06-08/07 
R □ 8 □ u ~12n c .ac 
3828 OTS 1+95 06 PHYSCLY HNOCPD WKSHP 2 RISK H 
BY PERr-.ISSION ONLY BEGIN/ EN O D.aTE 07 / 21 - 0 7/2'1 
HTWR 08□0-1630 ,_C 
3822 OTS lf95 07 ACHL + ORG HUF SH I PALM E. ~ J 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU-REO 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 08/04~08/D5 
0800 -1630 AC T oaa o -1 20 0 AC 
3813 DTS 553 01 EHER ORVNG EOUC - TCHi? 1 SCI-IUL TZ D 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GRAOH,G OPTIONS SU-REO 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 07/30•07/31 




DEPT CRSE SECT 
ECO N 2 73 0 1 
09 1 5 -1 0'15 SH 
COURH TITL( HRS HiSTRUCTOR •1 
WHITE M 0 PRINCIPLES OF €:CON I It 
201 
1 523 ECO N 271+ 0 1 PRINCIPLfS or [ - ON 2 4 GAMBERG K 
HTl.RF 1100 -1230 SH 211 
l521f E CON 2 8 1 C! l EC ON OF CRIHE+JUSTIC I+ LUK S£ TICH W A 
Hhlff C:~ 15-1030 SH 20 9 
1525 £CO N '171 0 1 MO•l[V ANO BANKING 4 wHI T E M D 
1",h Qf 110 0-l:23 0 Sh 2~1 
1 5 38 ECON 472 Cl SOC COIIIT RO L OF BUS 4 LUKSETI CH '- A 
r ,hf.' F l ll"! C -1 230 SH 2".19 
15 27 E.CO N 5 71 0 1 MON(Y At.0 BA•~l'.ING Ii WHITE H 0 
HTwRF 1100-1230 SH 2f'J l 
1 529 ECON 572 0 1 SOC CONTROL Of bUS 4 LUt-1 SE TICH W A 
HH.R F 11 00 ·1230 SH 2fl9 
ECONOMICS/SECOND TERM 
CREF Ol. PT CPS[ SE.CT COUPS[ TITL E HRS INST RUCTOR Ill 
1 53(' £CON 259 P-2 INTR OD UCTION T O ECOt. 4 U , NGE M D 
MhPF 11 0 0-1230 SH 201 
1 53 1 EC O~i 273 02 PRINCIP L ES OF ECON l If LAN GE" H 0 
Hl\oiRF 09 1 S -11 0 0 SH 201 
1 532 €. CON 274 02 PRH:CIPLES Of ECON If HA SI H N 
Mh PF llOG -1230 SH 21"19 
1S3'1 ECO"' 460 Gl PUBLIC FINANCE 4 L OFGREE N H A 
MT~RF (19 1 5-ll GO SH 212 
1 535 ECON 1+71 0 2 I-IO N[Y AND 8.A"-'kING ii GLEI SNER R F 
Hh' RF C 9l5-ll [J0 SH 2 0 9 
152 6 ECON '175 0 1 NATL IN C E'°'PL OYMENT I+ GL EISNE R R F 
Hl'o!P.F 1100-1230 SH 2 1 2 
1536 ECON SbO 0 1 PUBLIC FINANCE 4 L OFGFl[ [ I\' H A 
l'\To,'Rf 0915 -1 0 '15 SH 212 
1537 ECON 571 02 MONEY ANO BANkING 4 GLEI SNER R F 
HTWRF 0 915-11 0 0 SH 209 
152 8 EC ON 575 Cl NATL INC EMPLOYMENT I+ GLE ISNER R F 
P'IT ~R F 1100 -1 230 SH C: 12 
EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
CRE:F DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR #1 
172 0 fO '175 01 NON-VERBAL COl'IHUNlC 3 PUROOH 8 
BY PERMISSION ON LY GRADING OPTIONS 
MToiRF 0915-1030 EB Al28 
1721 EO 575 □ l NO~VERBAL COHMUNIC 3 PUROOH B 
BY P[RHISSION ONLY GR.AOir..G OPTIONS 
P1TWRF 0915 -10 30 EB Al 28 
171 2 ED 582 Ol SCHOOL DISCIPLINE 3 HORTRUDf G 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REO 
HHRF 0730-08'+5 £'B A 128 
1715 E D 601 01 SP P P.B LMS IN D INSTR ta !<ELS EY K 
SU -R EQ 
SU-REC 
GRADING OPTION S SU-PE O 9E GIN/END n .ATF: 06/16:.06/27 
MhRF na3 □ -1550 Eb Al 26 
17 1 8 £0 6 15 [1 1 INTRO TO RESEARCH 3 BAHRY E 
MT .. RF 12115~111 ( □ q ~ B110 SCHM IDT R 
17 01 EO b28 01 SCHL • SOC IAL ORDER 3 MORT RUDE LOWELL 
tHi.. RF 073D-□ 8'+5 ~8 A229 
17 02 ED 61+8 0 1 HAT • Ir-.STR STR,'1 3 BJORKLUN EUGENE 
BY P[!H-U SSION CJN LY GR ADING OPTIONS SU-REO 
&EGIN/ENO DATE 06/10-rl6/2'5 
Mh RF 0900 -11 30 Eb A2 3 1 
17 0 3 [0 659 0 1 PR OBLEMS IN AMER ED 3 JOHNSON PETER 
tn wRF 073[;-□ 845 EB A227 
EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
CREF" D EPT CRSE SEC T COURSE TITL E HRS INSTRUCTOR 111 
1710 ED 495 01 NASA ACTIV ELEM SCH 2 KE LSE Y K 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ BEGIN/END DATE 07/21-07/24 
MTWRF 0 9 15 - 1515 EB B113 
CREF OEPT CR SE '$£CT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR "1 
1 805 £LEO 625 01 PRACT CORR ROG ors 3 ROUCH R 
t>Y PERHI SSION ONLY 
HhRF ll'J0-1215 EB Al22 
1 8C 7 ELED 651 01 ELEM LANG U AGE ART,,S 
!'Ill.RF 0 730-081+5 EB B110 
1 8 0 9 ELF.: □ 654 C l ELEM HATHEHATICS 
HT.PF 1100-1215 E B 8 112 
3 PURDOM B 
3 SAVERY E 
SCHMID T R 
.ELEMENTARY EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEP T CRSE SECT COUt<!i E TITlt. HRS !INSTRUCTOR 11 
1 8G I+ ELED 623 02 PRACT O~AL ROG DIS 3 FARRELL K 
6Y PER~! SSIOt-; ONLY 
MhP.F 0915-1030 EB Al22 
1 8C.f> ELED 625 02 PRACT CORR ROG DIS 3 FAWRELL K 
BY PERf"-ISSION ONLY 
p,1H,RF 11□□-1215 EB .l122 
l BllS ELED 6 5 3 0 1 [LEH SOC IAL STUDIES 3 HAGEN 0 
HlWPF (1730--0845 EB Al ?8 
H:11 0 [LED 655 01 ELEO CONTEHP + FUT 3 SAVERY E 
HTWlff 1100-1215 ;s B110 SCHMIDT R 
1811 EL[ □ 6b0 01 ELEH CURRICULU1'1 3 PARK T 
MTWRF 0915 -1 03 □ [8 BllO 
ENGLISH/FIRST TERM 
CREF D EPT CR SE SECT co l.JR SE TITL E HRS INSTRUCTOR •1 
2301 ENGL 102 01 WRITTEN COHPOSITION 4 PERKINS L 
MTM RF 0730-0900 PA 227 
23 0 2 ENGL 162 02 WRITTEN COMPOSITION 4 PERKINS L 
MH:RF 1 100 -1230 CH 1 30 
2303 ENGL 163• 0 1 COMP MASS HE. OU 4 VOELI-IER L 
MHIRF 0915-1045 R 12 
2304 ENGL 163• 02 COMP FACT • FICTION &! VOELKER L 
MTWRF 1100-1230 R 12 
2305 ENGL 253 0 1 GREAT MOO AH WRITERS 3 BOVEE J 
'1HtRF 1100:..1210 MS 119 FAULKNE R , STE INBECK, OTHERS 
2306 ENGL 293 01 RECENT EUROPEAN LIT 4 YOUNG J 
TR 1800-211+5 PA 271 
2307 ENGL 331 01 ADV EXPOSITORY WRIT 3 HANSEN T 
Mh' RF 0915-1025 R 215 
23 08 ENGL 339 0 1 WRTG GO'vERN eus IN D 4 OHLMAN R 
MM l80 0 -2llf5 PA 271 
23 0 9 ENG L 41+7 01 MI NNESO TA '-RITERS 




121+ 5 -HlS PA 
0 1 NEW FICTION 
222 
4 BOVE( J 
I+ L UNDQU IST J 
2314 
M TwRF 
E NGL 'l58 DI CURRENT APPROACHES 3 DlLLHAN R 
0730-0840 MS 114 TO T EACH ING COM PO S ITION 
2317 ENGL 495 01 CREAT WRIT POET FICT 3 MEISSNER W 
GRADING OPTIONS su-R[O BEGIN/ENO DATE 0 6 /09-06/20 
MhRF 1245-1620 "4S !OT 
2318 ENGL 'l95 02 TEACH [,-..GL SEC LANG: 3 YOUNG J 
BEGIN/£NO DATE 06/23~07/ll A PRACTICAL APPROACH 
MTid~F 1 245-15 10 MS 110 
2310 ENGL 547 01 MINNESOTA WRITERS " BOVEE J 
HTwP.F" 0915-101+5 R 118 
2312 ENGL 51f8 0 1 NEW FICTIO N 4 LUN □ ,.'UIST J 
MHi1RF 121+ 5 -1'115 PA 222 
2313 ENGL 558 01 CURRENT APPROACHES 3 DILLMAN R 
MhRF 0730-08'10 HS 11'+ TO TE ACH ING COMPOS ITION 
2:3 1 6 ENGL 588 01 CREH WRIT POET FICT 3 MEISSNER W 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REO BE GIN/END DATE 06/09~C6/20 
HTW RF 1245-1 620 !'IS 1 □ 7 
CREF OEPT CRSE SECT couRSE TITLE HRS I NST RUC TOR ~l 
3825 01S 588 04 BEHNO WHL T CHG STRAT l PHMER J 
BY PERI-IISSION ON L Y GRADH,G OP TIONS SU-REO 
BEGIN/ENO DA TE 07/2A - 07/29 
oaoo ... 1630 AC T osoo ·- 12rrn AC 
3827 OTS 588 05 PED SAFETY EDUC 1 RI SK H 
BY PERMISSION ON LY 
0800-1630 ,& C 
P.EGIN/ENO OHE 08/06-C8/C7 
osoo -1 200 ac 
38 29 OTS 588 Ob PHYSCLY HNOCPO lo/KSHP 2 RISK H 
BY PERl'IISSION ONLY etG IN/EN O OAH 07/21 :..07/2 4 
HTWR OSC!0 -1 6 30 AC 
3823 OTS 588 0 7 ACHL + DRGS TRH SAF 1 PAL"1ER J 
BY PE RMISSION ON L Y GRAD T P\G OPTIO . .,S SU - REQ 
BEGIN/END DATE 08/014•08/05 
0800 -1 630 AC T 060 C: 1 2 □ G H 
EARLY CHILDHOOD & FAMILY STUDIES/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRsE SEC T COURSE TITLF. HRS INSTRUCTOR #l 
2281 ECFS 605 01 ISSUES + TOPICS L EG 3 MAYALA JACK 
TR 0915 -1 230 !:B 0 1 06 
2282 [CFS 6'40 01 DE V OF INFANTS/TODO L 3 MAYALA J4CK 
MWF 0915 - 1045 [B B106 
EARLY CHILDHOOD & FAMILY STUDIES/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CPSE SEC T COURSE TITL E HRS I NS TRUCTOR Ill 
VilSS ECFS b23 0 1 ANf.AED SPECIA L "-EEO 3 DODGE GOP.DON 
TR 0915-1230 EB B207 
2283 ECFS 673 0 1 PR1C IN EARLY ED TCl-1 ti MAY1U JACK 
HOURS ARRANGED 
EARTH SCIENCE/FIRST TERM 
CRt.F DEPT CRS E SECT COUP.St TITL E HR$ lNSTRUCTOC? 111 
2b01 ESCI lCI+ 0 1 INT RO .ITMOS SClENCf 4 AN DEi. SON AU,N 
TR 1 800-2150 MS 11 5 
2602 
Mh RF 
ESCI 1 50 0 1 WAT ER E"'VIRO~P':EN T 
28 09 15-101+5 MS 
2603 E SCI 2(16 0 1 CONCEPTS OF ESCI 
~i,: 1800-2130 MS 1 2• 
4 NELSON CHAR L ES 
'I NELSON CH~RLES 
2604 ESC I 1477 0 1 (AOTH SCIENCE. I NSTJT 4 At-; OfRSO N G,HHH 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REO BEG IN/EN D D ATE 06/ 10 - 06 /27 
P'lh-RF 0900 -15 0 0 MS 21 
2605 ESCI 577 0 1 EARTH SCIE"-'CE HlSTIT 4 AN Of~SON GARRY 
GRADING OPTI0~1S su-RtO BEGIN /END DATE iJ6/H.-Ob /27 
MhPF 0900 -l SGO MS 21 
~ARTH SCIENCE/SECOND TERM 
CPEF DEP T CP.SE ~ECT coursE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR ill 
2606 £SC I 4 95 01 PHYSICAL ANO HISTOPI 4 SOROKA LEONARD 
BEC.IN/E..1'-,0 OATE 07/14-07/2 5 
MTWRF 0900 - 1430 ~5 2 1 
UG7 ESCI 4 95 02 FI ~LD STUDIES Of H"I II SOROK" LEONAR D 
GRADING OPTIONS su-REO REG I N/fNO OA T£ CFl/04 - 08 /15 
'1h RF 0900-1'130 
2608 [SCI 588 01 PHYSICAL ANO 1-tISTOPI 4 SOROKA LEONARD 
8EGIN/ ENO DATE 07/14-07/21:j 
MhAF G900 -l-.3 0 HS 21 
2009 [SC I 568 02 FI ELU STUDIES OF HN 4 SO fW tO LEONa.Ra 
GRADING OPTIONS SU - REC 13EG I N/ENO DATE 08/ G4 - G8/15 
t'\TWRF 090G-14 30 
ECONOMICS/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOP Ill 
1~2 1 ECON 2 59 CJ l INTRO DUCTION TO ECON I+ GAH8EP G I< 
HTWRF 09 15-1045 SH 211 
19 
CREf DEPT CRSE $[C T COURSE TITL E HRS INSTRUCTOR U 
1711 ED ~35 0 1 CUR nrns CHILO LIT I+ ANDERSON F 
~h·RF 09 15-1 030 EB Al26 
1713 fO 562 02 SCHOO L DlSCIPLINE 3 H,1,GEN 0 
GQAO I~i G OPTIONS su-RE.O 
Mh.PF 09 15-1030 EB A23U 
1714 ED 588 01 NASA ACT I V ELEM SCH 2 KELSEY 
GRADING OPTI ONS SU - REQ BEGIN/END DATE 07/21-07/24 
MTWRF 0915-1515 EB B 113 
8101 ED 6L1 5 1 SE L TOPICS GIF TED 
E,:[GIN/E.~D C1 6TE 07/1 5-07/30 
HhPF U 730-1030 
1716 ED OC2 0 1 EV"L SCHOOL PROGRA~ 
MT'o.'ISF 0915- 1 030 EB 8112 
3 AN DERSON JAHE S W 
3 SAVERY E 
SCHMIOT R 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION/FIRST TERM 
{REF DEPT CRSE SEC T CO UR SE TITLE H°RS INSfRUC:f(}R #l 
1756 EDAD 604 01 SCHOOL FINAt-.lCE. 3 RE~2' LELOlO 
MHIRF 0 7!0- 090 0 EB B 1 12 
1758 (DAD &10 0 1 Sl"1ULAT E. O [XPE.R EOAO 3 FA RIUH GEORGE 
MH,RF lHJ0 -1 230 EB B11 0 
17 60 EDAO 617 0 1 FOUN D COMMUNITY EDUC 3 HOLDEN DONALD 
MTI.-RF 11 0 0-1230 EB .1.128 
17 62 ED AO 6141 0 1 FIELD STUDIES 5 F J\ RR AH GEORG E 
BY PERM IS SI ON ON LY GRAD I NG OPTIONS SU•Rf.Q 
HOURS ARRa.N GEO 
1H 3 EO.e. □ 6141 02 FIELD STUDY RES EARCH 2 f,e,RQAH GE ORG E 
B Y PERMISS ION ONL Y GIHOif..:G OPTIONS su - REO 
HOURS ARR 4NfiEO 
1 761 ED.!iD 650 0 1 SCHOOL L Aio GR U1~[RUO JAMES 
Hh'RF 0 730-0900 EB 8208 
17 5 9 EOAD ti76 0 1 SEC SCHOOL PRINCIPA L HOLDEN DONALD 
HhRF 12U5-1'415 EB Al28 
17 5 7 EOAO 67 7 Cl l PERSONNEL AO!'IIN 3 RENZ l~l,.AN D 
MH.iRF 0 915 -1 0'-15 ~8 81 1 2 
17 61+ E DAO 698 r. 3 SEM ED AD IS S El AnM 3 ANOi::RSON J AMES W 
G'-'AOI~G OPTIONS SU-R(O 
MT 1800-2 130 EB Al 28 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SEC T COURSE TITLE HRS I NSTRUCTO"-' !il 
17 53 EOAO &Ll 0 1 F OUNDA TIONS EDUC ADM HOLOE.N DON AL D 
l"T 'wR F ll □ G- 1 230 EB Al28 
17~2 ED i\O 612 C' l FI EL D s ·TuOY DES "NnL 3 FA RR AH GEORGE 
GRACING OPTION'.:, SU-REO 
MHRF C915 -1 045 EB AJ 28 
l751l [DAD 618 r.1 AD!-'IN COMMUNIT Y EDUC 3 HOL DEN DONALD 
1-'h'RF G730 - 09CO f. B B112 
17 =i l EO AD 6 4 9 0 1 ELEM SCHOOL -Df-lINIST 3 FARRAH GEN~GE 
,...HRF 0 730-0900 F: 6 APO 
17 5 5 E040 098 r2 S[t~ ED .tD PR OB SO LV 3 Ar. DC:f.SON JAMES W 
GR a. □ ING OPTIONS SU-REC Rl.GHI/ENO OftT£ 07131 - 08 /15 
MT\..PF 1 2 4 5 -154 5 EB Al 28 
175(1 EOAO 698 0 4 SEM ED AO SC H BU S ,.. G 3 RENZ LELAND 
blHO ING OPTIONS SU-REO 
MhRF 1245 -141 5 EB A231 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
Ct!EF OE~T 1-,1<S( SEC T CO URSE TITL E HR- S H JSTRUCTOP ltl 
161.2 E L ':0 6 Cl 
GQA OING OPTIONS 
HHRF C915 -l (l30 [ 8 
Cl S[M GR 4 U STUD EL EO 
su - REO 
B 11 0 
l 8.J 3 El[O 623 (1 1 PRa.CT lr.4L ROG DIS 
av PEPt•';l'SSICN ON L y 
t-;h.,RF C9 1 5-10 30 :::b Al22 
3 HORTRUDE G 
3 ROUCH R 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE Til LE HRS INSTRUCTOR # l 
2319 E NGL 588 02 TEACH E NGL SEC LANG: 3 YOUNG J 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 06/23 ~ 07/l l A PRACTICAL APPROACH 
tHi.P.F 121+5-1510 115 110 
2315 ENGL 687 01 SEH I NAR IN DICKENS 4 GOTTSH ALL J 
HTwR F l 100 -1 230 R 11 8 
ENGLISH/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR # l 
2320 ENGL 12 4 0 1 INTRO TO LIT ERA TURE 4 FALK A 
HTWRF OB0-0845 ~S 11 9 CONTEMPORARY AMER I CAN LITERATURE 
2 32 1 
MTWRF 
ENG L lb2 ' 03 WRITTEN COMPOSITION 4 OTTO 0 
1100-1230 P 2 
2322 
,..,Tl.RF 
ENGL 163• C3 COl1P SEARCH+RESEARCH 4 RYL.INOER J 
232 3 
Mh1 RF 
0 730-08'15 R 
ENGL 221 0 1 
09 1 5-1025 '4S 
2 
INTRO TO POETRY 
114 
2324 [NGL 286 0 1 ROMAN T ICS I 
MTWRF 1 245 -1 415 R 201 
2325 ENGL 44 6 0 1 -.MERICAN NOVfL 
MTWRF l l 'J0 -1230 MS 1 15 
3 L EJA A 
4 VAN PELT L 
4 FAL K A 
2327 E,-.GL 448 02 S"TIRE: THAT BLASTED 'I L AloSON J 
MTWRF 0 73G-C845 q 11 8 ART 
2329 ENG L 458 02 TOPI CS IN TEACH COHP 3 OTTO 0 
MhRF C9 1 5-1 025 P 2 TRAD GRAMMAR REVIEW AS A RESOURCE 
2326 ENG L 546 01 AHflUC.AN NOVEL 4 f' AL K .I 
Mh'RF 1 1(10 -1230 MS 115 
2328 ENGL 5411 C2 SA TIRE THAT BLASTED 4 L AloSON J 
MhRF 0730 -0845 P 118 ART 
2330 ENG L 558 02 TOPICS IN TEACH cop,1p 3 OTT O 0 
MTI.- RF ('9 15-10 25 R 2 TRAD GRAMMAR REV! EW AS A RESOURCE 
GEOGRAPHY/FULL TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SEC T COUPSE TITL E HRS INSTRUCTOR # l 
2871 GEOG 4'44 0 1 !NTERNSl-l!P-PRAC GEOG VR COPPOCK H A 
BY PERt-11 SSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRAN GED 
GEOGRAPHY/FIRST TERM 
CREF OEP T - CRSE SEC T COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR ill 
HARPER C W ~~~!F GEOG l Gl 0 1 09 15-104S SH WOR L D PLACE LOCATIOt-.1 4 305 
2823 GEOG 273 01 PHYSIUL GEOGRAPHY I+ WIXON L 
HT IIJRF 11 0 0•1230 SH 3r'J5 
2844 GEOG 371 01 GEOG OF OISC-EXPLOPA 4 COPPOCk H A 
MhRF 0915-1045 SH 3 15 
2961 GEOG 475 0 1 CLHU TOLOGY-WLO CLIM 4 WIXOI. L G 
~. Tl.RF 0 915-101+5 SH 309 
29GO GEOG 575 0 1 CLIIHTOLOGY - WLD CLIM 4 WIXON L G 
MHi1RF 09 15-1 0 45 SH 3 □ 9 
GEOGRAPHY~ECONDTERM 
CREF D EPT CRSE SEC T CIJURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR ltl 
28C2 GEOG 1 0 1 112 W0°LD PL"CE LOCATI ON 4 DOCKENDOR F'F T P 
MTW,PF 0915 -1 045 SH 315 
2808 GEOG 17! 0 1 REGIONAL HUM"N GEOG 4 RICH.ASON B F 
HTWRF 1100-1230 SH 31 1 
2851 GEOG 376 0 1 GEOG OF ~. INN ESO TA 3 ERICKSON G B 
HW 1 8!JD - 2050 SH 311 
GERMAN/FIRST TERM 
CR~F DEPT CRSE SECT ~OURSE TITLE HRS I NSTRUCTOR Ill 
300 1 GER 13 1 0 1 ELfH Gf.RMAN I 4 klESE J 
MT.IRF 0915-1045 BH 134 
20 
HEALTH EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
CR£F DEPT CRS( SECT COURSE T-ITLE 
31J01 HLTH 12S 01 HEU.TH EDUCATION 







HLTH 40S• 01 
0730-Q8Clt] HAH 
HLTH 405• 02 
0915 :. 1025 HAH 
HLTH 438• 01 
1100-1145 HAH 
HOOD HOO SUB I N S OC 1 
243 
MO OD HO O sue IN SOC! 
243 
METHODS • ~ATERIALS 
2 •2 
31f07 HLTH -131 01 HUHAN 51:..XUHITY 
t1TWRF 0730-0900 HAH 242 
HRS INSTRUCTOR fl 
3 HOR TIS T 
3 H OR TIS T 
3 OSENDOR F f 
4 OSEN DORF F 
4 SERDU LA G 
3415 HLTH 495 0 4 .... PR IM GRADES FO LLOWUP l OSENDORF F 
BY PE RMI SSION ONLY BEGI N/E ND DAT E 0 6 /06-06/06 
F 0930-1 600 AMC 
8102 HLTH 14 95 5 1 BERKELY PROJEC T WK SH 2 SER DULA G 
GR.ACIN G OPTIONS 
HhRFS 0930-lb00 
SU-REC SEGlN/E"N0 0 .IITE 06/H, - 06 / 21 
PARK ER E LEMENTARY SCHOOL , ELK RIVER, MN 
81011 HLTH 11- 9 5 52 SCH HLTH PE RSCNNEL WK 1 OSENDORF F 
BEGIN/END DATE 06/ UB :--0b/l 1 
SMTW 0930-1600 CRAGUN ' $ RESORT , BRA I NERD, MN 
3it03 HLTH sos• 0 1 HOOD HOO SUB It-,' SOCI 3 HORTIS T 
HhRF 073 0-0840 HAH 2113 
3405 HLTH SOS• 02 HOOD 1'100 SUB IN SOCI 
HTWRF 0915-1025 HAH 2 43 
34 08 
Hh RF 
HLTH 581 0 1 
0730-09 0 0 HAH 
HUMAN SEXUALI TY 
242 
3 OSENDOR F F 
ti SE RDULA G 
3416 HLTH 5 88 04 PR I M GRADES FOL L OW UP 1 OSENDORF F 
BY PERM I SSION ONLY BEGIN/END DATE 06/06-06/06 
F 0 93 0- 1600 AMC 
81G3 HLTH 58 8 5 1 B[QKELY PROJECT WKSH 2 SE RDU LA G 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REO BEGIN/E ND DAT[ 06/ 16-0b / 2 1 
HhRF'S 0930-1600 PARKER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, ELK RIVER, MN 
8105 HLTH 588 52 SCH HLTH PERS ONNELWK 1 OSE'II DOR F F 
BEC:iIN/ END DATE D6/ 08 ~ (16 /ll 
SM TW 09 30-1600 CRAGUN ' $ RESORT, BRAINERD , MN 
HEAL TH EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT C:OURSE TITLE HRS I NS TRUC TOQ # l 
3417 HLTH 125 0 2 HEALTH EDUCATION 3 COLLINS R 
HT WR F 0915-1025 HAH 2112 
3lll3 HLTH ll 9 5 0 3 PRI MARY GRADES HLTH 2 OSENDORF F 
BY PERMI SS I ON ONLY Bf.G IN/EN O OAT[ 07/14-07 /1 8 
MTwRF 0930-16 0 0 AHC 
31114 HLTH 5 8 8 0 3 PRIHARY GRADES HL TH 2 OS ENDORF F 
BY PER MIS SION ONLY BEGIN/EN DO .ATE 07/14_; 0 7/18 
HT WR F 093Cl-l6 lJO AH C 
HISTORY/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CR SE SEC T COUR SE TITLE 
31 0 3 
HhRF 
HI ST 140 01 
11 0 0-12 3 0 SH 
AHE RI CA TO 1 8 65 
223 
3104 HI ST 203 01 EUROPE SINCE 18 70 
HhRF 0730-0900 SH 2 23 ' 
HRS IN STR UCTOR Ill 
4 PL UTH E 
4 lfWI S R 
3106 HIST 341! 01 U S 1920 TO PRESENT '+ PETE RSON D W 
HhRF 0'1115-1045 SH 223 
3120 HIST 635 Cl RDGS SOV IET PUSStA 3 LEWI S R 
HOURS ARRANGED 
3113 HI ST 651 0 1 ROG NATIVE AMERICA NS 3 PLUTH E 
HOU RS ARRANGED 
HISTORY/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CR SE SECT COURSE TITLI:: HRS I NS T RU CTOR #l 
3102 HIST llll 01 U S SINCE 1665 ti GAMBILL E 
HTWRF 1 Hl0-12 30 SH 22'3 
CRE F DE PT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS IN S TR-UC TOR #l 
.:i: l b'S HU~L 5C.6 Cit .. U~AN RELATI ONS PT l 3 lhSCN ANOR[W 
SY PEP l'II SS I ON ONLY GR AOH,G OPTIONS 
CO- RECUISITE 2 t,URL 597 2lb6 
~hR F 0800 - 0950 EB Al 19 
~ l t...2 HUf< L 59 7 
bY PER t-'. I SS I ON ONL V 
CO-R ECllJ ISIT E 
MT• ~ F 1 0(,0 -11 50 EB 
~llto HLi QL 5~7 
(1 3 HUMH. RELATI ONS PT 2 3 GILBERT HE.l(N 
GRAD!f,G OPTIONS 
2 .HURL 596 2161 
A 11 9 
Dlt HU!"AN R~U,TI ONS PT 2 3 L.I WSON .IN ORE W 
SU-REC 
s u-REQ 
EY P t.RM I SS I ON ONLY 
co-PE01.1ISI Tf 
GR -' Dit.G OPTION S SU -R EQ 
2 -HU RL 596 2165 
P,. T ... RF 1 un □ -11 5Q EB A 11 9 
2 HS HUJ.L 5 98 Cl HO RAL D£V(LOPMENT 4 RIS BERG DOUGLAS 
KTWRF (9 15 -12 30 f.B 8 10 8 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION/FULL TERM 
CREF DEP T CPSE SECT HRS INSTRUCTOR 111 
3 8 5 1 IND U98 0 1 
C: OURS E TITL E 
INTERNSHIP VR LA CRO IX w BR AUN T 
BY PERf>! I SS I ON ON L V 
HOURS .t.RR AN GED 
GR ADH ,G OPTIO NS su -R £0 
38 58 IND 598 0 1 INTE RNSH I P VR LACROIX lo' BR AUN T 
BV PERMISSION ONLV 
HOURS ARRANGED 
GRADH,G OP TION S SU -REO 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
CC?EF DEPT CRS E SEC T COURS E TITL E HRS INSTRUCTOR #l 
38 30 





3 8 36 
MTlrr. RF 
I ND 13 0 01 
09 15•10 4 5 HH 
I ND 161 0 1 
1 lf"J0-1230 Ht-I 
IND 192 0 1 
1 800 - 2 130 HH 
IND 225• rt 
09 15-1 0 4 5 HH 
GENER AL .-oo □ wORKING 
109 
I NDUSTRIAL CPAfTS 
225 




3 CARTE R P J 
3 BJOP KLUNO. L 
4 CARTER P J 
3 KEMP W 
3 83 7 Jt,,il) 321 0 1 EL ! M SCHOOL Ir-..D ARTS 2 WAL TON H 
l'ITir.'RF ('9 15 -10 20 HH 2 £'5 
3839 I ND 365 0 1 PLASTIC S HCH~ OLOGY 3 BJ OR KLU ND L 
HTW RF □ 730 -09 0 0 HH 2 13 
3841 IND 425• f'l CO L OR Sf.P.ARATION 3 KEMP W 
MhRF 11 0D-12 3 0 HH 113 
3 8 42 IND 427* 0 1 GRAPHIC ARTS PROD \IR KE MP W 
BY PE RHISSJON GN L V GfUO [ NG OPTIONS 
HO URS ARRAN GED LA B .IPIHNGEO 
3845 IND ll SO• 0 1 METHODS 3 WALT ON H 
Hh P,F 11 □ D -12 0 5 HH 2 1 2 
38 ll6 IN D 4 53 0 1 I NO n'I DU .AlIZ EU I NSTR 3 WALT ON H 
HhR F 1 245-13 50 HH 2 1 2 
3848 [NO 49 3 0 1 I NS TITUTI ON TH ER APY 8 KEM P W 
BY PERMISSION ONLV GRADI NG OP TIO NS 
HOUR S ARRANGED 
38 5 3 
MTWR F 
IND 525 
l l □ □ -1230 HH 
0 1 CO L Oh SEPARATION 
113 
3 k [MP W 
3855 IND 553 0 1 IN OIVI OUA L! Z f.D INSTR 3 WALTON H 
MH. RF 1 245-1350 HH 2 12 
3 86 0 IND 60 1 01 
MTI.RF 09 15 - 1020 HH 
3861 IND 604 0 1 
MT.RF 0915•1Cl20 HH 
3862 IND 632 0 1 
HT WR F ll □□ - 12 3 0 HH 
TECH + !NOIVI OU AL 
120 
CURR ISSUES OF IND 
1 20 
3 L.AC QO I X W 
3 LAC RO IX W 
TE CH PROE GR COMMUN 3 l<EHP W 
11 3 ADDI T IONAL HOURS ARRANG ED 
3863 IND 663 01 TECH PR OS SYNTHETICS 3 8JOP.t,e.LUN0 L 
HhRF 0730 -09 00 HH 213 ADDITIONAL HOURS ARRANGED 







DEPT CRSE 'Sf. CT COURSE TITLE. 
IM 571 O> PR!:P or IH 





l H 575 
1100-1230 CH 
35 93 IM 595 
GRADING OPTION-$ 














'" 6 0 6 01 ORG ANO SUPV 
0 73 0 -09 20 CH 
I H 6 ue 





3574 IH 680 0 1 INT ER NS11IP 
B V PERM I SSION ON L V 
HOURS ARRAN GED 
3575 IH 681 01 READINGS 
av PERHISS I ON ONL Y 
HOURS .t. RRANGED 
35 76 IH 682 01 RE SE .&R CH 
BY PERHl SS I ON ON LY 
11 0U RS .t. RRANG EO 
HRS INSTRUCTOR #1 
3 1<[.tBLE DOREEN 
3 NELSON J MICHAEL 
3 HAY JAMES 0 
3 STAFF 
SEGIN~EtlO DATE 06/16-0b/2'+ 
3 SHELSER L.lWRENCE 
3 HILL FRED 
VR STAFF 
3 S TAF f" 
YR STAF F 
3571 IH 6 B 3 C2 SEH HEDU FOR TEAC H ti LACR OIX PHVLLlS 
GR ADI NG OP TIONS SU - REC BE GIN/EN D DATE 0 6 / 20- 07/ 11 
MTlil RF 1430 -1 550 CH 125 
3572 I M 683 03 SEM .IDOL . VP !ol.ATERALS 2 WESTBY GERALD 
GIHDIN G OP TION S SU-REC BEGI N/ENO DATE 06/26-07/11 
HT WRF 1430-1550 CH I 30 
3590 ]M 683 0 7 SEH SPECIALIST DEGP.E VR BERLIN G JOHN 
BY PERMISSIO N ONLV 
HOURS ARRANGED 
LIBRARY & AUDIOVISUAL EDUCATION 
(IM)/SECOND TERM 
O·EF DEPT CRSE SEC I COURS E TITLE 
3556 IH 468 03 ME DIA HAT 
HTWRF 0730 •08ll □ CH 134 
3557 IM 468 04 HE OIA HAT 
HTw RF 09 15-102 5 CH 125 
3562 IH 476 Dl SELECT HAT 
HTll'Rf l 2llS-l 355 CH 126 
3579 IH 477 01 BASIC REF 
HhRF 0730-0900 CH 130 
3 581 IM 478 01 TECH PR OC I 
HhRF 091 5 -1045 CH 126 
359 11 IH ll8l 01 RE.AD LI S VU GUID 
HT.RF l l □ 0-1 23 0 CH 1 34 
3563 
~TlirRF 
I H 576 
1245-13 55 CH 
0 3 SELE CT HAT 
126 
3560 IM 577 D1 BASIC REF 
HhiRF O 730-09 0 0 CH 130 
3582 IH 578 01 
HTWRf 0915-1045 CH 
3553 IH 616 01 
TR 1 ao o-2045 CH 
3585 IM 639 0 1 
HT.RF 1100-1230 CH 
TECH PR OC I 
126 
TV IN ME DIA II 
134 
READ LIS VIEW GUIO 
13' 
3567 IM 6ll4' 01 STOR.AG( I 
MhRF 1245-1355 CH 130 
35 86 IH 658 01 SYTEf<l!S DESIGN 
HTWRF 12ll5•13 5 5 CH 125 
HRS INSTRUCTOR #l 
3 STAFF 
3 SUFF 
ti WESTBY GERA LD 
II STAFF 
4 ELSEN MARIE 
4 BUSSE LAWi:tENCE 
3 WESTBY GERALD 
3 STAFF 
3 EL SEN MARIE 
3 POLESAK F RED 
3 BUS SE LAW RENCE 
3 RY0 8 ERG 0.A VID 
3 FIELDS DENNIS 
CREF DEPT Ck,E SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 01 
3116 HIST 200 01 ANCIENT CIVILIZATION 4 SAMARRAI A 
IHWRf 0915--lO&JS SH 221 
3111 HIST 4 •5 01 US i'!ILIHRY HISTORY • O'v'EPY D 
HhRF 0915-10115 SH 223 
3112 HIST 5"5 01 US MILIT ARY HISTORY 4 OVERY D 
HlwRF 0915-10115 SH 223 
HUMAN RELATIONS/FIRST TERM 
CRC:f DEPT CRSE SEC T COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 1'1 
2151 HURL 496 01 HUMAN RELATIONS PT 1 3 ROEHL ROSE:l'URY F 
BY PERMISSION ONLY f';RAOJNG OPTIONS su-REO 
CO~RE0UI SITE 2 HURL l.f97 2152 
tHioRF 0900•1050 EB Al 19 
2155 HUQL '496 02 HU'iAN R(LATlONS PT 1 3 HELLWIG 04\110 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU-REO 
CO-REOUl SITE 2 HURL 1197 215b 
MTI/RF 0900-l OSO EB Al 19 
2152 HURL 1197 01 HUMAN REL ATIO NS PT 2 3 RO E HL QOSfHARY F 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GRADING OP T IONS SU - REO 
CO•REOUI SITE 2 HURL 496 2151 
MhRF 1100-1250 EB "-119 
2156 HURL ~97 02 HUMAN RELATIONS PT 2 3 HELLWIG DAVID 
BY PERMISSION ONL'f' GRADING OPTIONS SU-REO 
CO-REQUISITE 2 HURL 496 2155 
MTWRF 11 00~1250 EB All9 
2153 HURL 596 01 HUMAN RELATIONS PT 1 3 ROE.HL ROSEMARY F 
B Y PERMISSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS su-REO 
co-REQUISITE 2 HURL 597 2154 
HH1RF 0900-1050 EB Al19 
2157 HURL SH 02 HUMAN RELATIONS PT 1 3 HELUl!G DAVID 
BY PERMISSION ONLY Gl< AOING OPTIONS SU-REQ 
CO-REQUISITE 2 HURL 5q7 2158 
HlwRF 09 □□ ~1oso EB All9 
215'+ HURL 597 01 HUMAN RlL.HlONS PT 2 3 ROEHL ROS EMARY F 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU-REO 
CO-REQUISITE 2 HURL 596 2153 
MT.:RF 1100-12so EB Al 19 
2158 HURL 597 D2 HUMAN RELATIONS PT 2 3 HELU,IG DAVID 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GRAOTt'iG OPTIONS su-REO 
co-REQUISITE 2 HURL S90 2157 
HhRF 1100-1250 EB Al 19 
HUMAN RELATIONS/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CR5E SECT COURSE TITL I:: HRS INSTRUCTOP Ill 
2159 HURL '+ 96 C3 HUMAN RE:UTIONS PT 1 3 GILE-EIH HfLEN 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GIHQH,.G OPTIONS SU-REC 
CO-R[OUl SITE 2 HURL 497 2H,(I 
HH1RF 081'J0-0950 [6 Al 19 
2163 HURL 496 014 HUMAN RELATIOt-.S PT l 3 LAWSON ANDREW 
BY PERMISSION ONLY Gl-lADHiG OPTIONS su-REC 
CO-REOU!SITE 2 HURL 497 2164 
HhRF (;800-0950 ES All9 
2lbC' HURL 4 9 7 03 HUMAN R£LAT!0t-.S PT 2 3 GILBERT HELEN 
BY PERP'ilSSION ONLY GIHO'IP..G -OP T IONS SU-REQ 
co-REQUISITE 2 HURL 496 2159 
p,,T~RF 1000-1150 EB A119 
2164 HURL '197 C'+ HU"!AN RE LATI ONS PT 2. 3 LA-S ON ANDREW 
BY PERMISSION ON L Y Gh.e. □ l t-l G OPTIONS SU-REC 
CO-REQUISITE 2 HURL 490 2163 
HhiRf 1000-11 50 EB All9 
2167 HURL 498 01 MOP.AL DEVELOPHE/-.T 4 RISSlRG OOUGL-'S 
MHo'RF 0915-1230 EB B108 
2161 HURL 596 03 HUMAN Ri.LATIOt-15 PT l 3 GILHRT HELEN 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GRADJNG OPTIONS SU-REQ 
CO-REOUISIH 2 HURL 597 .21t>2 
MhRF 0800 -0950 EB A119 
21 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SEC T COURSE T lTLf HRS INSTRUCTOR #1 
38 31 I NO 1.30 0 2 GENERAL WOODWORKING 3 NESTEL G 
Mh'lff 1245-1415 HH 109 
3833 I NO 1'1 02 INDUSTRIAL CRAFTS 3 hES TEL G 
MhRF 110 0-1230 HH 225 
3835 I ND 210 DI UPHOLSTERY 2 NESTEL G 
"T 1800-2[.'+5 HH 215 
384C IND 394 01 BAS AUT O SYS • HUNT 3 SCHWALLER A 
HhlRF 0800-0905 HH 
3843 I ND 427• 




GRAPHIC ARTS PROO 'ii? BRAUN T 
GRADING OPTIONS 
LAB ARRANGED 
3844 IND 434 fJ l SOL Et.FR FAB ♦ INSTL 3 BERGSTROM P 
BEGIN/END DATE 07/31-08/15 
"1TI.-RF C915 ► 121 5 HH 1 09 
381+7 !NO 4 8 4 (1 1 SOL ENER SYST • DESN 3 SCHWALL ER A 
BEGIN/END DUE 07/15-07/3 □ 
"1TWRF 0915•1135 HH 1 2 1 
3849 IN D 493 02 INSTITUTION THERAPY !3 BRAUN T 
BY PERH!SSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS 
HOUR'S ARRANGEO 
38 50 IND 495 0 1 EXPRHNTL WOO DWORt<IN G 3 BERGSTROM P 
MhRF 0730-0900 HH 1 09 
3854 IND 53 '+ 0 1 SOL ENER FAS ♦ INSTL 3 BERGSTROH P 
BEGIN/ENO OATE 07/31-08/15 
HH.RF 09 15- 1215 HH 1 09 
3856 IND 56'+ 0 1 SOL EN(R SYST • DESN 3 SCH'lrlALLER A 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 07115-07/3n 
Hh,'l,'F 0915-1135 HH 1 21 
3857 IND 588 Cl E"XPFIMNTL \olOODwORKING 3 BE RG STROM P 
t-lTWRF 0730-C,900 HH ll"J9 
SU-REO 
SU-REO 
LIBRARY & AUDIOVISUAL EDUCATION (IM)/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE St:::CT COURSE TITL E" HRS It-.STfWCTOR Ill 
3551 IN 10 4 
GRADINt;. OPTIONS 
(11 INTRO Lt:::rnN RESOURCE. 2 STAFF 
MTWRF 0915 -1 0 □ 0 CH 
3599 IM 412 
"" 1800-2045 CH 
3554 ]M 466 
11hRF D730-0840 CH 
3555 I" • 06 
HhRF 11no-1210 CH 
3577 IM 4 71 
tihRF iJ915-1045 CH 
3558 IM 4 73 
MT\;RF 0915 -1 045 CH 
35~0 ]M "75 
MhRF l lOG-1230 CH 
3597 IM 495 
GRADING OPTIONS 
MhRF DB0-1045 CH 
SU -RE: O 
125 
DI TV IN IH 
1 25 
0 1 HEDH MAT 
13" 
02 MEOH MAT 
l 3• 
0 1 PR€P OF IM 
126 
Cl PHO TOGRAPHY 
134 





4 POLE:SAt< FRED 
3 STAFF 
3 S ThFF 
4 K(A BLE DOREEN 
4 NELSON J MICH.HL 
4 M.ay JAMES D 
1 STAFF 
!:!£ GIN/ENO DATE Ci b /10'"'00/24 
3552 If'I 510 01 E[)UCATIUNAL TOUR 3 SCHULZETENSERG ANT 
BY P!::RMISSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS su-REO 
BEGIN/ENO D,HE 00/09:"""07/ll FIELD S DENNIS 
HOURS APRANGEO 
3598 IM 510 02 EDUC.IITIONAL TOUR 9 SCHULZ£ TE.NBERG ANT 
BY PER~! SS!ON ON LY C:RADH,G OPTIONS SU-RE0 
BEGIN/ENO O.HE 06/09-07/11 FIELDS DENNIS 
HOURS ARRANGED 
35 0 6 IM !;12 01 TV IN 111 3 POLrso: fPED 
MW lM0-2045 CH 12S 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR •~ 
3588 111 680 02 INTERNSHIP VR STAFF 
BY PE:RMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
35&9 !H 681 02 READINGS 3 STAFF 
BV PERf'IISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
3592 IM 682 02 RESEARCH VR STAFF 
BY PERMISSION ON LY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
3570 IM 683 01 SEM MICRO COMP 3 AICHELE J[AN 
GRADING OPTIONS SU ... REO 
MHIRF 1245-1355 CH 130 
3595 IM 683 Ot, SEH ACQ •MAlNT EQUIP 2 JENSEN HARLAN 
GRAD ING OPTIONS SU--REO BEGIN/ ENO DATE 07/15:.07/30 
MHrRF 1'+3D-1550 CH 134 
3591 IM 684 0 1 FIELD STUDY VR STAFF 
BY PER~ISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
GRADING OPTIONS SU•REQ 
LOCAL & URBAN AFFAIRS/FIRST TERM COURSE/Cl 
CRE.F DEPT CRSE SEC T COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
77 0 6 URB 350 01 LAND USE ISSUES • KELLEY J W 
MhRF 0915-1045 SH 206 
MANAGEMENT/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSH:UCTOR #l 
If 301 MGMF 361 01 HGMT THRY ♦ PR ACTICE • SWENSON ALF 
MhlRF 0730-0900 88 116 
If 30 3 MGMF 362 01 PERSONNEL AOMIN 4 BURNES BRUCE 
fol T~R F 0915•10'+5 ea 218 
4 305 MGHF 363 01 PRODUCTION HGtiF 4 SKALBECt< BRUCE 
MHtRF 0730-0900 88 320 
4319 MGMF 370 01 ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAi/ 4 WENTWORTH DARRELL 
MhRF 1100-1230 BB 320 
It 3 0 7 MGMF 371 01 MANAGERIAL FINANCE • CHRISTIANSEN ROLF MTlotRF 1100•1230 BS 118 
431 0 MGHF 37 3 0 1 !NV PRINCIPLES 4 CHRISTIA"1SEN ROLF 
MhRF 1245-1415 BB 118 
4 311 MGMF 3 75 C l RISK INSURANCE 4 SWENSON Alf 
MTWRF e915 -1045 ea 118 
14 312 MGMF • •2 01 SHALL BUS MANAGEMENT . BURNES "BRUCE 
HT"RF 1100-1230 BB 218 
"3 21 HGMF 467 0 1 ORGANIZATIONAL THEOR • TALLENT OWAINE 
MTWRF 0915-10'+5 BB 321 
'+316 MG"1F • 66 01 SUSINE.SS POLICY I • SKAL8ECK BRUCE 
~hRF 0915-1045 88 320 
4 31 7 MGMF 468 02 BUSI.NESS POLICY I • TALLENT DWAINE 
MhRF 1100-1230 BB 321 
MANAGEMENT/SECOND TERM_ 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INS TRUCTOP # 1 
43 0 2 MGMF 361 02 MGMT THRY ♦ PRA.CT ICE 4 NY.S TUEN GREG 
MhRF 0915-1045 88 321 
43C" ,-iGMF 3o2 02 PERSONNEL A. D~IN 4 NYSTU[N GREG 
HTWRF 1100-123D 86 321 
'+306 MGMF 363 02 PRODUCTION "1Gf4F • a•rooRF LtLANO 
HHIRF 0730-09()0 88 320 
4 309 HG~F 364 01 ENTREPRE.NEURSH IP • STAFF 
MhRF 0915 ... 1045 BB 320 
"3.Cie HGMF 371 02 MANAGfRIAL FlN.NCE • FARRELL CRUMPTON 
HTlo'RF 0915-10145 BB 118 
22 
CRH DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR Ill 
'+313 HGHF "65 01 HOTIOh ♦ TIHE STUDY 4 BHOORF lf.LA NO 
HTWRF 1100-1230 88 320 
4315 MGMF ~67 02 ORGANIZATION THEORY 4 VORA JAY 
HT_'ilRF 0915•10'+ 5 BB 218 
4318 MGMF 468 03 
MhJ.F 110□ -J.230 BB 
BUSINESS POLICY I Ii VORA JAY 
218 
MARKETING & GENERAL RUSINESS/FULL TERM 
CREF _DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTQr:;> ltl 
'+SbO HKGB 4'+4 ♦ 01 lNTERf.lSHJP 8 RCOGEPS w 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
MARKETING & GENERAL BUSINESS/FIRST TERM 
CREF DE.PT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS H.STRUCTOP lfl 
115 07 HKGB 235 01 BUSINESS LAW 4 BUCHANAN "" 
HTWRF on□ -0900 BB 31S 
11508 HKGB 235 02 B USINESS LAW 4 SCHOFIELD S 
MTWRF 0915-1045 BB 319 
'+501 MKGB 320 01 INTRO TO H,lRKETING 4 HANHY A 
HhRF 0915-1045 BB 315 
45 02 HKG8 321 ♦ 0 1 CONSUMER BEHVIOR 4 RODGERS W 
HhiRF 0915-1045 9B 
'+5 03 MKGB 32 2• 01 INTRO TO ADV ER TISP.I G 4 BENSON R 
MTWRF 0915-10145 BB 322 
'+5 □ 9 HKG B 336 01 BUSINESS LAW 4 SCHOFIELD S 
HHo'RF 1100-1230 BB 319 
1+505 HKGB 1127• 01 INTERNAT HiRl<E.TIN G 4 HANHY A 
HhRF 1100-1230 BB 315 
'150'+ MKGB 1429• 01 11KTG MANAGEMENT 4 BEl',SON R 
HTWRF 11'10-12 30 BB 322 
14550 11KGB 437 01 BUSINES S LAW 4 BUCHANHJ "" 
HHIRF 0915-1045 BB 
14506 HKGB 527• 01 INlfRNAT HARKE.TING If HAN.UY A 
MTWRF 1100-1230 EIS 315 
MARKETING & GENERAL BUSINESS/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITL E HRS IN STRUCTO~ #1 
4 55 1 MK GB 235 03 BUSINESS LAW I+ CALHOUN R 
MTWRF 1245-1415 BB 315 
'1552 MKGB 320 02 INTRO TO MARKETIN G If STAFF 
MTWRF 1100-12 30 86 315 
'+ 553 HKGB 321• 02 CONSUMl'.:ti. BEHA\'IOR 4 SCH NE IDER K 
MTWPF 1100-1230 BB 321 
lt551t HKGB 322• 02 Ir>iTRO TO ADVERTISING 4 BUiSON R 
HH'Fff 0915.:.1045 BB 315 
'1555 11KGB 336 C2 BUSINESS UW 4 CALHOUN R 
HT.RF 0730-09Cl0 BB 315 
1t556 MK GS 423• 0 1 AOVERTISll'iG ~GMT 4 BEr,.SCN R 
MTWRF 110 0-1230 BB 322 
4558 MK GB 4 25 0 1 I-IARHTI NG RESEARCH q STAFF 
MhRF 0915•10'+5 88 319 
4559 MKGB 429 02 HK TG MANAGEMENT q SCHNEIDER K 
MTWRF 1245-1415 BB 319 
'1557 HKGB 523• 0 1 ADVERTISING MGMT 4 BENSON R 
HHdff 1100-123:J BB 322 
MASS COMMUNICATIONS/FIRST TERM 
C~EF DEP T CRSE SEC T COURSE TITL E HRS INST RUCTOR 111 
1401 COMM 220 01 INTRO TO HA SS COMM 4 VOE.LKER FPAN 
HhRF 121f5•141S PA 221 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION/SECOND TERM 
CR£ F DEP T CRSE SECT • ccu~SE TITL[ HRS INSTAUCTOP Ill 
~3Jq ~ 3 6. 671'.l 01 co.;op ST~ATEGI[S It IIENTWORTH GARRELL 
1-!Tlo'RF 07~0 -09GO PB 321 
't3 20 MBA 671 (1 1 Fl"-' ~GMT POLICIES 4 FARR ELL CPUHPTON 
MhRF 1100-123 □ E:B 118 
MATHEMATICS/FIRST TERM 
LRE.F DEPT CASE SECT COUJ<SE TITLF.: HRS INSTRUCTOR If 1 
&. 0() 1 ~ATH 1': l (11 CULTURAL /'1ATH£.MATICS &o MILLER DONA LD 
HTl,,RF 'J 915 ·-101+5 ~S 11 9 
'-:11..2 "4ATH 130 l1 1 I NTE RMEDIATE ALGEBIH, 4 LEITCH VERNON 
Hh RF G730-U9 00 MS 119 ' 
40U4 ~ATH 131 Gl COLLEG.E ALGE SRA 
MH.lff 0730-C900 "'5 115 
&. 005 MATH 21.!l• Gl ANALYSIS I 
Mh fl F :J 915-l(Ji+5 ~s lt S 
'+ 00 7 
MhRF 
MATH 250 Cl 
C9 15-l01.! 5 ~S 
FO UND OF ARITt-;METIC 
11 0 
lt8 G8 MATH 251t 0 1 fUN OAME~T.HS 1 
MTloilH" llfJ0-1230 "' 5 115 
'1011 ~ATH 1t37• 01 PRO b AN O STAT I 
MT.RF 1100-1230 !'(S l 10 
4 JOHNSON MONTE 
II S TENNE'S EPNES T 
4 DUL L AL YN 
I+ MILL ER DON 
It SH"lNE'S [PNEST 
"013 MATH 1140 01 HIST OF MATHEMATICS 4 BRINK ALLEN 
MTWH 0 915-10&.5 MS 102 
lt DH MATH 537• Cl PROB ANO STAT l J STENNES [CH>jEST 
HT11r.>F l l tJ0--1230 MS 11 0 
4018 M~TH 51+0 01 HIST OF HATH€.HATICS 3 BR!"lK ALLEN 
MhRF 09 15-lOltS ~S l'J2 
li 020 MATH 611• 01 TCHG MATH SEC SCHOOL 3 LEITCH VERNON 
Mli,;Rf' 1100-1210 MS 102 
4 02 1 MATH 656• 01 HOD ALGEBRAIC TH I 3 BRI"IK ALLEN 
In-..PF U73 □ • 0840 MS 102 
MATHEMATICS/SECOND TERM 
CREF' DEP T CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS HoSTRUCTOR ill 
14003 MATH 130 02 INTERME DIATE AL GEBRA '+ HEYER ROG~R 
Hh.RF 0915 -11!1+5 t,,S l 19 
li OQ f- HATH 242• 0 1 ANALYSIS II 4 LAHl?EN DAVID 
MhRF 0915-10&.5 MS 115 
i+ OL 9 MATH 3:C:9 01 TOPICS OES + ll',F STA 4 JOHNSON JAMES W 
HTI.-Rf' □ 730--0900 HS 110 
'1010 MATH 426• 0 1 ADVANCE D GEOMt. TRY q LA H~ [N DAVID 
MTWRF 1100-1230 "'5 1111 
lt012 MA TH 11 38 • 01 PR OB AND STAT II '+ BIR D HOWA~D 
"1H,RF 0730•0900 "4S 115 
l+ Gllt MATH 460• 01 TOPOLO GY 4 CARLSON KrNT 
Hh.RF 0915-1031) MS 1 Q2 
'+015 HATH 526* C l 11.0VANCEO GEOMET R Y 3 LAHREN DAVID 
HT.RF lH~ □ --1230 11$ 114 
'+017 MATH 538• 01 PR OB AND STAT II 3 BIR D HOWARD 
MhRF 0730-0900 ~S 115 
'+IJ19 MATH 560• 0 1 TOPOLOGY 3 CARLSON Kr;:NT 
MTi,iRF 0915-1030 MS 1 02 
1+ 022 HHH 657• 0 1 HOO ALGEBRAIC TH II 3 C.ARLSON K(NT 
MhRF G730 -081t0 MS 1 0 2 
MUSIC-MUSICIANSHIP/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CPSE SEC T COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR lfl 
4701 HUSH 1 0') 01 INTR TO HUS CONCEP TS &o ERN[ST DAVID J 
TR 18 0 0-21 50 PA 23U F 1200:,13 50 PA 230 
CHE.F DEPT CRSt ·sa::cr COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR •1 
4720 MUSP 611 Cl PR LESSONS PI.II.NO 1 WllHlTE CiRH[N 
BY ' PERHISSION ONLY 
HOLiRS ARRANGED 
'+721 MUSP 615 01 PR L E SSONS VOICE 1 PETERSON CHARLES 
6Y PER~I SSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
14722 MUSP 6~8 CH PR LESSONS STRINGS 1 JOHNSON JIM(S R 
bY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOuPS ARRANGED 
'+72 3 MUSP 638 01 PR LESSONS BRASS 1 t100RE ALBERT 
BY Pt:R,-;JSSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
MUSIC-PERFORMANCE/SECOND TERM 
CRlf' DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITL £ HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
1+718 HUSP 1110 01 PR LESS ONS WOODWIND 1 LAYNE R DENNIS 
BY PC:RM!SSION ONLY 
HOURS ARR.1,NGED LAB •RRANGE.0 
14719 !':USP ti+0 02 PR LESSONS WOODWIND 3 LUNE R DENNIS 
BY PEPMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED LIB ARRANGED 
47214 MUSP 61+8 01 PR LESSONS !o.OOOWINO 1 LAYNE R DENNIS 
E,Y PERMISSION ONLY 
HOUPS ARRIN GE O 
PHILOSOPHY/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRS~ Stet COURSE TITL E HRS INSHiUCTOR #l 
5351 PHIL 101 01 PHIL EXPL HUl"ANITIES If 'IOOS G E 
TR lSl'J0-2130 BH ll'Jl 
53bl PHIL 120 01 INT RO TO LOGIC It BOYER O L 
MhRF 0730-0900 SH 101 
5371 PHIL 122 01 INTRO TO ETHICS 4 ARNOLD S 
1'1TWRF 1245-1415 BH 101 
5380 PHIL llfO 01 EL':':MENTS OF RELIGION 4 CORLISS R L 
M~ 1800-2130 BH 101 
5381 PHIL 160 01 INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY ll ARNOLD S 
HHiRF 1100--1230 BH 101 
PHILOSOPHY/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEP T CRSE SECT COUR~E TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR ,i 1 
53514 PHIL 103 01 PHIL EXPl HUMANITIES If BAHDE J E 
TR 1 800 --2130 BH 101 
5372 PHIL 122 02 INTR O TO ETHICS It DIENHART J W 
MhRF 12145·lql5 BH 101 
5382 PHIL 1 b0 02 INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY If OlENHAIH J W 
MTI.PF 111J0-123!l BH 101 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT couRsElITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR U 
5001 PE 120 01 A£1?0BICS 2 WAXLAX R 
GRADit-.iG OPTIONS su.-REO 
MHiRF 1000-10'+5 HAH OS 
50G3 PE 125 01 BALLROOM DANCE. 1 MCCLELLAN R 
GRADING OPTIONS EITHER SEX IUS TRICTION MALE 
MTWRF 0815-0900 HAH OS 
500'1 PE 125 02 BALLROOH DANCE l MCCLELLAN R 
GPAOING OPTIONS EITHER SE.X RES TRICTIO"I FEMALE 
HTi,;RF 0815--0900 HAH OS 
sacs PE 133 01 CREATIVE + TRAD OANC 2 MCCLELLAN R 
GRADING OPTIONS EITHER 
MT.RF 0730-0615 HAH OS 
5006 PE 136 01 BEGINNING SWIMMING 1 MCCLELLAN R 
GRADING OPTIONS EITHER 
MhRF 1100-1145 HAH 
CHEF OE.Pr C1-6E SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR Ul 
14 0 2 COMH 3 0 9 01 C0"4M ACTIVITIE S l HONTE.SANO ROB ERT 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED L AB AP ~ AN G(IJ 
14 0 3 COHH 320 01 HIST OF HA SS MED IA 4 HHT [ AMOF: 
HHr,1 RF l 2ti-5-1430 PA 223 
1415 C0'1H 444 C l INTERN SH IP 3 DES ANTO JOHN 
BY PERM! SSION ONLY 
HOURS ARR.!,NG EO U B ARR.l NG[ O 
1416 CUMH 444 02 INTERNSHI P 3 VOEL K ER FPA N 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARR AN GED U B A.?R AN GED 
1417 COMH 444 03 INT ERNSHIP 3 HO,,, H.SANO ROBEIH 
BY PERMISS I ON ONLY 
HOURS ARR ANG ED U, R A1H I AN GEO 
141 8 CO MM 444 04 INTE RNSHIP 3 HA 6H i\H O( 
BY PEIHH SSION ONLY 
HOURS ARR.\NGEO L.A B Al:!R AN GEO 
14 U6 COMM 485 0 1 PR PRO DU CTIO N WKSHOP 4 DESAN TO JOHN 
BEG I N/E NO DATE □ 6/H - □ t./27 
MT WR F 0915-1415 SH 1 29 
14 08 COMM 495 03 T V R[P/lO IT/ PROO WSP 2 BRYCE SCOTT 
BEGIN/E.NO DA TE 06/3 0 - 0 7/11 
MHil<F 09 15 -1 230 PA 2 27 
14 09 COMM 1195 0 4 TV REP/ED IT/PROD WSP 4 BRYCt SCOTT 
BE GIN/END DATE 06/3 0-07/11 
MTWRF 09 15-1415 PA 227 
11.1 07 C.OMH 585 0 1 PR P~OOuC TIO ,_, loKSHOP 4 DE SANTO J OHN 
BEGIN/END DHE 0 6/ 16 - 06/27 
MTlllii:l F 0 91 S- 14 15 SH 1 29 
MASS COMMUNICATIONS/SECOND TERM 
C.RE.F DEP T CRSf St:CT COURSE TITL E HRS INS TRU CTQO lil 
lli G4 COMH 2 73 rl DOC I t-: RAO] O/TV t, BRYC E SCOTT 
Mh RF 1 245 -1'1115 PA 2?3 
111 05 COMM 3C9 0 2 CC:-!M AC TI \l lTH. S 1 MONTE. SANO ROBERT 
BY P[RHISSION ONLY 
HOURS .aRR Al'. GEO 
11q9 COM M li44 (1 5 INT ~P NShI P 3 N(iflU:M ERENT 
B Y PERM! SSION CNL Y 
HOURS ARR ,t,N GEO LA E ARt<'ANGfO 
lli 2D COMM 44i. Cb INTERNS1,]P 3 MONTES .AN O qoB[RT 
E,Y P~PMISSION GN LY 
HOURS ARRANGE D LA B ,a. P~ AN GEO 
141 0 CO ~M 495 ('5 TV JPNLS M PROD 1,,KSHP 2 BRYC( SCO TT 
BEGIN / END DAH 07/14--CB/15 
MhRf 0 915-1 0 4 5 PA 223 
1411 COl-'M 495 (l(, TV J Pt.L SM PRCU \./ KSH P 4 BRYCE SCO TT 
BE GIN/EN O D AT E 07/14-00/1 5 
M.hRF 09 15-1 230 P A 223 
1412 COMH 4 95 0 7 PRINT JHN LS h 1. I-ISHP 2 kOR L EH BRf Nf 
BEGIN/E.NO DATE 07/14-0 8 /!5 
MTI. Rf 1245-1415 SH 1 29 
1413 CO MM 495 OS PRINT JRN LSM lo:K SHP '4 NOR L EM RRt"NT 
bEGIN/E.NO DATE 07/14-08/15 
Mh·Rf 1 2 45-1515 SH 12 9 
llil4 COMM liVi l'.'9 PRINT J RN LSH wK SHP b fl.- Gl( L E:!~ ER ENT 
BEGIN/E.ND DATE 07/11.1-06/lS 
MhRF 124 5 -1 545 SH 1 29 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION/FIRST TERM 
CR£F DEP T CRSE SEC T CIJI.JQSE TITL E HRS l NSTPUCTOR Ill 
GC' llf f";8 A 6 83• 01 MA~IIGERlH ACC T 4 CARL !.ON R 
HT ,1IH" 124 5- 1415 se 31 6 
23 
C.REf DEPT CRSE SECT COURS E TITLE HRS INST RUCTOR Jll 
4 725 MUSM 1 23 Ql THE MUSICAL EX P ERIE N 4 ECHOLS CHA RLE S 
MH,Pf 0 930 -12 20 PA 113A 
4 7 1, 3 
TR 
MUS H 222 0 1 
l an □ - 20 4 0 PA 
HIST ORY OF MUSIC II 
14 0 
3 JOHNSON J;\HES 
1.1 73 1 
TR 
f"; US M 229 0 1 BL UES + JAZZ HISTOPY 4 FR OHRIP KENTON 
18 0 0 - 2150 PA 14 l 
4 7:..4 r,,uSH 1.132 Cl P IA NO Pt. 0 /AOV L EVEL 2 JIILHITE C4RMEN 
BEGl-'UE. NO DATE JUNE 28 ,29&JULY 11,1 2, 13 
F 1800-2200 PA 141; S&SUN 0900 -1 600 PA 141 
4 7L5 MUS H 1.142 Cl VOI CE PE. OAG OG Y 2 PETO<SO~J CH,.RlES 
Ml\.: RF (' 9r:l0-09 $0 P A 127A 
1,7 06 MUS M 532 f: l PIA NO Pf.OOOV L EVEL 2 WIL HIT E CARMEN 
BEblt• / E NO DATE JUNE 28,29 & JULY 11 ,12,1 3 
F 1800-2200 PA 141_; S&SUN 0900 - 1600 PA 141 
1,7 tJ 7 MLJS H 5 42 C1 1 VOI CE PEDAGO GY 2 PE TE RSON CHl,R L ES 
MH,RF IJ900 - 09!::.0 PA 1 2 7A 
1.17 GB MUS M 6 io7 Cl BR ASS PE.O AGOEY 2 MO ORE. AL BER T 
B£GIN/0!0 OATE JUNE 28&29; JU LY 11, 12&13 
F 1800-2200 PA 142 ; S & SUN 0900-1600, PA 1 41 
MUSIC-MUSICIANSHIP/SECOND TERM 
CQEf DEP T CR SE SECT COURSE Tl TLE HRS IN SHiU CTOlf Ill 
1,7J C ,-.USM 1 2 3 02 T HE' "'lJSICH EXPEP. l ft-. '4 ,,/AL TO N BR IA~ 
HT WRF (! 930-1 220 PA 1 1.i 1 
47 26 l",USM 4 73 [ 1 sco1-1r PREP WKSHP FL 0 '-1 JA i-' [ ~ 
MW 1 800-201,Q PA 1 4 1 
'17 27 l"U S,- 4& 4 0 1 FL UTE P ED AGOGY I.KSH ~ 2 LAY'-l f R DEN NI S 
E:sEGIN/E.ND on[ JULY 18, 19, 20 & 26, 27 
F 1 800-2200 PA 113A; S&SUN 0900-1 600 PA 113A 
1,7 28 I-IUSI", 573 0 1 SCORF Pf..f P l."KSHP 3 F LQ t,1 JAl",(5 
HW 1 a n o --2G4!) PA l lil 
4729 MUSM 584 01 FLUTE PEDAGOGY WKSHP 2 L AY NE R DENNIS 
BE ING/END DATE JULY 18,19?20 & 26,27 
F 1800-2200 PA 113 A ; S&SUN 0900 - 1600 PA 113A 
MUSIC-PERFORMANCE/FIRST TERM 
CPE.F DEP T CPS[ SE.CT COUFS f TIT LE HRS lNSTPUCTOP tll 
4 7i_<; MUSP 111 0 1 PR L ESS ONS Pit.N U 1 oiILHIT [ CAR~[N 
BY PERt-ISSlOfs ON L Y 
hOURS H'RAN GEO L4 b AR~.aN GEO 
l.i 71[ P'.1.1SP 111 
EiY P£PM I '.:.SION ONLY 
HOURS t- RR ANGEO 
'1711 "1 LJS P 11 5 
SY PCRt-'ISS l O,_, OJ.JLY 
h OLF S i! RR At-. GEO 
C2 PR LE.SSONS PH~O 
::: 1 P R LESSONS VOICE 
4712 MUSP 11 5 C2 PR L:SSi.,NS VOICE 
CY P[Rl", ISSlON ON LY 
HOVPS ARIO,N GEO 
3 WI Li-HT [ C~RM("' 
U,S AQKAt-.GED 
l PE T-:- f?SON CHAR L ES 
LA !:l APR AN GEr 
3 P f. TfF:SON CH ARL ES 
ue ~ Rt</.NGC:!) 
4713 MUS P 120 Cl PR L ESSONS SHT,,,GS 1 J C·H' JSO N JtH ES R 
HY P[QMISS I ON ONL Y 
hOURS .6RR H, GED L4 8 AP J;. Ar-. GED 
4714 l',USP 120 C~ PR L fS S O~'S Slf:H1GS J OHNSO N J .6M[S R 
B Y P(R~ JS S I ON ONL Y 
HOI..IPS ,.RR ANGE O 
11715 ~ USP 130 Cl 
E, Y PE!:it•dSSIO r-. OJ.JL Y 
PR LfSSO,,,S ~Piss 
LA E, AR RAN GED 
1 MOORE A L BERT 
HOUPS Al<RO, GEO LA B AQ F- A.N G!::0 
1, 7lf, l"', US P 130 C2 PR L ES SONS Bl)t-S S 3 MOCQf. tL BERT 
bY PEPl"'l~S I Oh. ON L Y 
HOUPS ~RR&N l:£0 Lie APh".ANG~f) 
4732 MUSP 130 03 PR LESSONS BRASS 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
l FROHRIP KENTON 
LAB ARRANGE D 
C.REF D EPT CRSE SECT COURS E TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR jl 
50G7 PE 138 01 INTE RME DIATE S.WIMH!N 1 MCCLELLAN R 
GRADING OP TI ON S EITHE R 
HTlr,Rf 1000-1oiis HAH P 
5010 PE 222 0 1 BEGINNif,:G BOWLI NG 1 STANEI< J 
GRADING OPTIONS EITHER SPECIAL FEES 
MhRf 1215-1300 AM C 
50ll 
HT\rlRf 
PE 230 01 
1000-101f5 HAH 
BE GINNING TENNIS 
TC 
50 12 PE 230 02 BE GINNING T[N,,,I S 
GRAOI"JG OPTIONS EITHER 
MT WRF 11 0 0-11115 HAH TC 
5 0 13 P E .no 0 3 BE GINN ING TEN,,,I S 
GRAD I NG OP TI ONS EITHER 
HhRF 1245-130 0 H AH TC 
501'4 PE 230 04 BEGINtHNG TENNIS 
GR ADIN G OPTIONS [I THER 
MhRF 1330-1415 HAH TC 
50 1 5 PE 231 0 1 !NTERHEO!ATE TE NNI S 
GR AD IN G OPTIONS EITHEP 
HW 1 8".!0 - 20GO HAH T C 
50 18 
MTw RF 




PE 21.18 Cl 
0 73 0 - 090 0 HAH 
PE 2 55 0 1 
09 15 -10 25 H AH 




COH HING FOO TB AL L 
24 l 
COAC HIN G B ASE"bALL 
2 J 5 
5C2 1 P [ 273 0 1 CAN OEING 
GR ADING OP TI ONS EITHER 
MW 1 21.15 -1 415 HAH OS 
5 022 
HT wRF 
5 oz 3 
HHI RF 
PE 348* 0 1 
09 15-1 02 5 HAH 
PE 4 08 C l 
0 1 30 - o siio HAH 
KIN ES I OLOGY 
24 0 
PRIN + PHILOSOPHY 
241 
1 BASCH C 
l BASC H C 
1 MCCLELLAN R 
1 MCCLELLAN R 
1 BASCH C 
I.I BA SC H C 
3 SIMPS ON W 
3 STANE.K J 
1 SIMP SO N W 
3 STANEK J 
3 SIMP SON W 
5027 PE 4 95 0 1 TRACK + FIEL D Wl<SHP 2 WAXUX R 
12.00 
GQAO ING OP TI ONS EITHEQ BEGI"il/ENO DA TE 07/07•07/ll 
MhRf 1 200 -1730 HAH 2113 
5 02 4 
MT"' RF 
P£ 5(18 0 1 
0730 - 08 40 H AH 
PRTN + PHILOSOPHY 
24 l 
3 S IM PSO N W 
5028 P E 568 01 T R H K + FIEL D WKSHP 2 .tA XLAX R 
GP AOINC:. OP TI ONS EITH ER BEG IN/EN O DATE 07/ 07~07/ll 





PE 601 0 1 
0 730-0840 HAH 
P E 631 01 
09 15 -10 25 HA H 
RESEARCH METH ODS 
11 0 
SE~. INAR PHYS ED 
215 
3 WAX LA X R 
3 COLllNS R 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
CPt.f D[PT CRSE SEC T COURS E TITLE HRS INST RUC TOR II l 
5(;£9 PE 1 2 3 02 WE I GH T TRA INI NG 1 VI NJ E. J 
GR.t.DIN(, OP TI ONS EITHER 
t,,H,!:;: F ('8 15-aqc o HAH "IB 
sn32 P E 1'44 r2 VOL L E'f'BALL 1 '-INI( J 
GtHOING OPTI O~JS LITHER 
MH,P F [B15 - C? GO HAH EB 
~P3 3 PE. 1 ~ 2 Cl PHY S ICAL FIT NESS 1 VINJ[ J 
GRAOH!G OP TI ONS EITHER 
HT",d\ F o no-OE 15 HAH GG 
50 34 Pt: lbO CZ SL O Pl T CH SOFTB HL 2 VlNJE J 
GRAD I NG VP TI ONS SU -RE O 
1P 1 24 5 -11115 H,H OS 
503E: PE 21.:6 (1 1 SPIN [I AR ll FIRST AID .3 BLEI CK f 
1-; H, RF (19 15-1 025 HAH 2 43 
:,c3 7 PE 222 02 BEGINt-.ING BO \.ILI NG 1 [JAVIS J 
GP AOHl b OPTION S EITH[P SPECIA L FEES 
,-;T,,H 1 0 0 0 -1 :1 45 lt1C 
12.00 
24 
C-REt DEPT CRSE SEC T COURSE TITLE HRS lN STRUCTOP 111 
5039 PE 2JO 0 5 BEGINNING TENlli! S 1 WINK J 
GRADING OPTIONS EITHE P 
HH,:Rf lO!J 0 -1045 H,O! TC 
5 0 40 PE 230 Ob BE GH,~ING TO.: NI S 1 WINK J 
GRADING OPTIONS EITHE Q 
HT.Rf 110 0--1145 HAH TC 
5057 PE 230 C1 BEGINNH~G TENldS t \IINJE J 
GPAOING OPTIONS EITHEP 
t-lF 114 5 -12 01) HA H TC 
50141 PE 230 (18 BEGil,NH1G Tt~NIS 1 BUCKLEY C 
&RADIN& OPTIONS E!lH( P 
HhRF 1245-1330 HA l-1 TC. 
5058 PE 230 09 BEGINNING T[ P'H•IS I WH1K J 
GRADING OPTION S E ITHEP 
MTWRF 133C-1'+15 HAH TC 
5042 PE 23 1 02 I~TERP'ffOUTE TENNIS l W J NI( J 
GRAD IN G OPTIONS E.ITHEQ 
Hlw RF 0 915-1[! 0 0 HAH TC 
5043 PE 231 03 lNTE RHE GIATE TE NNIS l VI NJE J 
HW 1 aoo -2 000 HAH TC 
~044 PE 2!2 0 1 BA DM INTON 1 " Ifl.K J 
GRAD I NG OP TIONS E.ITHER 
HTWRF 0730 - 0815 HAH 116 
501+5 PE 232 02 BAOH!NTO N 1 BUC l(LEY C 
GR ADIN G OPTIONS EITHER 
HTWRF 0815-0900 HAH HG 
SO'+b PE 2 38 rn BEGINNHl G ARCHE~Y 1 BUCKL EY C 
GRAD IN G OPTIONS EITHER 
MTwf F llC0-111tS HAH EB 
5 0 1.1 8 PE 349• 01 HU"4AN PHYSJOLCGY 3 KELLY J 
Hh. RF 0 730-0840 HAH 11 0 
5049 PE 3 5 5 01 COMPETIT\IE SPO R TS THO MP SO N I< 
HY.RF' 1100 -1210 HAH 241 
SOSO PE 1.1 52 • 01 TEST S • HSHT S IN PE 3 TH OMPSOt-. M. 
MTWRF U9 15-1025 HAH 2 U(J 
505 1 PE 456 01 AO ~ H;TERSCH ATHLETI 3 ANFE ~S:Ot. P 
Hlw PF 0730 -081.! Q HAH 241 
5052 
Hh RF 








PE 556 0 1 
0 730-081+0 H AH 
PE 6 0 7 0 1 
091 5-1 025 HAH 
PE 610 0 1 
1100 -12.10 HAH 
PE 620• 0 1 
0915 -l Ot:5 HAH 
P E 66 1 ('11 
0730 -0 8'1':? HAH 
AD P lJ,iH.RSCH ATHLETI 
2" I 
PRP,l or MOV[P't.NT 
2"1 
C0'1P.6RATIVE PHYS EO 
2 JS 
S[~IH,AR PHYS EHRCIS 
II 0 
PllHliNIN G PE f'H!LITI 
2" 3 
PHYSICS/FIRST TERM 
3 ANF ENSON ~ 
3 ANF[~SO N R 
3 COLL INS R 
3 KELLY J 
3 B L £ ICK F 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COUR SE TITLE HRS IN STR UC TOR Ill 
55 0 1 PHYS 1 03 0 1 CO.'rilCEPTS IN PHYSICS It TR U"4H [L O R 
HTW RF 0915-l 0 1t5 "IS 12'1 (. AB AR RANGED 
5 502 P HYS lOb rn PLAf-.[T.IRIUH li~TRONOH 4 ELLI S B w 
HhRF 09 15-lOltS MS 24 
SS CJ PHYS lOb 02 PLANET,l,IUUH ASTRONOH It YOlJNG NE R P G 
f'1Tlo"RF 1100--1230 HS 24 
SSOti PHYS 2 11• 0 1 GENERAL PHYSICS I 4 GARRITY M I< 
Hl..'RF 0 7 30 -0900 MS 124 L.l B •R RANGEO 
SSCS PHYS 212• 01 GENERAL PHYSIC.S II ll GAROITY M t< 
MH.RF 1100- 1 230 HS J21t L• B ARRAN GED 
SSt.9 PHYS ll87 0 1 WRKS-ASTR FOR SCI TC 3 HOORE 8 1-1 
GRACIN G OPTIONS SU - REO BEG IN/ENO DA TE Ob/11-06/25 
HT.RF 1 JOO-Jb30 HS 24 
CQl F DEPT CP.SE SEC T COURSE TITLE HRS I NS TRUC TOR #l 
59 U8 PSY lt30 Cl SE!1 ur:-t:STYL E .es sH T 4 LE S.IR 0 
&E GI ~/0.,0 OAT( 06/ l f'I -IJ 6 /2 'J 
,,_T - 1.f liJ00 -14 0 0 E~ A24ct 
5 11') P~Y ltJ O Ol $£'1 PF.It-- It-.T f. ~P SEN I.I JA 2 WINSKI C 
Hhl RF 1 2ti S -1415 ':: 6 B207 
5 9 1 2 PSY '+30 n 3 SE "' BEi-i AP OQUG .IB U:::. 4 ROSO.THAL E 
Mll,,O f 1100 -1 230 E6 82"b 
591'+ PS Y '- 30 n 4 SE"' HEM O~ Y I HPRO IIHT II LAHWER S L 
MT.,; Rf 12it5-1415 EB c1zn9 
59 2 4 PSY 4 30 !: 5 SE H H l V TOPIC COUNS y Q 1"1.l SON J 
BY PERJi'. l SSION ONLY 
t-tOUR S ARRO, G[O 
591b PSY l{ b3 C l PRINCIPLES OF LU.R"' 11 HAl1K E 
HT.RF 1 2'15 -1415 EB 82,, ~ 
591.7 PSY 4 b 3 a2 PRJ~ CIPL E S OF L E ARN 4 P RO Ct-t NOlti o 
1',TWPF 07JD - 09u0 Eb 8207 
2042 PSY 4 0 6 0 1 GU!OHC ( OF H AN D ICAP 4 SCRI EN[ R P lCH.lR D 
HH, P.F C730 - 09UO i::e A235 
s •n s Ps.v 471 0 1 
Hh.·RF l.i1-' 15 -10il5 Eb 
204 1t PS'!' 1t72 0 1 
MT .. Rf 11 ao -1 2Jo ES 
59 2G PSY ltH 0 1 
HTW RF l 10 0 -1 230 EB 
MENTAL HYGIENE. 
B209 
PSY EXCE.P T CHILD~EN 
A 2 35 
I r-tTt:RPER so ~AL DYN 
82~ 7 
I.I BOL TUCK C 
4 SC RIB N(P RICHA f! O 
4 .iOLLIN D 
5 922 PSY 47 5 C>l A8 NOF'l",AL PSYCHOL OGY It ao L TUCK C 
Mh i:.:F' 1 100 -1 230 Eb A24 0 
59 ·J9 P5Y 5 30 0 1 SE.M LIF'E.STYL[ lSStH 3 LE S l R 0 
EEb Pl/f. N D DATE Ob/ 1 0 -0 6/20 
Hh RF 1 aao -1q a o EB A244 
5911 PSY 530 02 SU1 PR I N INl fR P SE N 3 JA Z WINSl<l C 
Hh P. F l245-lql5 f 8 B207 
5 'H 3 PSY 530 r 3 st/1 BE.H •P 0°UG ABltS 3 ROSEN TH4L E 
HH.RF 1100-1230 fB 82 ·:'b 
59 15 PS'!' 53 0 0 '1 S['1 ME"! OIH I~P QO VtH 
HT. RF 1 2 '15 - lql "i €:B B 2 'J9 
59 2 5 P SY 53 C OS 
bY PEPHISSION ONLY 
HOU~S ARR ANGED 
5 92 b P SY 5 30 Ob 
MTI.Rf G91 5 -101+ 5 €:B 
21<+6 P SY 566 0 1 
l'if',j l:l f 0 7 30 - 0900 EB 
5Ql9 PSY !i7 J Cl 
HHdff 09 1 5 -lQq S ES 
201.18 P SY 572 0 1 
HH. RF 110 0- 1 230 EB 
SE'i .\OV TOP I C COU NS 
S (M CO NSULT - PAR ENT S 
B2 1 B 
GUtOA,-.CE OF HAN D ICAP 
A2 35 
ME NUL HY GIENE 
8219 
PSY EXCEPT CHI L DREN 
A2 l 5 
5921 P SY 571t 0 1 INTERPE RSONAL OYN 
HT,. RF 1100 -1 230 fB B20 7 
5 923 P SY 5 75 0 1 Aa "JORHlL PSY CHOLO GY 
HT:J Qf ll 'J0 -12 30 EG A24 L) 
59~ 7 PSY 65 1 0 1 COUNSELIN G TH[OR I E S 
CO- ~EOI.JISITE 2 PSY b68 5929 
MT.RF ll .'.J0 -12 30 EB ,\2 39 
3 L AHWE RS L 
VR MA SO N J 
3 KRU EGER A 
~ SCRIBNE R PICHARD 
3 8 0 LT UC K C 
3 SCh l BN( D ~ ICH.lR O 
3 i11 0 LLIN 0 
1 30L TUCK C 
3 REUO ING J 
590: 8 PSY b63 0 1 APPL THEORY OF L[ACIN 3 HA RK E 
MT.Pf 11 00 -1 230 Ee B21J8 
5929 PS'!' 6b8 l.1 1 COUNS[LINGPROCE DUR(S 3 RE DO ING J 
CO-RE OUISIH 2 PSY bSl 5927 
'1h RF 0 915 -1 0 45 F B A239 
59 30 PSY 6 77 01 SE~ COUNS ELIN G RES 3 PEH: RSON T 
MT..R F 11 0 0-1230 [9 B213 
!>931 PSY 678 0 1 GRI. GUATE STATISTIC S 3 NUo\E S 0 
MTWRF OQlS -10'45 EB 8213 
CRE.F D£P T Ct\ SE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 01 
79 02 OHIS lql OJ BUSINESS STATS II 4 LU MING TE 
HTWRF 0915 -l 0 1t 5 BB 17 98 
79Cr! CMIS 1111 02 BUSINESS STATS II q SONG JAE 
HT .Pf 11 0 0-12 30 RB 315 
79 L l! CMIS 25 0 0 1 DATA PROC F OP BUS 4 HEATH RI CHARD 
MH.RF 0 730-09 CO BB 315 
7 9 0 5 0MIS 3S l 0 1 INTRO TO MIS 4 HEATH RICHARD 
Mh PF C915-1 C45 RB 
QUANTITATIVE METHODS & INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEP T CRSE SEC T COURS E TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR Ml 
7910 QMIS 14 0 02 BUSIHS S STAT I It HEAT ON LINDA 
~H.RF 0 7 30 - 0900 BB 315 
7911 OHIS 1111 OJ BUSINESS STATS II It STAFF 
MH.RF 09 15-1 0'+5 BB 119 B 
7912 CMIS 250 02 OAT.a PRO C FO P BU S II HE ATON Llt-.' OA 
MT•P.F 1100-1230 08 119 B 
791~ QMT S 441 0 1 OP(l{ AlI ONS RESE.ARCHI 4 SUF'F 
t'T ". RF ll □ 0 -1230 !38 31 5 
RECREATION/FIRST TERM 
CR[F DEPT CRSE SECT COU RSE TITL [ HRS IN ST RUCTOR Ill 
5 059 REC 212 C!l CA"'PING EOUC6,Tl0N It TEMPLIN 0 
~Tl.'Rf 1 2 11 5 -11+15 HAH 241 
5060 REC 441 01 OU TDOO R EDUCATION 3 TtHPllN 0 
MhRF 1100-1210 HAH 241 
506 1 REC 41t'+ OJ SENIOR I NTER NSHIP 8 HO ROHOSH I Y 
BY PERl'HSSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU--REO 
HOURS ARR AN GED 
RECREATION/SECOND TERM 
CP[F DEP T CPSE stCT COURSE lilt ( HRS I NSTRUCTOR 1:1 
50b2 R(C 4 15 OJ ORG • AOt', CF REC ADH 3 BUCl(l[Y C 
t-\ l',,RF C9 15-102 5 H•H 235 
SOb! PEC 1144 02 SENI OR INTERNSHIP 8 l<A !> P(R J 
BY PE RMIS SION ON LY GR AOH,G OFTIONS SU -REC 
HOURS ARR AN GE D 
SCIENCE/SECOND TERM 
CRf.f DEPT CASE SECT COU P. St TITL E HRS IN STRUCT OR Jll 
1270 SCI 110 0 1 METRIC SYSTE~ 2 ERICKSON J H 
MhR 11 00 -11!>5 MS l !J 7 
SECONDARY EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
-CR£f DEP T CR SE SECT COURSE TITLE' HRS INSTRUCTOR #l 
2051 S E.CO qlt 8 0 1 SE CONDA RY SCH OOL 2 3 GRU NERUO JAHES 
HT.Rf 1 245 -lqoo ( 8 A230 
2052 SEED 6 0 7 0 1 HO D TRENDS I ~ SEC EO 3 HORK VE RNON 
HT. PF l 245-14GO EB A233 
~ass SEE D b49 01 STONT T CHR • THE L•w 3 BJORK LUN EUGENE 
HTwRF 1245-llt OO EB .A231 
2056 SEED 6 6 1 01 SECONDA RY CURRICULUM 3 HORI< VERNON 
HTwPF 09 15-1 03 0 EH A2 33 
2058 SEED 6bb 0 1 SR HI SCHL SEMINAR 3 MORTRUDE LOWELL 
HT.,.RF O'ill5 •1C30 [I, A229 
2059 S E~O b75 01 IHP OF SEC SCHL INST 3 JOHNSON PETER 
MHI R F' 11 0 0-1215 EB .A227 
CREF DEPT CR SE SECT CO URS F. TrTL C::: hRS lti STR UCTOC! 111 
55 10 PHYS 587 01 WRKS-ASTR FOR SCI/T C 3 MOOPE B H 
GR"OING OPTIONS SU -REQ BEGIN/ENO OATE C6/ll-06/2S 
t\TWRF l 3JO-lb30 MS 24 
PHYSICS/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITL E HRS lNSTRUCTOP lt l 
S5 0 6 PHYS 1G6 C3 PLAN C: TARIUI' ASTRONOM 4 ECXPOTH C A 
HhRF 1100-1230 MS 24 
$5 0 7 PHYS 212* □ 2 GENERAL PHYSICS II 4 ECKRO TH C A 
~hRF 0730-U900 MS 1 2 14 U B ARF:AP., G[ O 
5S 0 8 PHYS 2 13• Cl GENERAL PHYSICS III 4 J El'.<OC' 0 A 
MhRF 0915 -1 045 MS 1 214 U B ARR AN GED 
POLITICAL SCIENCE/FULL TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURS f. TIT L F. HRS H ; STRUCTO R ltl 
5713 POL 14144* 0 1 H;TE R~S HIP VR WilLDMS O~J HOl-'[R 
BY PERMISSI ON ONLY GRAOH,G OPTlONS SU-REQ 
HOURS ARRANGED 
POLITICAL SCIENCE/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITL E HRS I NSTRUC TOR 111 
5710 POL 201 0 1 P OL IDEAS + I NSTITUT 14 SCH..,Il'H Of.?VILLE 
MH.RF l l □ 0-1230 E!H 3 09 
5706 POL 251 01 INTR O T O WORL D PO L S 4 XA I P OUZ AK L 
MTWRF 0915-1045 BH 30 9 
57145 P OL 471• 0 1 POLITICAL PAP TI ES 14 KIL KHLY JO HN 
HT.RF 0730-0900 BH 309 
5746 POL 571• 0 1 POLITICAL PARTIES 4 KILK ELLV JOHN 
PHWRF 0730-0 900 8H 309 
POLITICAL SCIENCE/SECOND TERM 
CREF Dt.1-'T CRSE SECT COUR SE TITL F. HRS IN STRUCTOR Jll 
5701 POL 211 01 NAT IONAL GO \i ERN MENT 4 X lLKELl Y JO HN 
MhRF 0730-09(;0 BH 309 
5714 POL 313• 0 1 M[Ti< O AREA GOVT 4 MERRICK J~NNA 
MH,RF 1100-1230 BH 309 
57 14 3 P OL 463• 'Jl .AM ER POL TH OUGHT '+ JONFS EV.H J 
MT.R F 09 1 5 -1 045 BH 2iJ3 
5752 POL 492* fl l COU RTS ANO CIIJ RIGl-'T 4 FRAN K STEP HEN 
MhRF C. 915-104 5 8H 3M 
574 4 POL 563• 0 1 ,8, H[R POL TH OUGHT 4 J ONi:-:S EY~N 
Ml\,,RF 0915 - Hl45 RH 20 3 
575 3 P OL 592* Cl COURTS ANO C IIJ R I GHT 4 FRA NK STE PHE N 
MT. RF 0915-1045 BH 3n 9 
PSYCHOLOGY/FIRST TER M 
CPEF OEPT CRS ". SEC T COURSE TITL E 
5 90 1 PSY 1 2 1 01 GE "I ER AL PSYCHOLOGY 
~hRF 091 5 -1045 EB B2]6 
5902 PSY 2~0 01 PRINCIPLES OF 8E H 
MTWRF 1100- 1 230 EB ,8,2 26 
5903 
H TWRF 
PSY 251 □ l 
09 15-1045 EB 
INTR O TO CO GN ITIVE 
Al 4 Ci 
H~ S IN ST RUC TOR Ill 
4 ROS Ei\ TH A.L E 
4 NUNE:S n 
4 LAM\rJERS L 
5904 PSY ?t..2 Cl HU'-'AN Gr<Ol>TH + OE\JE L u 8RVAN A 
Hh1RF llJ0-12 30 EB B2'19 
5905 PSY :?71 0 1 SMAL L GkOUP PROCE SS II LESAR D 
MWF 0730 -10 00 EB A2!44 
5 9G b PSY 362 0 1 [D"1EAS ♦ TE.ST CONSTO 14 PROCHNOW 0 
MT'wRF 0915-1045 1:B 62 'H 
59 0 7 PSY 363 01 (NVI ~O NME NTA L PSYCH 4 MOLllN I) 
r.hRF 12145-1415 EB A2U Q 
25 
CR EF OEP T CRSE SECT COURSE TITLf HRS INSTRUCTOQ 11 
S<':l 3 2 PSY 679 01 RESEARCH PLA NlliH,G 3 to;RUf.6ER A 
MHiRf l 1 0 0-1230 ,'':B A24 u 
PSYCHOLOGY/SECOND TERM 
CRtf DEP T CRSf SECT COURS E TITLE 
5933 PS'!' 121 Ol'. GEN ER .AL P S YCH OLOGY 
1':h R F 110 0 -1 23 0 1:B A22C> 
5934 
l'\l.,'Rf 
PSY 2 5 0 02 
□ 9 15-1C45 rs 
PR IN CIPLES OF B[H 
A22b 
5935 PSY 259 Cl PSYCH SHTISTlC S 
Mn•RF 07 30 - 09 00 EB B2t3 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 111 
4 ME R TENS G 
14 MERTENS G 
4 KUK UK w' 
$936 PS Y 262 02 HU ~A~ GR OWTH + DE\11-'.:L 'f PE Rl<INS E 
l",T.iR F 0915•104 5 E B A2 39 
5937 PS Y 270 0 1 PSYCH OF WOMEt,i '-I Ok.'Y£R M 
H TloiRF 0 915-ICH+S [13 8 2 % 
5'.i38 PSY 320 01 INTRO T O HUM .AN SERV 4 P l:.RK lNS E 
HH,Rf ll~ 0-1230 E B A2 39 
5939 PSY 362 0 2 EO ME/i,5+ T £ST CONST P 4 PET ER SE ~1 "I 
MH•Rf C915-1045 E6 8 2 09 
59 1; 0 PSY 380 0 1 AGING A "'-0 DY H, G 4 A t-;C~RSON 0 
HH: PF 073Q-C9 QO £ 6 A2H 
591+1 PSY 430 07 SE:."1 HYPr>iOS RH PHHI 4 MU RPH Y R 
"1TI.H 110 0 -12 30 EB 8213 
5943 PSY 430 08 SE"I BEH A~AL £0 SET 4 MURPHY P 
Hh. RF 1245 -1141 5 E~ 8213 
!:945 PS Y 447 n. 1 PSYCHODHAHICS OF MA 4 uwve: ~ M 
h h l.F 124 5- 141 5 E6 A24 L' 
5958 PSY 463 ru PRINCIPL ES or LEARN 4 Pl l [RSEN 1-'1 
MH'RF l l C0 -1230 (8 ez 09 
59t..2 PSY 4b9 0 1 IN DI VIOlJA L APPRt.IS.aL 4 AN OfRSON 0 
I". Tl,;RF 1100 -1 230 ES e216 
2 0 1.! : PSY 473 n1 PSY ~t.NHL RET.A.RD 4 AYf~ S FlOYli 
r;.Tlt.RF 12145 -1 415 f. B A235 
5 9 42 PSY 5 3C 0 7 St:."1 HYP~ OS R[L PH["° 3 MUR PHY R 
1-:T.iRF 1100 -123 0 EE. 8213 
594'-I PS Y 5 3 0 GB SE,.. 8 E~ AN aL 1:. D SET MURP HY r 
MH' P F 1245-1 1115 £:E. B213 
59<l9 PSY ~ 47 0 1 PSYCH OO Yr : H ,lCS Of ~ t. 3 01.-VER M 
MT1,; PF 1 24 5 -1 4 1 5 [o A211 J 
5963 PS Y 5b9 C l IN O!Vl')UAL AP PR AI SAL 3 AN Di:-: RSOII 'J 
/', Tl,;R F l l C' 0 - 1 2 50 E"~ 82 0b 
2 0 1; 9 PS Y 5 73 0 1 P SY MENUL RfHRD 3 AY E ~S FLO YD 
,-, Tl-P F 1211 5 -1415 E8 A23S 
59611 P SV 6t 5 [l APP RAI SAL HCHN lO UES ~ PE.TQA NG[ Ul G 
HhR ll 'J0 - 12 30 Fl; A24Q 
596b PSV 6b 7 02 CAP[EH DEV EL OH1[ •H PEPLOiGEUl G 
"1 h R 0915 -1 045 (I, A l ll U 
5967 PSY 678 0 2 GRADU.Ali:.. STATISTICS ~ KUKUto; ',J 
MT1.RF C915 -l 04S r.: e s2ra 
596il PSY 696 0 1 COUNS ELING IHE R~ SHI VR MAS01\ J 
6 Y PfRJ-:lSS10t-i CNLY 
HOURS t.P RtiN GED 
GRADH,G CPTIO~JS 
QUANTITATIVE METHODS & INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS/FIRST TERM 
CRLF □ £PT CP~I: SE Cl COURSC::: T IlL E 14RS IN ST~U C TQ,::, Ill 
7 ,;:.; 1 OHIS l t;O C l BUSINESS S TAT S I 4 SON'., JAE 
Mh Rf C915 - HJ45 f-B 31$ 
7 9 (.l E, QMJS 14:1 C3 BUSINESS STAlS I 4 su~iQBY L 
Mh PF 11 1 .. rn~ 1 no es 3to 
SU-REO 
SECONDARY EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
cqEF Clt:.P T - C-Rs E SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 111 
2053 SEED 626 01 PHTL + URG MOU, SCHL 3 P UTBRESE LARRY 
MH.RF 0 915-10 .30 EB A23l 
205 4 SEEO 629 (1 1 ADOL ♦ THE SCHOOL 3 PUTBRESE UR RY 
MHPF 1100-1215 EB A231 
205 7 SEE D 665 01 JR HI S<H L SEHINAR 3 JONE S JACK 
HhRF 11 no- 1215 E B A229 
SOCIAL SCIENCE/FIRST TERM 
cqEf DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITL E HRS I NSTRUCTOR Ill 
690 1 SSC! lLli C l GENERAL SOCIAL SC I 4 DOWNES A J 
HT\,dff 0730 - 0900 SH 210 
f,9 02 s scr 104 02 GE NERAL SOCIAL SCI 4 DOWNES A J 
Hh,RF 0 915-1 0 45 SH 21 0 
69 0 3 SSCI 1014 03 GE NERAL SOCIAL SCI 4 WOLFER A C 
MhRF ll □□ -1230 SH 215 
69'+1 SSC ! 320 01 ELEM [P., TS OF SOC SCI 3 WOLFER A C 
MhRF 09 15-1 02 5 SH 215 
6999 S SCI 630 01 PR06L (MS IN SOC SCI 3 LIE B ERMAN H 
Hh R 09 15-10145 SH 2C7 
SOCIAL SCIENCE/SECOND TERM 
CRE F DEPT CR SE SEC T COURSE TIT LE HR5 I NS T RUC T OR 111 
b9C'I SSCI 1 0 4 C:14 GE NERAL SOCI 6.l SCI ti NU NN W H 
MH RF 073(1-0900 SH 20b 
69[;5 SSCI 1 0 4 05 GENERAL SOCIAL SCI 14 HA NIFF G M 
HH.RF 0915-1 0 4 5 SH 207 
b942 SSC I 320 02 ELEMENTS OF SOC SCI 3 H.Ap.,JFf G '°'  
Mil.R F 0750 - 0900 SH 207 
SOCIAL WORK/FULL TERM 
CREF DEPT CR SE SE CT CO URS E TITLE HRS INSTRUCT OP Ill 
t,1476 S1o1 '-1144• Cl l INTERNS HIP SOC \o/ORK VA' TWINAM E- DU NGA N H 
GRA DIN G OPTIO NS SU-RE O 
HO URS APRANG E O 
SOCIAL WORK/FIRST TERM 
CRH OEPT CRSE SECT COU P. SE TITL f HRS IN STR UCTO R #l 
ti 1ns s .; 213 0 1 io o L[ SUNT PROBL EMS 4 Tli l N AM E DU NGAN M 
MhRf 09 15-11") 4 5 SH 32 5 
SOCIAL WORK/SECOND TERM 
CREF □ ED T CRSE SEC T CO UR S[ Till € HR S IP.. S TRUC TOR 111 
6478 SW 2 1 1 0 1 INTR O TO SO CI AL WOR k II BRENNAP., N 
HH.' RF C915-10'-15 SH 3 25 
SOCIOLOGY/FIRST TERM 
C~EF OE.PT CP.SE SECT COURS'E T ITLE HRS lN S TRUCT OQ 111 
63 5 1 SOC 260 Cl l PRI~CIPL[ S SOCIOLOGY 4 OELZ OPPO C 
Mh- RF G730-09 ll 0 SH 316 
6352 SOC 2b8* CH HI~ GROU P RELATIONS 14 GOOfHIICH H 
HTWRF O 730- 0 9 GO SH 303 
6 3 5 3 
MTlriRF 
SOC 273 f! l 
1 lOC-1231:) SH 
SOC Of SEX R OL ES 
3 2S 
6354 SOC 277 01 CO U RTSHIP ♦ HARRHGE 
1-'; lo,P. F 0 73 0 -09 00 SH 3 25 
6355 SOC 4 65 • 0 1 SOC IAL PSYCHOLOGY 
Hh.RF 110 0 -123 0 SH 3 2 9 
6358 SOC 565• 01 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 
t'. H,P F ll CID -1230 SH 329 
14 PASCHALL B 
4 PASCH.ILL B 
4 GOODRICH H 
4 GOO DR ICH H 
26 
SOCIOLOGY /SECOl'.ID TERM 
CREF DEP T CRSE SECT COURSf TITL E HRS lt. S TJ.>UCTOP 111 
6 356 
MTlr. RF 
soc 260 02 PRI NCIP LES S O( IOLO f: Y 4 UAVI S L 
0 730 .. 0900 SH 3 3b 
6 35 7 
Mh RF 
SOC 3M,• 0 1 JUVl NIU. OE L ir-, OUENCY 4 B Ac. R P 
C9 15-104 5 SH 32 9 
~PANISH/SECOND TERM 
CREF" DEP T CRSE SECT COU RSE TITL ~ HP S l NS H!UCT OP 111 
6601 SPA N 1 31 0 1 EL EM SP AN I SH I 4 ON[ tll J E 
HTl,,•RF C915- 1 □ 4 5 BH 13 4 
SPECIAL EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
CR(f DEPT CRS E SEC T C-OURSE TIT L E HRS IN S TRU(T OQ II l 
1 95 2 SPE D 4 0 4 0 1 CU LT 0 1 VERS ANO EDUC 4 AYERS F L OYD 
H TW RF 0 730 - 09 GO re A2 Jl 
1995 SPED 4 2 0 01 EDUC SE'V + PROF RET 4 HA RTlN SO t. G1,.£ N 
BY PERMI SSION ONLY DI STRICT ij287, MIN NEA POLI S 
Mh RF 1 330-1530 
19ti9 SPED 50 4 0 1 CU L T O!HRS J.NO EDU C AYE R S F L OYD 
HTWRF 073 0-0 9(1 0 EB A2 3l 
2023 SPF:: □ 520 0 1 EDUC SEV + prof RE T 3 MA RTINS ON GW EN 
BY PERMISSI ON ONL Y DISTR I CT ~287 , MI NNEAPOLIS 
MTW RF 13 30 •1 530 
1 9 7 8 SPED 525 0 1 SPEC LEARNIN G DIS t 3 B ICUR JQ6 t,,' 
BY PERMISSION ON LY 
HTl,d~F 1245-11115 
2033 SPED 525 02 SP t C LE.t,PNING D IS 1 
B Y PERM I SS I ON ONLY 
MH. Rf l 2'45- 1415 
203 4 SPED 5 2 5 03 SPEC L EARNIN G OIS 1 
BY P ERMI SSIO N ONLY 
MT\.RF 1 245 -1 1"15 
1984 SPED 6 0 1 0 1 CURR Et-.T T RE ND S SP fO 3 Kt,. OX SUNLEY 
HHil Rf 0915-1 025 [B A215 
1986 SPED 6C2 Cl RESURC H SPEC EDUC 3 AHR S FLOYD 
HHIRF 11 0 0-1210 EB A2 ~8 
1988 SPED 6G3 0 1 PR Cd LEM S SPEC EDUC 
MH, R f 1245-135 5 EtS .A 238 
1985 SPED 6CS 0 1 BE H Ai/ At-. AL HH , 0 CHL O J 
MlWRF 0915-1025 EB A2 36 
19 92 SPED 6 12 0 1 PSYCHOLINGUISTI CS 
A2 3 5 
3 ROBLE. Y OU ENTI N 
HTW RF 1 2 45-1355 EB 
1 959 SPED 650 01 PRA CT P F.OF SEIi RET ~ MA R TlNSON GWEN 
BY PERM I SS ION ON LY GR AOH,G OP TI ONS SU • REQ 
MTl,, RF oa o □ -12CO DISTRI CT H287 , MI NNEA POLIS 
19 8 2 S PED 652 0 1 PRACTICUM L RNG DI S 3 SIGLER JOAN 
BY PERMISSI ON ON LY GRADI"'G OPTIONS SU - REC 
MTW RF oaoo -1 200 
2050 SP(O 652 02 PRACTICUM LRNG D I S 
BY PERMISSION ON LY GRADING OPTIONS SU - REQ 
MhRF oao o-12uo 
1983 SPED 65 2 03 PRA CTICU M L RNG DIS 3 
BY PERHISSION ONLY GRADI NG OP TION S SU-REO 
HhRF 0 80 □ -12 00 
2 C06 SPED 691 0 1 SE~ SIMUL SPED ADMIN 3 L E\ii:IS JAHES 
BY PER HI SSION ON LY GRAD I NG OPTIONS SU - REQ 
HOURS ARRAN GED NAT I ONAL LEADERSH I P I NS TI TUTE 
19 61f SPED 692 01 MANA G CONC ILH N CONF 3 GADBERRY (VA 
BY PERMISSION ON L Y GR ADI NG OPTIONS SU-REQ 
H OURS ARR -.N GE D NATI ONAL LE A DER SH I P IN STIT UTE 
CIH..F 
6761 
DEP T CR~E SECT CO URSE TIT L E 
S PC 3 2 6 0 1 I NTEI.PRSN L COMM BUS 
BY P ERr-, I SSI ON ONL Y 
HTI.. RF 11 0 0 -1 230 PA 2 21 
67 5 5 SP C 3 5 0 0 1 LA 9 SHALL GP PROCESS 
GR AOit,,jG OPT I ONS su - RE:o 
MhRF lM0 -123 0 P A 2 2 3 
HRS l NSTRUC TOP #1 
4 GRACHEK A F 
~ 11 ICI< C F 
t,7 7(] SPC 4 ', 5 Gl Mn E FEMALE COMMUNIC 4 MEYERS R 
BEG J rUU, D OIITf Ob/ C9 - 06 / .2 '1 
MT .. RF 09 30 -1 5 30 PA 27 1 
67 8 ! SPC 5 1:1 8 0 1 MAL E ff.MALE COt-11'\ UNIC 4 M(Y£ RS R 
B[ U l N /E NQ DAT£ 0 6 / U9 - 06 / 20 
t', T.,Pf 0 93 G-1530 PA 271 
SPEECH/SECOND TERM 
c~u OE:: P T CP S( SE CT COU R SE T ITL E HR S H, STRUCTO P Jj 1 
6 7 03 S PC I b l 0 3 IN H. O TO SP EECH CO~M Ii STOCK ER G M 
l'I T\d; f 0915 -1 0 45 P ,c, 2 2 1 
b73 0 S PC 2Z 0• 0 1 PUBLJC SPEA~IN G 
HT:. P F G 73 0 - C9 !.! 0 PA 2 2 1 
b771 SPC 49 5 0 2 PR OB lNH RCULTU R.ll 
b f t:. 1 N /U-: D O.lH 07/ l lf- n 7/ 2S COMMUN I CAT I ON 
i'!Ti. ls: F C9 3G - 1 5 30 PA 271 
4 STOCKEP G M 
4 1/ 0k A E 
b77 2 SPC 4 9 5 0 3 WK SP COt.FLICT RESOLU 4 A.:! NE TT P C 
E:E' Gl~/ E t. U DATE 0 7/ 28 - Cl !l /O B TH ROUGH COMMUN I CAT ION 
~H. Rf 0 93 0 -1 5 30 P A 2 71 
67 8 1 SPC 5 f! 8 C2 PR OE, I NTf;RCUL TU R.al 
BEGIN/E_~O DATf f'l7/l4- 0 7/2 5 COMMUN IC A TI ON 
MTI. RF 0 93 0 - 1 !- 30 P A 271 
4 VO RA E 
67 8 , SPC 58 8 0 3 WK SP CONFLICT RES OL LI 4 AR NETT ~ C 
b Et. lN/ U1D D ATE 0 7/ 2 8 - 08 /0 8 THROUGH COMMUNICATION 
MTI.R F '.J93C -1 53 0 PA 27 1 
SPEECH SCIENCE, PATHOLOGY & 
AUDIOLOGY/FIRST TERM 
CREF D EPT CRSE SECT COU RSE TITL E HRS INSTRUCTOQ Ill 
7057 S SP A 4 20 (1 1 EXP ER lM(NT P HONE TIC S 3 Kl'IM~EIH1EIF'R M 
MTi. RF C915 - 1 0 30 E B B2 39 
7 0 6 6 S SPA 52 0 GI EXPE f! lM l NT PH CJ NETIC 
Mh. PF Ci91S -l 03 0 rn 82 39 
1 Qb 1 S SP A 620 Cl RE SEARCH SP P AT H AUD 
M TWP F 11 00-1215 [ 8 B239 
70 9 4 S SP A 651 0 1 GRA D PRA CTICUM 
BY PE R,., IS SI ON ON L 'r' 
1 30 0 -1 5 0 0 f. B 82 39 
7 0 7 C S SPA bSI 0 2 GR AD P QACT IC UM 
6Y PERM I SS I ON ONL Y 
T 1300- l SG O Eb 82 39 
SPEECH SCIENCE, PATHOLOGY & 
AUDIOLOGY/SECOND TERM 
(. Rlf DEPT CR S. E SECT C OU RSE TITLE 
7 0 ~8 SSPA ~ S l 0 1 
BY PEP1", I SS I ON ON L Y 
T 13'.JD - 1 5LO F.6 
7('•59 SSP A 4 5 1 02 
BY PEP,.,I SSI ON ONLY 
T 1 30 0- 1 5 0 0 Ei3 
PRACTICU M 
B2 39 
PRA CTIC UM 
9239 
7 08 7 SSPA 6 1.1 2 0 1 ADVANCE D AUDI OL OGY 
MTWRF 0 9 15-1030 EB 8239 
T09 6 SSP A 65 1 0 3 GRA D PRAC TIC UM 
6Y PERMISS I 'JN ONLY 
T l 3C!0 -l 5 0 0 ES 82 39 
7095 SSP A 65 1 Olf GRA O PRA CTICUM 
BY PERMISSI ON ONLY 
T 1 300 -15 GO EB B2 39 
3 KAH"'ERMft[R M 
3 P OWERS G 
l POWER S G 
2 P Oi.•t.RS G 
HRS I N STRUCTO R ltl 
l JACOBSON J 
? J .l COBSO N J 
3 J .a. CO BSO r-; J 
1 OAllfNPO R T R 
DAVE NPOR T R 
CREF D E. P T CA SE SECT COURSE TITL E 
7411 TH 2b0 0 1 
TR 1600 - 2150 CH 
741 5 TH 370 0 1 
BY P[Pf'ISSIO N ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
ART OF THE C INEHA 
l 00 
CREAT PR OJ ACTIN G 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
4 SW ANSON DALE 
VR L ONGTIN RUSSELL 
71fl6 TH 371 01 CR E AT PROJ DIRECTING VR L ONGTIN RUS SELL 
BY PE RMI SSIO N ONLY 
HOURS ARR AN GED 
7417 TH 372 01 CREAT PR OJ COSTUMING VP. L ON G TIN RUSSEL L 
BY P ER M!SSI OPII ONLY 
HOURS ARRAN GED 
741 8 T H 373 0 1 CREAT P ROJ TECHPIIICAL 1/R LON GTIN RUSSE LL 
BY PERH I SSIOt.i ON L Y 
HOURS ARRAN GED 
71.11 9 TH 374 
BY PERM ISSIO N ONLY 
HO URS ARRANGED 
74 20 T H 375 
BY PEPM! SSION ON LY 
1-iO URS .AR RANG E D 
01 
0 1 
CR E AT PROJ P ROH MG MT VR LONGTIN RUS SE LL 
CRf.AT PROJ THEORY V R L ONGTIN RUSSELL 
74 2 1 T H 3 7 6 0 1 CREAT PROJ CRE_AT ORA VR L ONG TIN RU SS E.LL 
SY PERMISSION ONL Y 
HOURS ARR AN GE D 
742 2 TH 377 
BY PE RM ISS I ON ONLY 
HOURS A.RRINEEO 
□ l CR E AT PROJ F I L"' VR LO l'IGT IN RU SSEL L 
74 2 3 TH 378 01 CREAT PROJ EOUC ATI OPII VP L OfiGTIN RUSSELL 
BY PE RMI SS I ON ONLY 
HOURS ARRA NGED 
743 S TH 4 96 01 
6Y PE RMISSI 0 "1 ONL Y 
HOURS .a RRANG E O 
SUMMER TH E ATR E 
744 9 TH 596 0 1 SUMMER THE.l T RE 
B Y PERMISSIOPII ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
THEATRE/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SEC T COURSE TITL E 
7~25 TH 370 02 CRf'.AT P ROJ ACTI NG 
BY PEPMI SSIO N ON L Y 
HOU R S ARRANGED 
VR BA SCH KY RICHARD 
LONG T IN RUSS ELL 
VR BASCHt(Y RICHAR D 
LONGTIN RUSS ELL 
HRS I NS T RUCTOR 11 
VR L ONG TIN RUSSEL L 
7426 TH 37 1 02 CREAT PROJ DIREC T ING VR LONGTIN RUSSELL 
BY P ERM ISS I ON ON L 'r' 
HOURS ARRANGED 
71427 TH 372 02 CREAT PNOJ COSTUMIN G VR L ONG TIN RUSSELL 
BY PERMISS IO N ON LY 
HO URS ARR AN GED 
71.1 28 TH 373 02 CRE AT PROJ TECHNICAL VR L ONG TIN RUSSELL 
BY PE RM ISSI ON OPIILY 
HOURS ARR ANGED 
7429 TH 3714 Cl2 CREA T P ROJ PROM MG"' T VR L ONG TIN RUSSE LL 
BY PERMISSION ON L Y 
HOURS .ARRAN GED 
7450 TH 3 75 
BY PE RM]SS I ON ON L'r' 
HOURS .a. RR AN GE D 
74 31 TH 31b 
BY PERMISSION ONL Y 
HOURS ARRANGED 
02 CRE,H P ROJ T HEOR Y ,. LONGTIN RUS SELL 
02 CR E AT PROJ CREAT OR A VR LO,-, GTIN RUS SE LL 
7432 H, 3 77 02 CREAT P RO J FILM VR LO NG TIN RU S SELL 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
1-iOURS ARRANGED 
7 43 3 TH 378 0 2 CRE.AT PROJ EDUC ATI ON 1/R L ONGTIN RUSSEL L 
BY P[RHI SS I ON ONLY 
HO URS ARRA-'lGED 
SPECIAL EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
CREf DEPT CR~E SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR •l 
1951 SPED •OI 01 INTRO EXCEP CHILD Ii ROBlfY OUF.:NTIN 
Hh'RF 0730 - 0900 EB •235 
1953 SPED •oS 01 BEHAVIOR PROeLEHS 11 AY ERS FLOYD 
HH,RF 0915 - 1C45 EB AZ 35 
1954 SPED 421 01 EDUC MOO HE~T Rfl 3 MARTINSON GWEN 
BY PERHISSION ONLY DI STR IC T #287, MINNEAPOLIS 
MTl.RF 1330 - 1530 
1956 SPED 422 01 EDUCATI ON OF GIF"TE D 4 L OVfLACE WILLIAM 
IHWRF 0915-1045 EB A229 
1994 SPED 495 0 1 WKSP CAREER \IOC PRO G 6 SCRIBNER RICHl,RO 
BEGIN/END 0HE 07/14 - 0a/0 l 
HTWRF 0900-1500 EB A213 
1970 SPED 505 0 1 BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS 3 AYERS FLOYD 
HTWRF 0915 - 10'15 EB A23'.S 
2 0 13 SPED S L!:! 0 1 DEV SCRHN • ASSES S 3 DODGE GOR DON 
M._,F 0915-llllO EB B207 
l97l SPED 52 1 0 1 EDUC ~OD MfNT RET 3 MARTINSON Glrj[N 
BY PERMISSI ON ONLY DISTRICT !1287 ~ MINNEAP OLIS 
HTWIH" 1 330- 1 530 
197 3 SPED 522 0 1 ECUCAT! Ot.. OF GIFTED 3 LOVELACE WILLIA~ 
HTwRF 0915 -1 0~5 EB • 2 29 
2 0 .t'.5 SP t O 523 Cl HETH AND MAT SPED 1 3 L OVELACE MILLIAH 
MH.RF l 2ll5-1355 EB .l2 38 
19H SPED 526 0 1 SPH LEA RNING DIS 2 3 BIGLER JO.tN 
BY PERMISS I ON ONLY 
MhiRF 1 2lt5•llt l 5 
2037 SP(O 5 26 02 SPEC LEA RN IN G OIS ? 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
MhRF 12Lt-5.,. 1 415 
2038 SPED 526 C:3 SPE"C LEARNlhG DI S 2 
BY PER~ISSION ONLY 
MTWRF 12ll-S • l11 1 5 
1972 SPED 527 01 BASIC SKIL L S IH,NO 3 ROBLEY OU[NTIN 
HTWRF 1 1 0 0.,. 1 210 ES A2 3b 
204 1 SPED 595 Cl Wl<SP CIREER VGC PROG 6 SCRIBNER P I CHARD 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 07/111 • (18 / 0l 
MhRF 0900 - 15 00 EB A233 
1990 sno f-.10 01 SUPERVISION SPEC E.D XNOX STANLEY 
HhRF 1100-1210 EB ol. 235 
2C26 SPED 65 0 G2 PRACT PROF SEV RET 3 MARTINSON Girj[N 
BY PERMISSION ON LY ri NAOH,G OP TIONS SU-REO 
HTWRF □ 81JO•l2 C O DISTRICT #287 , MI NN EAPOLIS 
1965 SP(O 6 52 Oil PRA CTICUM LR"'JG DIS 3 5IGLER JOAN 
BY PERMISSION C'-' . Y GRA,Olt,,G OPTIONS SU-Rf.\l 
MTWRF oaoo-12 c.-
2039 SPED 6 5 <' 05 PRACTICUM LRNG DIS 
BY PERMISSI ON ONLY 
MhlsF 0800 -1200 
GR AO!f, G OPT IONS 
2012 SPED 652 0 6 PRACTICUM LRNG DIS 
BY PERMISSIO~< ONLY GRADH,G OPTI ONS 
HhRF 080 0-12GO 
SPEECH/ FIRST TERM 
CREF Di::P T CRSE SEC T COU RS[ TITL E 
6701 SPC 16 1 
M T WRF 0 73 0 - 0900 P . .A 
b7 C2 S PC 16 1 
MhRF U915-l045 PA 
b737 SPC 226 
GRADI~G OPTIONS 
MhRF 0915 - 1045 PA 
0 1 INTR O T v SPEECH COI-IM 
2 71 
02 I~ TRO T O SPEECH CO~M 
223 
0 1 INTE RPERSON AL COMM 
su - REO 
221 
6750 SPC 3211• 01 ARGUMENT AN O 0(6.ATF: 
1-\hRF 0730-09 0 0 PA 223 
27 
HRS INST RUC TOR 41 
• H[Y(RS Q 
" SIKKINK O E 
4 VICK C F 
4 SlKKI"IK O E 
SU - RED 
SU-REO 
STUDENT TEACHING/FIRST TERM 
EDT - - BY PERMISSION ONLY . CONTACT TEAC HE R DEVEL OPM ENT OFF I CE 
PR I OR TO SUBMIT TING COURSE REQUES T AT ADVANCE REGI STR ATION 
MAY 2, 1980 . 
TECHNOLOGY/ FIRST TERM 
(.QEf DEP T CRSE SECT COURS E TITL£ HRS I NS TRUCTOR #l 
7265 TECH 1 0 1 01 AE 0 0~JAU1ICS I II COLOHY J 
liH.RF 09 1 5 -Hl'45 HH 2111 
7266 TE CH 1 0 2• Cl PRTIIATE PILOT FLIGHT 3 COLOMY J 
SU - REO GRA D H iG OPTIONS 
HOURS HHiANGED LA B ARhANGED 
7 267 TECH 151 0 1 TE CH MATH I 4 RYA'-1 R 
Mh Rf on □ - 0 9(10 HH 2 l lt-
7 268 TECH 165 0 1 PH OT O TEC H I II STI"ISON J 
SPECIAL FEES 5. 00 
MhlRF 0900 - 10115 HH 217 
7270 TECH 17 0 01 ELECTRONICS TE.CH I Lt FAITH A 
MT WRF 0730-09Ci0 HH 227 
7271 TECH 1 75 0 1 COMPU T[RS INDUSTRY 4 RICHAROSO~J C 
MhRF 1100-1 230 HH 227 
7272 T E.C H 202• 0 1 COMM PILOT FLIGI-IT 3 COLOMY J 
GPA.DIN G OPTI ONS SU • REO 
HOURS ARRANGED L AB AP.RA.NGED 
727 3 TECH 2(14• 0 1 INST PILOT FLIGHT l COLOMY J 
GRADING OPTIONS SU - RE.O 
HOURS ARRANGED LA 8 ARRANGt:.D 
72 75 T E.CH 3 l 7 0 1 TECH NICAL 1rj\f!TIN G • GOODNER K 
T 1 800 - 2150 SH 201 R 1 800 - 2 1 50 
7278 T ECH 465 01 PHOTOGRAPHIC WKSHP 6 GA.MME.L L J 
SY PERMISSI ON ONLY GR .A. 011\G OPTIONS 
&EGIN/E ND DATE 06/09 .. 07/03 HOCKER T R 
MJ',jRF 0800- 1 1130 HH 12 0 
72bl TECH 495 Gl SOLI D STATE E LECTRNC II FAITH A. 
6EGIN/EI\O D.' TE 06/09-06/2n 
MhRF 0900 - 1 530 HH 227 
7263 TE.CH 495 02 MIC RO PROCESSOR SYS 2 STAFF 
BEGIN/ENO DA TE 06/23•06/27 
MhRf 0900-lS J O HH 227 
7 2 79 T [CH 56S 0 1 PH OTOG RAPHIC \rdlSHP 6 GAMME.LL J 
BY PER H l SSI ON ONLY 
BEGIN/t.NO O AT[ 0 6/ C9 - 0 7/ 01: 
l':HRF 0 800 -1430 HH 1 20 
GRADING OP TION S 
HOCKERT R 
7262 TECH 588 01 SOLI D STAT[ ELECTRNC 4 FAITH A 
BEGJ"I/ E "4 0 DAH: 06/09-06/2 ') 
HHIPF G 9 0 C-15J:J HH 227 
7 26 4 HCH 58 8 r:.: MIC ROPRO CCES OR SYS 2 STAFF 
8 EG J N/E ND DATE 06/.23-06/2 7 
~l'. RF C9 G0 - 15J O HH 227 
TECHNOLOGY /SECOND TERM 
CRH Ot::P T CR!)( St.Cl COURS E" TITLE H~S INSTRUC T OR :it 
72f::.9 TECH 166 C l PH O TO HCH II 4 ZACK OSKI J 
SPECIAL FEES s. r,o 
l"H. Rf 09 15-1 0 11 5 HH 2 14 
72711 TECH 2 71 * ll l F L ECTROr..JCS TECH II ii RICHARDSON C 
t', TW i;,F llr:!0-1 2.30 HH 
'' 7 
7 276 T EC H 326 ('} CU"-L JTY lSSURA~I CE l Mol.TTICK D 
MhPf 09 1 $ -1 0 115 HH l ? J 
7 277 TEC H 3•5 Cl II\T PO T O OCCUP SAF ii TORBORG f 
t-', Tl.C f C P0-0 9 CO HH 1 2G 
THEATRE/ FIRST TERM 
CREf DEP T CP$E SE.C T COUP SE TITL E HHS INSTRUCTOR Ill 
su - REO 
SU - REO 
71.! C l TH 14 0 0 1 INTRO T U THi:HRE+FIL 4 PERRIER RCNALO G 
GR ADIN C:, OP TI ON S SU-REO 
l'lll.PF lFl0-1230 PAC 1 0 1 
CREF DEPT C R SE SEC T COURSE TITLE 
714 5 1 TH 1196 02 SUMMER T!-i [ HRE 
BY PERMISSION ON L Y 
HOURS ARRANGED 
71150 TH 596 02 SU"'IMfR THEATRE 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HO URS ARRAN GEO 
URBAN AFFAIRS 
SEE LOCA L AND URBAN AFFAIRS 
Building Abbreviation Key 
AC - Atwood Center 
AH - Alumni House 
AS - Administrative Seivices Bui lding 
BB - Business Building 
BH - Brown Hall !Science and Mathematics) 
CLS - Campus Laboratory School 
CRH - Carol Hal l 
EB - Education Bui lding 
EH - Eastman Ha ll 
HaH-AR - Halenbeck Hall, Archery Range 
HaH-DS - Halenbeck Hall , Dance Studio 
HaH-EB - Halenbeck Hall, East Balcony 
HaH-GG - Halenbeck Hall, Gymnastics Gym 
HaH-MG - Halenbeck Hall, Main Gym 
HaH-NB - Halenbeck Hall, North Ba lcony 
HaH-0S - Halenbeck Hall, Outside 
HaH-P - Halenbeck Hall, Pool 
HaH-TC - Halenbeck Hall, Tennis Court 
HaH-WB - Halenbeck Hal l, West Balcony 
HH - Headley Hall (Industry and Technology) 
KVAC - Kiehle Visual Arts Center (Art) 
MS - Mathmatics and Science Center 
PA - Performing Arts Building 
R - Riverview Building 
SH - Stewart Hall 
HRS INS T RUCTOR #1 
VA BASCHt,;Y RICHARD 
LONGTIN RU SSE LL 
VR B A SCHl<Y RICHARD 
LONGT I N RU SSE LL 
L Studc rll PMking 
28 
BU ILDING GUIDE 
8 Adm in istra tive Services 
Bu ild ing 
8 Al umn i House !: Atwood Mem orial Center 
V' Ben ton Ha ll 
C, Brown Hall 
C, Bu si ness Bu ilding 
• CJ rol Hall 
e Casl'Hall 
Cl) Cen tenn ial Hall (L<'arn ing 
Resources Cenrer) 
Ci) Eastman Hall 
d:11. (Re~ n.·ation Center ) 
W' Educa tion Building 
4S Garve y Commons 
G) Gray Campus Lab Sch oo l 
Cl Halenbeck Hal l 
GD Headley Hal l 
• Hill Ha ll 
• Holes Ha ll 
4t) Kiehle Vi sual Ans Centrr 
i) Lawrence Hall 
~ Maintenance Bu ild ing 
~ Mathemat ics and Science 
Center 
fJ Mi tchel l Hall (Minor it y 
Cu ltural Center , lower 
le11e l) 
$ Prrforming Arts Center 
e Ri verview 
i) Sherburne Hal l 
Qi) Shoemaker Haf l 
tJ> Stearns Hall 
~ Stewart Hall 
el) Wh itney House 
CAMPUS COMPASS 
WHAT WHO WHERE PHONE WHAT WHO WHERE PHONE 
Academic Difficulty Academic Affairs Office AS 209 3143 Illness or Injury Health Services HiH 3191 
Faculty Adviser After Hours Emergencies (See Health Services 
Counseling Services SH 118 3171 Information) 
Student Life and Lost and Found Mail Room AS 103 2005 
Development Office AC 142 3111 General Office HH 3137 
Academic Requirements COLLEGE DEAN'S OFFICE Main Desk AC 2202 
Faculty Adviser Loans Financial Aids Office AS 121 2047 
Registrar AS 118 2111 Major, Assistance In Counseling Center SH 118 3171 
Activities, Clubs, etc. Student Activities AC 222 2205 Choice Graduate Office AS 116 2113 
Address of Student University Directory Married Housing Director of Housing CRH 2166 
Student Life and New Student Orientation Student Activities AC 222 2205 
Development Office AC 142 3111 Pay Checks Departments 
Address of Alumnus Alumni Office AH 4241 Personal Problems Counseling Center SH 118 3171 
Application for Major COLLEGE DEAN'S OFFICE Student Life and 
Program College of Business BB 124 3212 Development Office AC 142 3111 
College of Education EB A110 3023 Parking Auxiliary Services AS 106 2266 
College of Fine Arts KVAC 111 3093 Physical Examination Health Services HiH 3191 
College of Industry HH 216 3137 Placement (Career 
College of Liberal Arts Planning) Placement Office AS 101 2151 
& Sciences WH 101 2192 Posters, Flyers, 
Banquet Facilities Main Desk AC 2202 Duplicating, etc. Print Shop AC 153 3759 
Brochures, Pamphlets, Main Desk Probation (See Under-
Publicity Announcements (Distribution Point) AC 2202 graquate Bulletin) 
Bulletin: Undergraduate Registrar AS 118 2111 Publicity Information Services AS 207 3151 
Bulletin: Graduate Graduate Office AS 116 2113 Reading Difficulty Counseling Center SH 118 3171 
Calendar, Official Undergraduate and Recreation: Bowling, 
Graduate Bulletin Billiards, Table Tennis, 
Calendar of Activities Student Activities AC 222J 2205 Cards, etc. Games Area AC 227B 
Change of Address Admissions and Records AS 120 2111 Refunds Business Office AS122 4174 
Student Life and Rooms for Student Student Life and 
Development Office AC 142 3111 Meetings Development Office AC142 3111 
Career Planning Placement Office AS 101 2151 (Main Desk, for Atwood AC 2202 
Change of Course Adviser Reservations Only) 
(Drop Add) Admissions and Records AS 117 2111 Scholarships Financial Aids Office AS 121 2047 
Change of Major: COLLEGE DEAN'S OFFICE Scholastic Standings Adviser 
Undergraduate College of Business BB 124 3212 Admissions and Records AS 120 2111 
College of Education EB A110 3023 School Supplies Stewart Hall Bookstore Bsmt. 251-0061 
College of Fine Arts KVAC 111 3093 Speech Difficulty Speech Science, 
College of Industry HH 216 3137 Pathology & Audiology EBA216 2092 
College of Liberal Arts Student Newspaper Chronicle AC 136 2449 
& Sciences WH 101 2192 Student Teaching Director of Student 
Class Schedule Admissions and Records AS 120 2111 Teaching EBA153 2115 
Counseling: Adviser Study Skills Counseling Center SH 118 3171 
Academic Academic Affairs Office AS 209 3143 Summer Employment Financial Aids Office AS 121 2047 
Financial Financial Aids Office AS 121 2047 Student Employment 
Personal Counseling Center SH 118 3171 Services AS 101 3756 
Student Life and Testing Counseling Center SH 118 3171 
Development Office AC 142 3111 Textbooks Stewart Hall Bookstore Bsmt. 251-0061 
Vocational Placement Office AS 101 2151 Transcript of Grades Academic Records AS 120 2111 
Counseling Center SH 118 3171 Travel Information Student Activities AC 222 2205 
Credit-By-Examination Admissions and Records AS 117 2111 Trial Quarter Admissions and Records AS 118 2111 
Degree Requirements College Dean's Office Typewriter Rental Main Desk AC 2202 
Adviser Veterans' Information Admissions and Records AS 118 2111 
Registrar AS 118 2111 Vocational Information Placement Office AS 101 2151 
Employment Financial Aids Office AS 121 2047 Withdrawal From College Admissions and Records AS 117 2111 
Student Employment 
Service AS 101 3756 
Entrance Test Results Counseling Center SH 118 3171 TELEPHONE NUMBERS 
Graduate Office AS 116 2113 Off Campus - 255 must be dialed and then the last four numbers. 
Financial Assistance Financial Aids Office AS 121 2047 On Campus - Only the last four numbers need to be dialed. 
General Education Academic Affairs Office AS 209 3143 
Faculty Adviser 
Grades Admissions and Records AS 120 2111 
SCSU is an equal opportunity / affirmative action employer and is in 
Adviser 
Graduate Fellowship Department Chairperson 
compliance with all state and federal laws prohibiting discrimination. 
Handicap, Physical Student Life and St. Cloud State University is accredited by the North Central Asso-
Developement Office AC142 3111 ciation of Colleges and Schools, the National Council for Accreditation 
Hospitalization Health Services HiH 3191 of Teacher Education, the National Association of Schools of Music 
Housing Director of Housing CRH 2166 and the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business . 
Identification Card Student Life and Additional copies of this booklet may be obtained from the Director of 
Development Office AC 142 3111 Summer School, St. Cloud State University, St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301. 
